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Meeting Report

Agenda ltem 1:

Official Opening

1. The Seuerilh SPREP Meeting was
convened in Tarawa, Kiribati, 1l-13 October
f994. Representatives of the following SPREP
member countries and territories attended:
American Samoa, Australia, Cook Islands,
Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, France,
I(iribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, New
Zealand, Niue, Palau, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu,
United States of America, Wallis and Futuna
and Western Samoa. Advisers also attended
from the South Pacific Forum Secretariat and
the South Pacific Applied Geoscience
Commission (SOPAC). Observers from a range
of regional, international and non-government
organisations were also present. A list of
participants is attached as Annex l.
2. Following an opening prayer, His
Excellency the Honourable Teburoro Tito,
President of the Republic of Kiribati, added his
formal welcome to the traditional, spiritual
welcome accorded to delegates by Eita Village.
The President praised the initiative of the
previous governmeni in offering to host the
Seventh SPREP Meeting. He referred to the
special significance his recently-formed
government gave to the presence of such wide
representation from countries and
organisations from within the region and the
Pacific rim.

3. His Excellency the Honourable Teburoro
Tito, assured delegates that the Government of
the Republic of Kiribati would continue to
support efforts at all levels to ensure
sustainable development. He pointed out that
the atoll environment such as Kiribati was
particularly fragile and vulnerable to climate
and other physical catastrophe. The message
for sustainable development to be made from
Tarawa after this meeting would therefore be a
symbolic one. He emphasised both the need for
national action as well as the common
objectives among countries of the region and
the importance of regional cooperation in
environmental protection and sustainable
development through SPREP.

4. His Excellency further stated the great
value his Government placed on its
participation in this forum which would
continue to be a guiding and unifying force in
efforts to take countries and peoples forward
into the 2lst century. In closing his address
His Excellency declared the Seventh SPREP
Meeting open.

5. The representative of New Zealand on
behalf of delegates responded to the President's
opening address and thanked the Government
for hosting the Meeting so shortly following its
recent election. She referred to the special
qualities of the people of this small group of
atolls and to the way in which Kiribati, and its
Pacific island neighbours, understood the true
meaning of being 'small island developing
states'. She praised Pacific islanders'
cohesiveness, dedication, awareness of their
special needs and ability to relate international
and regional issues back to the natural
environment and the ability to rise to the
challenge of sustainable development. She
attributed much of the effectiveness with which
Pacific countries worked towards
environmental protection collectively as a
region, to the guidance provided by SPREP
under the directorship of Dr Vili Fuavao.

6. The Director of SPREP began his opening
speech by extending congratulations to His
Excellency Teburoro Tito on his recent election
as leader of the Republic of Kiribati, wishing
him and the people of Kiribati strength to face
the many challenges ahead. He extended
thanks to the Government and people of
Kiribati for their excellent arrangements for
the meeting and the warm hospitality extended
to delegates, some of whom had travelled vast
distances to attend this Seventh SPREP
Meeting.

7. He expressed congratulations to one of
SPREP's members, the Republic of Palau, on its
very recent achievement of a new political
status. Further, he thanked members and
others for their collective efforts in strivrng to
make SPREP an effective regional organisation
and stressed the importance of maintaining the
dialogue and spirit of partnership between
member countries, donors and the Secretariat.
He described 1993-94 as a very hectic year for
the organisation as it took up the challenge of
implementing the ambitious work programme
entrusted to it, as well as the coordination of



regional inputs to international negotiations
likely to affect development and conservation in
the region. The Director referred to the
ambitious agenda for deliberation over the
ensuing days and brought to delegates' notice
specific issues that required special attention,
nAmely, endorsement of the Corporate Plan;
and deliberations relating to the SPOCC
Review and its implications for attracting high
quality staff and ensuring stability for the
organisation.

8. The Director thanked member countries,
international organisations and donors for their
financial support and for the partnership
arrangements that had been forged to the
collective benefit of the region. He outlined
specific assistance provided by a large number
of donors and collaborating institutions. He
referred to the resources that the Secretariat
and its member countries had invested in the
preparations fot, and participation in, the
Global Conference for the Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States
held in Barbados which he hoped would
produce ongoing beneficial results. In referring
to the Work Programme, he noted that the
review of SPREP's five-year Action Plan was
not far off and would provide a good

opporturuty to take stock and to ensure that all
programme components were focused,
pragmatic and achievable. Regional
cooperation, through bodies such as SPOCC,
continued to be of great importance to SPREP
and other'regional organisations in ensuring
that duplication of effort was avoided. He
extended congratulations to Mr Victor
Uherbelau as the new Director of FFA and to
Mr Phillip Muller for his reappointment as

Director of SOPAC, and thanked Sir Peter
Kenilorea for the FFA's assistance and
cooperation extended to SPREP, especially with
the establishment of SPREP's Financial
Section. The Director also acknowledged with
gratitude the work and efforts of the Chairman
of the Sixth SPREP Meeting, Mr John Teaiwa
of Fiji, and thanked his staff for their
dedication and commitment.

Agenda ltem 2:

Appointment of Chairperson

9. The representative of Fiji, as outgoing
Chairperson, called the Meeting to order. The
representative recalled the role of the
Charrman of the Sixth SPREP Meeting, Mr
John Teaiwa, who had also been Fiji's Focal
Point for SPREP. She extended an apology and
best wishes from Mr Teaiwa's successor, Mr
Rishi Ram, who was unable to attend this
Meeting.

10. In accordance with normal SPREP
Meeting procedure, in which the host
government chairs the Meeting, the
representative of Kiribati, Mrs Makurita Baaro,
Secretary for Foreign Affairs and International
Trade was appointed as Chairperson by
acclamation.

Agenda ltem 3:

Adoption of Agenda and Working
Procedures

11. The revised Provisional Agenda was
adopted and is attached as Annex 2. The
working hours of the Meeting were agreed as
proposed by the Secretariat and open'ended
sub-committees were established as follows:

r Meeting Report Drafting Sub-
cornmittee, chaired by the representative of
l'onga and comprising representatives of
Australia, France, Kiribati, New Zealand
and Tonga; and

. Work Prograrnme and Budget Sub-
cornmittee reconvened comprising
representatives of Australia, Fiji, France,
Niue, New Zealand, Marshall Islands,
Tonga, Tuvalu and the United States.

I2. The representative of New Zealand was
appointed as the new chairperson for the Work
Programme and Budget Sub-committee in place

of French Polynesia.



Agenda ltem 4:

Matters Arising from Sixth
SPREP Meeting

13. The Secretariat reported on
implementation of matters arising from the
Sixth SPREP Meeting as outlined in Working
Paper 2 and under ensuing agenda items. The
Meeting noted this report.

Agenda ltem 5:

SPREP Director's Overview

14. The Director presented an overview
(Working Paper 3) of institutional, policy,
finance and work programme developments in
SPREP during 1993/94 together with
relationships with international organisations
and called upon the Meeting to offer
suggestions on future directions. Several issues
referred to by the Director were reported upon
in more depth under separate agenda items.

15. Regarding Staff Regulations and
Conditions of Service, he reported that by
March 1994 all contract staff had been
incorporated under SPREP's current staff
regulations, with their associated salaries and
terms and conditions of service, ending the
parallel SPC and SPREP systems. He reported
on contract and support staff movements
during the year ar,rd advised that recent cost of
living adjustments for support staff in Western
Samoa had alleviated the problem of disparities
of pay with the Western Samoa Public Service.

16. The Director brought to the meeting's
attention the cementing of relations with
international organisations such as Memoranda
and Letters of Understanding signed between
SPREP and the World Conservation Monitoring
Centre (WCMC) and the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) and the granting of
observer status to SPREP by the Sustainable
Development Commission.

L7. In reporting on SPREP's financial
situation during the past year, the Director
stated that the voluntary nature of member
contributions to SPREP continued to hamper
and frustrate effective implementation of the
work programme forcing the Secretariat to
continually grapple with cash flow problems.
He called upon the Budget Sub-Committee to
discuss this issue and advise the Seeretariat on
how best to deal with this problem.
Computerisation of SPREP's financial system
had been completed during the year and this

system would be continually refined to ensure
effective accountability, streamlining of
payments and timely donor reporting.

18. Fundraising efforts during the year had
built on the continuing and substantial
assistance from UNDP, UNEP, AIDAB, NZ-
ODA, CFTC, Canada, France, USA and ADB,
resulting in the following funding
arrangements for 1993i94:

. UNDP Capacity 21 - US$ 994.000 for two
and a halfyears;

o Environment and Popuiation tls$
280.800 from TINFPA for 1994 activities;

. AIDAB - extrabudgetary and other
special funding of approximately A$1.5
million for 1994/95:

NZ - NZ$750,000 for assistance to SPREP
activities in 1993/94;

CFTC - 42,000 Pounds for 1994/95;

IMO - 36,600 Pounds assistance to
SPREP activities in 1994:

. WMO - US$ 32,000 assistance to SPREP
activities in 1994;

. Japan - US$ 21,000 assistance to SPREP
activities in 1994; and

. UNEP/GRID - US$110,000 assistance to
PENRIC activities in 1994.

In the interests of diversifuing sources of
funding, dialogue and contact had also been
initiated with the EU, the World Bank,
Canada, Japan, Switzerland, the USA
(through the University of Califonia's
National Laboratory in l,os Alamos, New
Mexico), IMO, WMO, WHO and U}.IESCO.
As well, SPREP was looking to the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) for additional
financial support.

19. The Director assured the Meeting of
SPREP's continual striving to ensure that the
Secretariat be lean and effective with high
quality and quantity ofoutputs, transparency of
expenditure, well-defined priorities and
effective project management.

20. In summarising SPREP Work
Programme acti"ities (which were covered in
more detail under later agenda items), the
Director stated that SPREP continued to focus
on priorities as identified by member countries
in their National Environmental Management
Strategies (IIEMS) and continually re{ined the
integrated Work Programme formulatiori
process to complement national governments'
own environmental management efforts and to
address issues outlined in activities such as the

a
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outcomes from the Global Conference on the
Sustainable Development of Small Islands
Developing States (GCSDSIDS), Barbados. The
representative of Kiribati pointed out that the
Barbados Conference recognised the need for
financial resources to assist the sustainable
development of small island developing states
but that no specific additional funds had been
pledged.

2I. SPREP continued to place emphasis on
coordination of its regional activities through
participation in the South Pacific Organisations
Coordinatin g Committee (SPO CC) ; institutional
strengthening of member country capabilities;
and in-country education and training act-
ivities. Further, he referred to recruitment of
the full complement of staff under the South
Pacific Biofiversity Conservation Programme
(SPBCP), a major GEF-funded project
implemented by SPREP; progress under the
AIDAB-funded Radio Australia/SPREP/PRN
"One World" project; as well as the UNEP-
funded Pacific Environmental and Natural
Resource Information Centre (PENRIC) and
establishment of SPREP's Library and
Information Centre with funding from New
Zealand. The h{eeting noted the Director's
Overview.

Agenda ltem 6:

Institutional and Policy

Agenda ltem 6.1: Agreement Establishing
SPREP

6.1.1. Status Report on Signatures and.
Ratificotions

22. The Agreernent Establishing SPREP was
opened for signature on 16 June 1993 and by 30
August 1994 had been ratifred by Fiji, Kiribati,
Nauru, New Zealand and Western Samoa. The
Agreement now only required an additional five
ratifications to be lodged with the depository,
the Government of Western Samoa. in order for
it to enter into force.

23. The representative of Australia advised
the Meeting that his government hoped soon to
notify SPREP and provide to the Government of
Western Samoa. the instrument of ratification
for the SPREP Agreement. France stated that
the ratificatron process by his government, a
long and complex one, was under way and that
ratification would occur as soon as possible.
Palau informed the Meeting that, having
entered into a Compact of Free Association with
the United States, and pursuant to Article 10.5
of the Agreement, it was commencing its

internal process of accession to the Agreement.
The representative of Palau stated that, since
his country was now eligible for full fledged
membership in SPREP, the Meeting should
delete Palau from Rule 2 - Defrnition of
'Members' - of the Rules of Procedure for the
Agreement. Palau's statement is attached as
Annex 3.

6,1.2. Ad,option of Plenipotentiary Meeting
Report

24. The Meeting was invited to approve the
Report of the Plenipotentiary Meeting held in
Apia in June 1993. As agreed at the Sixth
SPREP Meeting, the Secretariat's version of the
report and the revised version submitted by the
United States to the Legal Sub-Committee,
were merged by the Secretariat and circulated
to SPREP members for comments early in 1994.
Comments were subsequently incorporated into
the version submitted to, and approved by, the
Seventh SPREP Meeting which appears as
Annex 4.

6.1.3. Membership of Guam

25. Following the Plenipotentiary Meeting in
June 1993, which resulted in the conclusion of
the Agreement Establishitr.g SPREP, the
Governor of Guam announced that the territory
would no longer participate in SPREP
Meetings, effectively withdrawing from
membership. Efforts by delegates of several
member countries and by the Director of
SPREP prior to the Sixth SPREP Meeting to
seek a return to full participation by Guam had
been to no avail. The Sixth SPREP Meeting
directed the Secretariat to continue its efforts
in this regard.

26. The representative of New Zealand
expressed regret at Guam's continued
reluctance to participate in SPREP Meetings
and applauded efforts by the Secretariat and
other member countries to encourage Guam's
return.

27. The Meeting noted the actions taken by
the Chairman of the Sixth SPREP Meeting and
the Secretariat in endeavouring to encourage
Guam to resume full membership of SPREP
and noted that the Governor expressed his
willingness for Guam to exchange technical
information with SPREP and to participate in
the work programme in areas of proven mutual
benefit.



Agenda ltem 6.2 : Frequency of Future SPREP
Meetings

28. At the Sixth SPREP Meeting, the
Director raised the possibility of convening the
SPREP Meeting at two-yearly intervals rather
than annually and was requested to submit a
paper on this issue to the Seventh SPREP
Meeting. Working Paper 5 outlined the origins
and functions of SPREP Meetings, referring
also to provisions in Article 3 of the Agreernerfi
Estoblishing SPREP which gave a mandate to
the SPREP Meeting to determine the frequency
of its future meetings. The Director outlined
the direct and indirect costs associated with
annual meetings and expressed concern at the
large proportion of staff time diverted from
programme activities to meetrng preparation
and attendance. In outlining the benefits and
savings associated with two-yearly meetings,
the Secretariat was cognisant of relevant
factors such as future revisions of the SPREP
Action Plan and Corporate Plan, appointment
of the Director, convening of Meetings of the
Contracling Parties to the Apia and SPREP
Conventions and the need to be consistent with
SPOCC pracfices.

29, After considerable discussion, the
IMeeting agreed that SPREP should retain
annual meetings f<lr the meantime, with at
least every alternate meeting being held in
Apia to minimise costs and maximise efficiency.
The Meeting noted the responsibilities of the
host country specified in Rule 9 of the Rules of
Procedure. The Meeting also directed the
Secretariat to analyse linhages between the
SPREP Meeting and technical meetings to
analyse further the costs and benefits of annual
and biennial meetings and to report back to the
Eighth SPREP Meeting for further deliberation
on these matters.

Agenda ltem 6.3 : Core Staff Positions

30. The Sixth SPREP Meeting requested the
Secretariat to report to the Seventh SPREP
Meeting on future arrangements, including
funding implications, for staff positions
financially supported by member governments
under the core budget. Previous SPREP
Meetings had established the principle that to
ensure stability of the organisation, the basic
functions of the Secretariat should be achieved
by a lean and efficient critical mass of core staff,
funded as far as possible from member
contributions.

31. The Director outlined his assessment of
staffing needs in relation to the region's
environmental priorities (Working Paper 6),
and concluded that the three Project

Implementation positions currently placed
under the core budget, namely, Project Officer
(Species Conservation); Project Officer
(Environmental Education) and Coastal Zone
Management Officer, would be best retained
under the core budget. He also noted that
SPREP's Legal Officer was currently funded by
France, reference to which had been
inadvertently omitted from Working Paper 6.
The Meeting re-endorsed the retention of these
three Project Implementation positions under
the core budget.

Agenda ltem 6.4 : Corporate Plan

32. A draft Corporate Plan for SPREP was
first considered at the Fourth SPREP IGM in
1991. A revised draft was tabled at the Fifth
SPREP Meeting in 1992. The Fifth SPREP
IGM considered it premature to finalise the
Plan in the' absence of an Agreetnen't
Establishing SPREP and agreed that it be
deferred again for consideration at the Sixth
SPREP Meeting. The Sixth SPREP Meeting
referred the draft Plan to the Work
ProgrammelBudget/Corporate Plan Sub-
Committee for review and agreed that the
Corporate Plan be revised by the Secretariat
and circulated out-of-session for additional
comment. The Secretariat tabled the revised
draft (Working Paper 7lAtt.) which had
incorporated, to the fullest extent possible,
rnember govelnments' courments.

33. In response to the representative of Fiji,
the Director explained that the establishment
of a Divisional structure in SPREP would in no
way limit the inter-disciplinary work practices
of the organisation. The representative of
France had no objection to the draft Corporate
Plan. He congratulated the Secretariat for the
good relationships with UNEP that France
wished to encourage and he stated also that
France had ratified the Conventions on
Biodiversity and Climate Change.

34. The Meeting endorsed the Corporate
Plan, noting that paragraphs relating to the
functional core should now be amended to
reflect decisions taken by the SPREP Meeting
under Agenda Item 6.3 and that the list of
ratifications to the SPREP Agreement should
be updated to include Kiribati. The Meeting
also recognised that the Corporate Plan was
part of an evolving process to clearly link
objectives set for SPREP by its members, under
the SPREP Action Plan, to achievable targets
and performance indicators for the Secretariat.



Agenda ltem 6.5 : SPREP Meeting Rules of
Procedure

35.The Sixth SPREP Meeting noted that there
were inconsistencies between the Provisional
Rules of Procedure and the Agreenen't Estab'
lishing SPREP and requested its l,egal-Sub-
Committee to provide guidance to the
Secretariat to assist it in re-drafting the Rules
prior to re-submission to the Seventh SPREP
Meeting. The Secretariat tabled the revised
SPREP Meeting Rules of Procedure as Working
Paper 8.

36. The representative of the United States
called upon the Meeting to welcome the new
Republic of Palau to SPREP and accordingly to
delete the reference to Palau in Rule 2 of the
Rules of Procedure, with which the Meeting
concurred. The Meeting also agreed to delete
the word "present" under Rule 10.1. The Rules
of Procedure as amended were endorsed by the
Meeting and appear as Annex 5. Although in a
strict legal sense the Rules would not be

enforceable until such time as t}re Agreemerfi
Establishing SPREP entered into force, the
Meeting agreed that for practical purposes the
Rules as tabled and amended would take effect
forthwith.

Agenda ltem 6.6 : Rules of Procedure for
Appointment of Director

37. The Sixth SPREP Meeting gave the Legal
Sub-Committee the task of devising rules and
procedures to govern future appointments of
Directors of SPREP. The Secretariat tabled a
fuaft which had been developed based on
guidelines from the Legal Sub-Committee and
by the delegation of Papua New Guinea, whose
contributions were gratefully acknowledged by
the Secretariat. This draft had been circulated
by the Secretariat to members of the Legal Sub-
Committee early in 1994.

38. Points of clarification were raised
concerning Rules 3, 5 and 7- The
representative of New Zealand also raised the
point that early ratification of the Agreenlet*
Establishing SPREP would bring these Rules
into force. Until such time the responsibility
for appointing the Director of SPREP rested
with the Secretary-General of the South Pacific
Commission. The Meeting endorsed the Rules
of Procedure for Appointment of the Director of
SPREP which appear as Annex 6.

Agenda ltem 6.7 : Corporate Spons---hip

39. The Fifth SPREP Meettng endorsed in
principle the general thrust of a paper by the
Secretariat on Corporate Sponsorship as a

means of further widening the financial base
available to SPREP for programme implement-
ation. However, it was also recognised that the
issue was a delicate one involving a potential
con{lict of interest with corporate sponsors and
therefore it was agreed that the Secretariat
would prepare a more detailed analysis of the
broad issues involved and propose guidelines
for consideration at the next SPREP Meeting.
Lacking expertise in the area, the Secretariat
sought assistance from the EPOC Office in Port
ViIa and subsequently tabled at the Sixth
SPREP Meeting draft guidelines for Corporate
Sponsorship prepared by Mr Savenaca
Siwatibau. The Sixth SPREP Meeting refened
the draft to the Work Programme /Budget /
Corporate Plan Sub-Committee who recomm-
ended that the Secretariat liaise with member
governments and provide a revised document
for consideration at the Seventh SPREP
Meeting. Subsequently the Government of New
Zealand, through its Department of
Conservation, prepared a draft document
flMorking Paper 10/Att.) which was circulated
by the Secretariat to member governments for
their comment prior to the Meeting

40. The representative of New Zealand spoke
to the paper advising the Meeting that whilst
activities to secure sponsorship could be time
consuming, the benefits could be substantial.
He offered informal, ongoing assistance to those
member governments wishing to draw on New
Zealand's experience in this area. The
representaLive of France while not opposed to
corporate sponsorship, wished to emphasise the
general need to provide a framework for such
initiatives with limitations so as to avoid any
outside interference.

41. The Meeting thanked the Government of
New Zealand for its assistance and noted the
Sponsorship Gu.idelhtes for th,e Departntents of
Enuiron.ment and Conseruatiort (DEC) of
SPREP Mentber Cou,rfiries, attached as Annex
|7

Agenda ltem 6.8 : F{eview of Terms and
Gonditions of Employment of SPOCC
Organisations

42. In 1992 the Forum Officials Committee
decided to initiate a review of terms and
conditions of employment in SPOCC organi-
sations. Terms of reference and a timetable
were adopted by each of the participating
agencies during 1993 and the consultants,



Deloitte, Touche, Tohmatsu of New Zealand,
appointed by the Forum Secretariat, submitted
their final report in June 1994. The consultants'
report caused considerable concern in each
SPOCC organisation involved, leading to a
common response which SPOCC agreed should
be tabled at each governing council meeting.
The consultants' report and attached SPOCC
paper were tabled at the Forum Officials
Committee Pre-Forum Session, Brisbane, July
1994 who considered them but, owing to the
complexity and lack of definitive data, referred
them to a subcommittee for advice on
implementation. It is expected that the sub-
committee will report back to the Forum
Officials Committee in 1995.

43. The Secretariat tabled Working Paper 1l
which included the consultants' report, the
SPOCC response, and additional information
recently received relating to Remuneration
Components for Contract Offrcers and for
Expatriates, together with the SPOCC
response. The Secretariat expressed concern
relating to the timing of the review and to the
fact that the issue of local staff salaries had not
been adequately addressed.

44- One member noted the size and
cornplexity of the SPOCC Review document.
He stressed the need for economies and savings
not just by greater efficiency but also by
trirnming administrative and personnel costs.
The representative suggested the SPOCC
Review provides the basis for substantial
savings, which could be directed towards the
Work Programme, and that in circumstances
where donor funds are not increasing in real
terms, SPREP must utilise any available means
to produce savings. He recommended to the
Meeting that it adopt the Review document and
implement its recommendations a.s quickly as
possible.

45- Following further discussion, the Meeting
deferred consideration of the report until after
the Forum Ofticials Committee Sub-committee
had reported to the Forum Officials Committee
Budget Session in November 1994. A SPREP
Meeting Sub-committee, comprising those
countries with representatives in Apia, was
formed to investigate the implications for
SPREP following receipt of the Forum Officials
Sub-committee report. The SPREP Sub-
committee was requested to report back to the
Eighth SPRBP Meetrng.

Agenda ltem 6.9 : Criteria to Categorise Small
lsland Memberc

46. The Sixth SPREP Meeting, in discussing
policy relating to payment of members' travel
and per diem expenses at SPREP Meetings,
agreed that the small island members eligible
to receive assistance from the special fund
established for that purpose were Cook Islands,
Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Tokelau and Tuvalu.
The Secretariat was requested to submit to the
Seventh SPREP Meeting guidelines for possible
criteria that could be used to categorize "small
island members".

47. The Secretariat, in Working Paper 12,
stated that although no SPOCC member had
adopted an official definition of "small island
member," guidelines had been developed by the
Forum which were followed by the South
Pacific Commission and the Forum Fisheries
Agency. Forum member countries accorded
small island status based on these guidelines
were Cook Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, Niue and
Tuvalu.

48. Recognising that the membership of
SPREP is wider than that of the Forum, the
Meeting agreeC that the special characteristics
and problems nevertheless apply to SPREPs
small island members and endorsed the
Forum's guidelines. The Meeting thereby
agreed that Cook Islands, Kiribati, Nauru,
Niue, Tokelau and Tuvalu would be designated
"small island members."

Agenda ltem 6.10 : Guidelines for Reports of
SPREP Meetings

49. The Sixth SPREP Meeting requested the
Secretariat to prepare a report for submission
to the Seventh SPREP Meeting on guidelines
for Reports of SPREP Meetings. Reports of
SPREP Meetings had traditionally been drafted
with the assistance of a sub-committee
established for that purpose; drafts had then
been reviewed and adopted in plenary sessions,
a practice which appeared to have worked
satisfactorily and which the Secretariat advised
was generally the procedure adopted by other
SPOCC organisations. .

50. The Secretariat thus sought further
guidance from the Meeting as to what, if any,
changes might be made either to the current
procedure or format of SPREP Meeting reports.
The Meeting endorsed existing procedures as
an appropriate reporting mechanism.



Agenda ltem 6.11 : Action Strategy for Nature
Gonservation in the South Pacific

5f , At the Fifth South Pacific Conference on
Nature Conservation and Protected Areas held
in Nuku'alofa, October 1993, delegates
requested the Secretariat to revise the Actiott
Strategy for Nature Conseruatiorr. itt the Sou.th.
Pacific stressing that the final document be
simple, to allow the message to be taken to local
communities and that the emphasis of the
Strategy be on action and implemenbation,
rather than merely on words. Accordingly the
Secretariat, with assistance from The Nature
Conservancy (TNC), revised the Strategy and
invited the Meeting to consider and approve the
revised text.

52. In discussing the Action Strategy,
delegates congratulated the Secretariat and
The Nature Conservancy for their excellent
work in revising the document. In relation to
proposed financial arrangements, several
delegates expressed concern about possible
multiplication of funding mechanisms. The
Meeting applauded the community-based
approach which was considered most important
by Pacific island countries. It was agreed that
amendments, as tabled, by the representatives
of Australia (7SM/Inf.6) Fiji (7SM/Inf.9) and
New Zealand (?SM/Inf.8), be incorporated. The
Meeting approved the amended Actiott. Strategy
for Nature Conseruatiort, in, the South Pacific
Regiort which is attached as Annex 8.

53. The Meeting noted that environmental
import /export procedures should be developed
taking into account the relevant provisions of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
the Convention on Biological Diversity and the
Barbados Programme of Action on the
Sustainable Development of Small Island
Developing States.

Agenda ltem 6.12 : New Headquarters
Proposals - Shortlisting of Architects

54. The Secretariat tabled its report
@orking Paper 30) on developments with the
proposed new headquarters complex for
SPREP. The Secretariat advertised widely
throughout the region for expressions of
interest from registered architects wishing to
participate in a concept design competition for
the new headquarters complex in accordance
with the Master Plan. A total of 38 expressions
of interest were received from 12 countries and
these were assessed by SPREP Management
and the Project Manager, using the selection
criteria presented to the Meeting.

55. The Secretariat advised that, to date,
efforts to attract funding for the new building
had not been successful but that fund-raising
activities would continue to be actively pursued.

56. The representative of New Zealand
requested that the record reflect their view that
certain elements of the Master Plan had not
been finally endorsed at the Sixth SPREP
Meeting. However, recognising the constraints
that the Secretariat was currently operating
under in its existing premises, her deiegation
endorsed the recommendation to proceed with
the design competition. Her delegation
acknowledged the excellent site generously
provided by the Government of Western Samoa
and she agreed with earlier comment made by
the representative of Australia, stressing the
importance relating to ensuring that the
building was a low-maintenance structure,
suitable to conditions in Western Samoa.

57. The Meeting agreed that the first seven
companies from the list should be invited to
participate in the design competition and that
invitations be issued immediately following the
Meeting.

Agenda ltem 5.13 : Regional Mechanism to
lmplement Barbados Conference
Outcomes

58. The 25th South Pacific Forum agreed to
establish a regional mechanism to coordinate
and facilitate the implementation of the
Darbados Conference outcomes. It further
agr.ed that such a mechanism should consist of
a support unit utilising the resources and
services of SPREP and the FISCAP Pacific
Operations Centre (EPOC) and an advisory
committee composed of senior policy officials.
SPREP was requested, in consultation with
EPOC and other interested parties, to prepare a
report on the modalities of this 3nechanism for
consideration at the Seventh SPREP Meeting
and subsequently for consideration by the 26th
South Pacific Forum. The expected functions,
structure and modalities for this regional
mechanism outlined in Working Paper 26, were
revised by a working group.

59. The Meeting decided to recommend to the
26th South Pacific Forum the modalities for the
regional consultative mechanism as follows:

i. Modalities to be adopted by SPREP Meeting,
11-13 October 1994, Tarawa, and reported to
the next South Pacifrc Forum, Waigani,
1995, and to the ESCAP Commission
Session, 1995 (SPREP to pass a copy for
information to the ESCAP Committee on
Environment and Sustainable Development,
24-28 October 1994, Bangkok).



ii. SPREP and EPOC to identify focal points
within each organisation.

ui. Consultations between SPREP and EPOC,
and other relevant groups, to establish
uniform database structure for monitoring
activities and procedures for collection and
dissemination.

iv. Resources identified to cover set-up costs for
database (approximately USD 10,690)

v. The members of SPREP will constitute the
Advisory Committee. In addition, and
consistent with the Barbados Programme of
Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States, the
following will be invited to participate in the
meeting as observers;

. other donor countries (as defined by the
Forum);

r relevant UN organisations, regional
commissions, non-UN regional and sub-
regional olganisations and banks; and

r Non-government organisations.

vi. All merubers and participants in the
Advisory Committee process provide
information as required on activities to
implement the Barbados Programme of
Action.

vii. Resources identified for the recurrent
costs ol thc Regional Consultative
IVechanism (approximately USD 25,000).

viii. SPREP to convene the first meeting of
the Advisory Committee, in close
consultation with EPOC, immediately prior
to the 8th SPREP l{eeting in 1995.

ix. Secretariat resources for the meetings to be
made available by SPREP and EPOC.

x. Subsequent meetings of the Advisory
Commrttee to be convened by SPREP, in
close consultation with EPOC, will be held to
coincide rvith the SPREP Meeting, or
another appropriate regional meeting, and
timed to ensure effective input to the CSD.

xi. The Report of the Advisory Committee will
be tabled for consideration by the SPREP
Meeting.

xii. The final Report will be transmitted to
ESCAP. and to the CSD in time for the
latter's consideratron under items relevant
to the sustarnable development of small
island developing States.

Agenda ltem 6.14: Proposed South Pacific
Input to the Global Programme df Action
for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land Based Activities

60. The Secretariat reported that
preparations, coordinated by UNEP, were now
in progress for an intergovernmental meeting
to be held in Washington in 1995 at which a
Global Programme of Action for the Protection
of the Marine Environment from Land Based
Activities would be agreed upon. Meetings had
already been held including a Preliminary
Meeting of Experts to Assess the Effectiveness
of Regional Seas Agreements, Nairobi,
December 1993, followed by a Meeting of
Government-designated Experts Focusing on
the 1985 Montreal Guidelines for the Protection
of the Marine Environment from Land-based
Sources of Pollution. A further preparatory
meeting would be held in Reykjavik, lceland, 6
March 1995. A meeting to provide Pacific input
to the Global Programme of Action had been
held in Nuku'alofa, 16 - 19 August 1994, back-
to-back with the Technical Meeting on. Waste
Management and Pollution Prevention. The
resulting draft Sou.fh Pacific Input to the Draft
GIobaI Programnte of Actiotr. for the Protection
of the Marine Enuironrnetvt front. Lartd Based
Actiuities was tabled as Working Paper 28lAtt.

61. In response to reservations by some
members to elements of the text in WP.z8/Att.,
including in particular reservation by France on
paragraph 7, the Meeting noted A Pacific
Island Input to the Draft Global Programme of
Actiort. fo, the Protectiort, of the Marine
Environment fronr. Land Based Activities as a
congensus of Pacific island members of SPREP.
The Meeting requested the Chairperson of the
Seventh SPREP Meeting to transmit this
document, as such, to UNEP. The Meeting also
agreed that SPREP members should be
encouraged to actively participate in
preparations and activities leading to
agreement on a Global Programme of Action for
the Protection of the Marine Environment from
Land Based Activities.



Agenda ltem 7:

Reports

Agenda ltem 7.1: Director's Annual Report for
1993/94

62. The Director presented his 1993-94
Annual Report. The Meeting congratulated the
Secretariat on both its excellent report and its
professionalism in serving the needs of the
region and endorsed the Director's Annual
Report for 1993-94.

Agenda ltem 7.2 : Barbados Gonference:
lmplications for Managing Resources in
the Pacific Region

63. The Secretariat tabled its report
(Working Paper 17) which outlined decisions
taken by world leaders at the Global
Conference on the Sustainable Development of
Small Ieland Developing States @arbados
Conference) and their implications for
managing the region's resources. The
substantive text of this paper had been
presented to the 25th South Pacific Forum,
which welcomed and endorsed the Barbados
Conference outcomes and stressed the
importance of effective implementation of the
recommendations of the Programrne of Action
for the Sustainable Deuelopnent of Small
Islan d Deuelopitt g States.

64. Specifically, the 25th South Pacific
Forum had (i) endorsed the Programme of
Action as a blueprint for sustainable
development and regional cooperation; (ii)
recognised that it contained a number of new
areas for partnership and called upon the
international community to work with Pacific
Island countries and their regional
organisations to provide adequate, predictable,
new and additional financial resources for their
implementation; (iii) agreed to the institutional
mechanism (discussed under Agenda Item
6.13); and (iv) endorsed the approach outlined
to achieve improved access to financial
resources from the Global Environment Facilitv
(GEF) II.

65. The Meeting endorsed the report and
attachment, with minor amendments.

Agenda ltem 7.3 : World Gonference on
Natural Disaster Reduction

66. The Secretariat tabled its report
(Working Paper 18) on preparations for, and
outcomes from, the World Conference on
Natural Disaster Reduction convened in
Yokohama, Japan, 23 - 27 May 1994. The
Yokohama meeting, whose theme was 'A Safer
World for the 2lst Century', had been convened
as a mid-term review of action undertaken
within the International Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction (IDNDR, 1900 - 2000) to
reduce loss of life, property damage, and
economic and social disruption caused by
natural disasters, particularly in developing
countries.

67. The Sixth SPREP Meeting requested
SPREP to coordinate the preparation of a
regional report to the Conference. It did this
with financial support from the Government of
Australia and in close cooperation with the
United Nations Department of Humanitarian
Affairs, South Pacific Programme Office (DHA-
SPPO), SPOCC organisations, Emergency
Management Australia (EMA), and the United
States Agency for International Development,
Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (USAID-
OFDA), Suva Office. The report, Naturol
Disoster Reductiort, in Pacific Island Coutttries,
is a comprehensive statement on disaster
reduction activities in the Pacific and sets out a
clear strategy for implementing future disaster
reduction projects on a regional basis. It was
rvell received by countries within the region and
tl,e rDNDR Secretariat.

68. The representative of France requested
the Meeting to note the natural disaster
coordination activities undertaken within the
region by the Governments of Australia, France
and New Zealand.

69. The Meeting noted the report and
requested SPREP to continue to work closely
with other regional organisations tn
coordinating regional disaster management
activrties.

Agenda ltem 7.4 : Coastal Management and
Planning

Agenda ltem 7.4.1 : Ouertieut

70. The Secretariat tabled its report
(Working Paper 19) which presented an
overview of SPREP's Coastal Management and
Planning Programme since SPREP's inception
and gave information on the more recent
emphasis of this area of the work programme,
namely, Integrated Coastal Zone Management
(ICZIO. The Seoetariat explained that this
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particular integrated approach focused on (i)
coastal habitat surveys involving training; (ii)
development of coastal management plans; (iii)
commissioning studies on urgent coastal issues,
with emphasis on developing appropriate
guidelines; (iv) holding in-country and regional
workshops; and (v) developing and promoting
proposals for long-term coastal planning and
management, emphasising appropriate
integrated coastal management.

7I. Further the Secretariat explained that
the Coastal Management and Planning
Programme cooperated closely with, and
complemented the work of, other regional
agencies active in the coastal and marine work
areas. Staffrng of this Work Programme alea
had been supplemented by a one-year member
country attachment, in 1994 from the
Federated States of Micronesia, a scheme which
SPREP hoped to encoulage and expand as a
means of on-going "on the job" training for
member government coastal management
officers. The major constraint to further
developing the Coastal Management and
Planning Programme concerned the lack of
financial support for Integrated Coastal Zone
Management within the region. The
Secretariat advised that the pursuit of funding
support for this activity remained a high
priority.

72. Delegates gave strong indications of
support for SPREP'g continued work in the
Coastal Management and Planning area of the
Work Programme, particularly Integrated
Coastal Zone Management. The Meeting
encouraged the Secretariat to continue its
pursuit of funding for this activity which
delegates agreed was of primary importance to
the region. The Meeting noted the importance
of SPREP members pursuing SPREP initiatives
through their constituencies on the GEF
Council.

Agenda ltem 7.4.2 : Cooetol Protection Meetingc

73. The Secretariat sought the Meeting's
approval for SPREP, in association with
SOPAC, to draw up and implement an action
plan to address coastal protection needs in the
region. The 24th South Pacifrc Forum (in 1993)
requested SPREP, in consultation with SOPAC,
to convene workshops with the overall objective
of ensuring early provision of effective coastal
protection systems in the region. Accordingly
SPREP, in association with SOPAC, and with
financial assistance from the Governments of
Australia and New Zealand, had convened two
regional coastal protection meetings (Apia,
February 1994 and Suva, May 1994). Reports
of these meetings were submitted to the 25th
South Pacific Forum in August this year. The

recommendations from these meetings formed
the basis for the proposed Action Plan to be
developed and inplemented jointly by SPREP
and SOPAC.

74. The Meeting noted the recommendations
in the report, as endorsed by the 25th South
Pacific Forum and authorised the Secretariat,
in association with SOPAC, to draw up and
implement an action plan in respect of these
resolutione and to report back to the 26th South
Pacific Forum and the Eighth SPREP Meeting.

75. [n response to questions from island
members regarding the level of donor support
for coastal management projects, Australia
suggested that bilateral approaches may be
more effective at the project level. SPREP is in
a good position to provide project development
and coordination, while funds for project
implementation in specific countries may be
more appropriately obtained through bilateral
channels. It is the responsibi-lity of individual
governments to place a high enough priority on
individual projects to gain acceptance in terms
of bilateral development assistance agreements.

Agenda ltem 7.5 : Hazardous Wastes
(Proposed Regional Convention)

76. The Secretariat reported (Working Paper
20) on progress, eince the initial proposal made
to the 23rd South Pacific Forum by. the
Government of Papua New Guinea in 1992,
towards concluding a convention to ban the
import of hazardous wastes into Forum Island
countries and to control transboundary
movement and management of hazardous
wastes within the region. Technical
consultations and negotiations had so far
resulted in a draft text which seeks to (i) ban
the importation into Pacific Island countries of
all hazardous wastes generated outside the
proposed convention area; and (ii) ensure that
transboundary movement of hazardoue wastes
within the South Pacific area Eue completed in
a controlled and environmentally sound
manner. The Forum negotiating committee
had agreed that SPREP would be the most
appropriate regional organisation to undertake
the role of Convention Secretariat, given its
mandate and technical capabilities. However,
it was recognised that a final decision on this
would require the endorsement of SPREP's
membership. It was also agreed that non-
Forum members of SPREP should be invited as
observers to future meetings of the working
group. The 25th South Pacific Forum had: (a)
directed officials to make every effort to ensure
that the Convention would be completed in time
for signature at the 26th South Paci-fic Forum;
@) encouraged members to become involved in
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these negotiations and (c) endorsed the
recommendation that SPREP act as the
Secretariat under the Convention.

77. The meeting noted the Convention negot-
iating committee's recommendation, endorsed
by the South Pacific Forum, that SPREP act as
the Secretariat under the Convention. In light
of difficulties expressed by the United States of
America, the Meeting could not agree on this
point. Memberb agreed to make a decision on

this question through a written polling/consult-
ation procese to be completed in a time frame
consistent with the Convention negot-iating
procesS.

78. The representative of Australia requested
that the record reflect its support for the Forum
decision that SPREP act as Secretariat under
the Convention and highlighted the point that
SPREP is the most appropriate regional
organisation to perform this role. Australia
also called on SPREP Members to give this
question appropriate consideration when
polled/consulted by the SPREP Secretariat.

Agenda ltem 7.6 : Global Environment Facility:
A RegionalStrategy

79. The Secretariat tabled its report
(Working Paper 25) outlining decisions taken
by the South Pacific Forum concerning the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) and
suggested a strategy to ensure effective
participation in, and support from, the GEF.
The Secretariat noted that the GEF,
restructured and replenished by US$ 2 billion,
could provide access to new and additional
resources within its mandate for certain
projects under the Barbados Programme of
Action where the global benefits from those
projects could be clearly defined. The GEF
Council is made up of 32 constituencies.

80. The Meeting was advised that Western
Samoa, as Alternate on the Pacific islands
constituency to the pEF Council, would become
the Member for tHe constituency in July 1995

and that SPREP currently held one of two
adviser seats on the constituency. SPREP
members were encouraged to participate
actively in the GEF, in particular in the
preparation of terms of reference for the GEF to
be considered by the GEF Council. The
Secretariat and UNDP brought to the Meeting's
attention a joint Workshop on the GEF to be

held early 1995.

81. The Meeting endorsed the strategy and
requested the Chairperson of the Seventh
SPREP Meeting to send the draft letter
(Working Paper LllAtL.) to the Admirustrator,
UNDP, requesting support for Pacific Island
participants under the NGO Small Grants
Scheme.

82. Information papers were distributed on
"Incremental Costs and Financing Policy
Issues" and "Scope of GEF Activities
Concerning International Waters" supplied to
the Secretariat by the representative of the
United States.

Agenda ltem 7.7 : Regional Marine Turtle
Conservation Programme

83. The Secretariat tabled Working Papet 27
outlining recommendations which had
emanated from the Third and Fourth Regional
Marine Turtle Conservation Programme
Meetings, held in Apia, during 1993 and August
1994 respectively. The Sixth SPREP Meeting
had already endorsed recommendations
relating to the need to: (i) immediately and
substantially reduce the number of turtles
being killed throughout the region; (ii)
encourage countries to ban international trade
in turtles and turtle products; and (iii)
encourage countries to introduce a moratorium,
or where possible a permanent cessation in
commercial use of turtles and turtle products,
allowing only cultural and/or strbsistence use.

84. The Meeting agreed that a working group
comprising SPREP members, and other
appropriate organisations including the SPC
and FFA, be established to investigate suitable
mechanisms to implement the already endorsed
recommendations and that this group report
back in time for SPREP to report to the 26th
South Pacific Forum. Further, the Meeting
noted with appreciation the support given by
the 25th Forum for 1995 as the 'Year of the Sea

Turtle'. The Meeting called upon SPREP
members to accede to the Cortuett'tiort otl
Intentational Trade itt Endan'gered Species
(CITES).

'ta
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Agenda ltem 8:

Items Proposed by Member
Countries

Agenda ltem 8.1 : Coral Reefs, Seagrass Beds
and Mangroves

85. Information Paper 7 was tabled by the
representatives of the United States and
Australia to promote discussion of the
International Coral Reef Initiative 0CRI).
They explained that the ICRI was a
partnership among several nations, including
the USA, Japan, Australia and Jamaica which
seeks to provide for protection, restoration,
sustainable trse and understanding of coral
reefs and related ecosystems. ICRI partners
would convene a meeting in Washington DC on
21-22 November 1994 to develop a plan of
action to implement the oblectives of the
Initiative.

86. The Meeting thanked the representatives
of the United States and Australia for bringing
the ICRI to their attention, noted the potential
practical benefit to the Pacific and agreed that
SPREP and its ruember countries should play
an active role in the Initiative. It was agreed
that SPREP would replesent its member
countries at the November meeting for which
SPRBP would prepare a brief report on Pacific
regional priolities for coral reef conservalion
and management. N{ernber cotrntries rn'ould be
consulted in preparation ofthe paper.

Agenda ltem 8.2 : South Pacific Biodiversity
Interests: Progress on lmplementing the
Convention on Biological Diversity

8'i. Working Paper 29 was tabled to provide
information on progress with implementation of
the Conuerfiiort orr. Biological Diuersity and
prospects for the first Conference of the Parties
to the Convention which will be held in Nassau,
Bahamas 28 November to g December 1994.
The provisional agenda for the Conference of
the Parties contains items for which it is
mandated, explicitly or implicitly, under the
Convention as well as other matters raised at
the last meeting of the Intergovernmental
Committee on the Convention on Biological
Diversity (ICCBD). These include early
activation of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific,
Technical and Technological Advice (SBSTTA);
the Conference of the Parties' contribution to
the Commission on Sustainable Development
(CSD) as well as a medium-term work
programme. This work programme would
include capacity building, policy and

programming tools for implementing
Convention provisions, scientific and technical
assessment of biodiversity, national strategies,
national reporting requirements, the role of
indigenous and local communities, cooperation
with other biodiversity-related conventions and
conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity
in areas beyond national jurisdictions. As well,
a Biodiversity Technology Fair was planned to
be held in conjunction with the Conference of
the Parties. It was anticipated that meetings
would be held with Pacific delegates, during the
Conference of the Parties.

88. In response to questions, the Director
indicated that the Secretariat would be playing
a role for the region. For example, the
databases being established under SPBCP
would probably serve the role of the regional
databases intended under the Convention. The
Secretariat advised that it was currently
preparing a briefing paper to assist .Pacific
island participants to the Conference of the
Parties and that a SPREP Officer would attend
to further assist Pacific island delegates.

89. The Meeting noted the report and
thanked the Government of Australia for
bringing this to the Meeting's attention.

Agenda ltem 9:

Finance and Administration

Agenda ltem 9.1 : Status of Member
Contributions

90. In accordance with Financial Regulation
13, the Secretariat reported to the Meeting on
receipt of member contributions, outlined in
Working Paper 21. The Secretariat expressed
concern at outstanding contributions and urged
members to promptly remit their contributions,
noting that SPREP's primary function
commitments were dependent on this source of
funding.

91. The representative ofAustralia expressed
concern over the large number of member
contributions in arrears and encouraged
delegates to request their governments to
rectify this situation as a matter of urgency.
Further he called upon delegates to remit
annual contributions as early as possible each
year to assist SPREP's cash flow.

92. The Meeting noted the report,
particularly the implications for primary
function commitments associated with the
shortfall in member contributions and sone
delegations, namely Wallis and Futuna and
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American Samoa, advised the Meeting that
their ctntributions would soon be forthcoming.

Agenda ltem 9.2 : Report on 1993 Cash Flow

93. The Fifth SPREP IGM directed the
Secretariat to present to each SPREP Meeting a
report summarising cash flow for SPREP
finances. The Secretariat advised in Working
Paper 22 that this summary applied only to
cash flows associated with Primary and Project
Management Functions rather than the Project
Implementation Function. (The Project
Implementation Function is donor funded with
expenditure only occurring upon receipt of
funds.) The Secretariat stated that the flow of
income at the beginning of the year had been
strong and that a positive cash flow wag
maintained throughout the year. SPREP had
been fortunate in receiving extra-ordinary
funding injections which were not expected to
be of this magnitude in ensuing years. Positive
cash flow in the future would therefore be
dependent on members making regular and
timely payments of their contributions, and
ensuring donor funded projects included
adequate provision for administration fees.

94. The Meeting noted the report and again
encouraged members to remit therr contri-
butions early each year.

Agenda ltem 9.3: Audited AnnualAccounts for
1993

96. The Secretariat tabled Working Paper 23
and attachments containing the report of the
Audited Annual Accounts for 1993 and the
Financial Statements. These were adopted by
the Meeting. Congra,ulations were given to
both the auditors and the Secretariat for a verv
comprehensive and transparent report.

Agenda ltem 10:

Work Programme and Budget

Work Programme Reports for 1993

Revised Budget for 1994

Proposed Work Programme and Budget
for 1995

Indicative Work Programme and Budgets
for 1996-97

Report ofthe Review Team and
Secretariat's Response

96. The Secretariat tabled Working Paper 24
and attachments containing the above-
mentioned documents. In line with the
formulation process approved by the Fifth
SPREP IGM (1992) which resulted in more
realistic work programme development, an
ind.ependent team of experts had again
assembled (in Apia, 20 - 2l July 1994) to review
and report on SPREP's Proposed Work
Programme and Budget for 1995-97. The
review team's recommendations and proposed
Work Programme and Budget for 1995 were
put to the Work Programme and Budget Sub-
committee.

97. Following consideration of the report of
the Work Programme and Budget Sub-
committee, the Meeting:

a) noted with approval that the Project
Implementation Budget had been amended,
as recommended by the Review Team, to
include details of actual or estimated funds
brought forward from year to year;

b) agreed that for subsequent SPREP Meetings
future Work Programmes include, wherever
possible, details of specific activities being
proposed, together with a summary of costs
and, where possible, the location of the
activity and the anticipated donor;

c) expressed its concern about the projected
annual deficits in the Primary Function
Budget and the declining proportion of core
positions funded by donors to the Primary
Function Budget;

d) required the Secretariat to provide for
eonsideration at the 8th SPREP Meeting
options to address projections of increased
expenditure and reduced income in relation
to the Primary Function Budget;

e) recommended that delegates of members
currently in arrears with contributions be
requested to pursue the issue of payment
with their relevant authorities;

f) noted the importance of prompt payment of
member contributions each year if the
Primary Function Budget is to balance
expenditure and income;

g) noted that members may need to consider an
increase in member contributions if the
functions of the Secretariat and services
provided to members continue to increase;

h) requested the Secretariat to obtain from
member countries the order of priority of
project proposals, whether covered under the
National Environmental Management
Strategies or not;

a

a

a
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i)

k)

r)

noted that in addition to in-country
priorities there is also a need for priorities to
be developed at the regional level;

noted that Members may submit new
pnority propo-sals from outside their NEMS
priority list as long as full justification is
provided;

noted that to be effective these priorities
need to be submitted in adequate time for
the preparation of the Work Programme and
Budget;

agreed that sufficient time must be made
available at SPREP Meetings for adequate
consideration of the Work Programme;

m) agreed, in line with the Review Team, to
withdraw the requirement to circulate a
draft Work Programme to countries for
comments by June each year, noting that
circulation of the proposed Work Programme
not less than the required six weeks before
the annual SPREP Meeting should be
sufficient;

n) requested the SPREP Secretariat, with
assistance from interested members, to
prepare a paper cln a procedure to evaluate
the scientific aspects of the implementation
of the Work Programme on a selective basis.
The paper should take account of require-
ments for State of the Environment
Reporting in the region, performance
indicators in the SPREP Corporate Plan and
the scientific quality of particular projects
which provide the basis for management
decisions:

o) agreed that this paper be circulated to
members of the Work Programme and
Budget Sub-Committee for comment, then
circulated to aI members for comment
before being brought to the 8th SPREP
Meeting for consideration and adoption;

p) agreed, in line with the Review Team, that
an independent financial and administrative
review of the draft Work Programme and
Budget would no longer be required, noting
that the process had now reached a stage
where this type of independent review was
no longer necessary, and that future draft
Work Programmes and Budgets should be
referred directly by the SPREP Meeting to
the Work Programme and Budget Sub-
committee for assessment;

q) required the Secretariat to include a table on
income and expenditure and details of
activities concerning the Small Grants
Scheme:

r) noted the corrected Consolidated Budget
(Table L) - (lVP.2alAft.2);

s) reiterated the principle endorsed by the 4th
SPREP IGM, that to the maximum extent
possible the costs of project implementation
and the full costs of project management
should be met by project funds from donors,
and, recognising the Secretariat's preference
for charging a L0-I5% administration fee on
donor project funds, noted also the need to
maintain other options for donors, such as a
charge negotiated on the basis of estimated
actual costs;

t) noted and encouraged efforts being made by
the Secretariat to contain the operating
expenditure under the Pnmary Function
Budget, in particular, communication, mail
and stationary costs; and

u) commended the Secretariat on the early
distribution of Working Papers for the 7th
SPREP Meeting and noted the importance of
ongoing early distribution to members.

98. The Sub-committee regretted that it did
not have time to consider Part 3, namely the
Work Programme and detailed budgets by
Programme areas. It therefore had no
recommendation on the Work Programme to
bring to the Meeting but noted the importance
of the linkage between the Work Programme
and budget considerations, and the importance
of careful consideration by members of such
issues. The Sub-committee congratulated the
Secretariat on its clear and comprehensive
presentation of the 1995 Work Progrr-mg
proposals and related budget material.

99. The Meeting thanked the Review Team
and the Work Programme and Budget Sub-
committee for their work and report on the
Work Programme and Budget.

100. The Meeting then approved the Work
Programmes and Budgets for 1995.

Agenda ltem 1{:

Statemenb by Observers

101. Observer statements, outlining environ-
mental activities and collaboration with
SPREP, were presented by the representatives
of Worlil Conservation Union (IUCN); United
Nations Development Programme (JNDP);
South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission
(SOPAC); University of Oregon, Micronesia and
South Pacific Program; and Asian Wetland
Bureau, Oceania Program.
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Agenda ltem 12:

Other Business

102. Delegates noted other matters as follows:

O Acti,on Plan on. Wetland Conseruatiort' in' the
South Pacific. In response to a faxed
request from Papua New Guinea that the
Action Plan be tabled by Western Samoa,
the Meeting agreed that the Secretariat
should evaluate the Action Plan, including
the recommendation that SPREP establish a
Wetlands Project Of6eer position, and report
back to the Eighth SPREP Meeting.

g SPREP Conuention, Dumping of Radioactiue
Wastes- New Zealand noted that at the
recent l7th Consultative Meeting of the
Contracting Parties to the Con'vention on the
Preuention of Marine Pollution' by Durnping
of Wostes and Other Matter (I'on'don
Conuention, 1972), France was asked
whether it had considered withdrawing the
objection it had lodged under the SPREP
Convention relating to the ban on
radioactive waste dumping in view of the
london Convention decision 51 (16) which
banned all dumping of radioactive waste. In
view of the responee by France at the 17th
Consultative Meeting, suggesting that this
question should be put forward within an
appropriate forum, New Zealand asked
France, within the context of the SPREP
Meeting, whether such consideration could
be given and a response be provided before
or during the next SPREP Meeting. France
responded that, while it was not able to
respond immediately, it expected to be able
to do so within an acceptable time frame and
through appropriate channels.

B US Country Studies Program: Support for
Clirnate Cha;uge Studies. The representative
of the United States advised the Meeting of
the following selected follow-up actions
identi{ied at a Pacific islands workshop:

a) Improve education and awareness of
climate change issues, sea-level rise, and
coastal management for government
officials and the public;

b) Enhance access to, and capabilities for,
interpreting existing data on climatic
events and trends (for instance, the data
distributed by the NOAA ENSO centers
should be made available to non-U.S. flag
countries);

Support twinning activrties (e.g.

exchanges of officials) between countries
that have had success with coastal
management and those needing
assistance;

Support regional modelling of changes in
storm tracks and fishery patterns;

Make coastal engineering experts
available to work with countries on
identification and evaluation of coastal
engineering alternatives: and

Provide training and technical assistance
on use of GIS systems.

The representative of the United States
advised the Meeting that Iimited funds are
available to undertake projects in these six
areas. It \tras agreed that Members
interested in participating should express
such interest either directly to the United
States or to the Secretariat.

Agenda ltem 13:

Date and Venue of Next Meeting

103. The Meeting agreed that the Eighth
SPREP Meeting be held in Apia, Western
Samoa, during September 1995.

Agenda ltem 14:

Adoption of Report

104. The Meeting adopted the Report of its
proceedings.

Agenda ltem 15:

Close

99. Responding to the Chairperson's closing
remarks, the representatives of the United
States, Fiji and the Secretariat, thanked the
Chairperson for her excellent work and the
Government of Kiribati for hosting the Meeting
on behalf of SPREP Meeting members. Than-ks
was also given by the Director to the staff of
SPREP and all those responsible for the
successful organisation and conduct of the
Meeting. A closing prayer was g"iven by the
representative of Tokelau and the Chairperson
then formally closed the Seventh SPREP
Meeting.

c)

d)

e)
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Annexes

Annex 1: Participants' List

Governments

American Samoa

Mr Togipa TAUSAGA
Director
American Samoa Environmental Protection Agency
Pago Pago
American Samoa 96?99

Telephone: (684) 633 2304
Fax: (684) 633 580r

Mr Phil LANGFORD
Deputy Director
Department of Marine and Wildlife Resources
Pago Pago
American Samoa 96799

Australia

Mr David HEGARTY
Australian High Commissioner Designate to

Western Samoa
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
Canberra ACT 2600
Australia

Telephone: (0616) 261 2863
Fax: (0616) 261 2332

Mr Bill JACKSON

Environment Branch
Department of Foreign Afrairs and Trade
Department of Foreign Afrairs and Trade
Canberra ACT 2600

Telephone: (0616) 2 611 837
Fax: (0616) 2 612 594

Mr Richard BOMFORD
I nternational Environment Policy Section
Department of Environment, Sport and Tenitories
GPO Box 787,
Canberra ACT 2601

Telephone: (616) 2 741 839
Fax: (616) 2 741 858

MrDavid GOWER
Pacific II Section
Australian International Develooment Aseistance Bureau
GPO Box 887
Canberra ACT 2601

Telephone: (616) 2 764 ?06
Far (6rG)2764720

Ms Kylie OAKES
SPREP Desk Officer
Australian High Commission
P.O. Box ?04
Apia,
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 23 4il
Fax: (685) 23 159

Gook lslands

Ms Tania TEMATA
Community Education Officer
Cook Islands Conservation Service
Rarotonga
Cook Islands

Telephone: (0682) 2f 256
Fax: (0682)22256

Federated States of Micronesia

Mr GabrielAYIN
Deputy Chief of Mission
FSM Embassy
Suva
Fiji

Telephone: (0679)
Fax: (0681)

F'ji

Ms Sharyn SINCT AIR-HANNOCK
Director of Environment
Ministry of Housing, Urban Development and

Environment
Suva
Fiji

Telephone: (679) 211 380
Fax: (679) 303 515

France

M. Denis FAUCOUNAU
Permanent Deputy Secretary for the South

Pacific A.ffiairs
27 rue Oudinot, Paris ?5007
France

Telephone: (331) 4? 83 09 29
Fax: (33r) 456 69341

Kiribati

Hon. Anote TONG

Minister for Environment and Natural
Resources Development

Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources Development

PO Box 64
Tarawa, Kiribati

Telephone: (0686) 2f 099
Fax (0686) 21 120

Mrs Makurita BAARO
Secretary for Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Tarawa. Kiribati
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Kiribati (eontld)

Mr Nahi ae TEUATABO
Secretary for Mlnistry of Enlrironm6rnt an'd lila0urh,l

liesoutt€s, Developtrient
MinisFy of Envrronmcnt and Natural Rcscrurse

Developrnent
POEox 4
Bair.iki, Ta,irawa
I{iribati

Telephone: (0CI8s) 2I ogp
Fax: (008{l) 21 190

Ntr Tee&abu TIKAT
Depu.ty Secretaq/ frlr Llnviron.rnent and Nntural Resou,rce

Developmcnt
PO Box 64
Bairiki, Tarawd
liilibati

Telephone: (0686) Sf 099
Fax: (0686) Ir l?0

Ms Tererei ABETE
Enyiton.mental Coordinator Officer
Minlsh y of Dnvixmrncn ant{ N'a trtn'al lRt'sou rr:ss

Developncent
FOBox 64, Baidki
Taraw,n, Kh'ibati

Telophone:r((l{i$0} E | 0l}Il
Frx:. ({}6ffi),gl l9{}

Mr,OraigWII"SON
Envi ro.nrnontal Advrsar
Ministry of Envlroilm.eilt nnd Natrrr:rl liu.s{r&rccs

Developm.ent
ltO Dox 6,4

Barrlkr, Tarawa.
Kiribati

Telephone: L(|68(i) 21 0{rg
Itnx: (0G8ti) 21 1.20

Mr firnaai TEfi.AAI
NEMS Frojoct Ofliccr
Mioistry of, Environm.cnt and Natural Resources

Developmgnt.
PO Box 6{
Bai,riki, Tarawa
Kiribati

Telephone: (,008{;1 9l 0tlCI

Pax; (0G8$) 11 120

lltr Kaburoro BUAIA
Miniebry of Foreigo Affgirs
Bairilki,
Tsrawa, Kiribatr

Mr Edwin TEUNTSSEN
Associate Proforssionnl Offf cer
Souih Pacific Forrostry Dr$?lqB-mcrnlt Pr0sramttie
PO Sox 267, Bikeniltru
Tal"awa, Xiribatr

'Telephone: (0$80 g8 4$t:)
Fax: (00lfG) 28 ,166

Mr.drtjlur WEBB
Tree Cr.op lttssaruh Officer
Djslslon .of Agrrct{tu rc
PO Dox 267. llikarubcu
'fara-qta, F0ribah

Te'lephone: ((l$86) 28 lB.tt

Mt loane UEATOn
Tree Crop Forostt'r'Coo dinatinp Ofiieet
Division of .{,glicult urc
FO Eox 26?, Tlikcnltteu
Tarawa
Itrribani

'I'e*lephone: (068$ 2S
Fax: (06861 gS

Mr Andrcw TEEIII
A$srstant Ea,vrronment Cooncliudtor
IVtinistr5r of Environmcnt and Nntural ltcsources

Devel.o.pment
PO Box (i4
Bairiki, Tarawa
Kiribati

Telophone: (0{iS6, 2 I 00f)
Fax; {0(;8$)gl I9O

MiEwere ERITATA
Nirtional Enr:i.rmnrncnt F)rlucnlrioll Progiarnrne, Q{Itcer
Mini:str1' of Envit,on,nrent and 'Nnturd ltcso'rees

Develop,ment.
[tO Box 64, Barrikr
Tartlwa, Kirlbati

Tcleph.onc; (068{i) 2l 0$.r)

Fax: (,0686) gl 120

Mt MikaerteBARANIKO
Chiof Plann,ing Officer
$rlinistr:y of Finance
llafu.ilti.. 'l'lrawa
liiriba,ti

Mr Itintaake ETUA{!
$,s:si,.*{,n nl Srscr:o,tary

l'trbhc Soruruc l)i vrtrrrrn
O.flier: rf Tu lleretrtontr
l{nrrrkr, -|aralra

lirrrha tr

Marshalllslands

Mr Kenr AIIITOK
.\ctin g Csncrnl lvlanagcl
R.:pr,-rlic of, the Ma'r*halil l*[arrdis

iirrvironmc'ntnl Pro.tcetion r\rrt.hr'ririn*
F.O. lJox llt22, Maluro
l\'lrrr:shall lslnnds MH 9G96{,

Tclephone (6{rg[iSn:}0lf il;E{l}
F'ax: ((i0S) {i2-5 59{12

Na:uru

Mr.Anton JlMVtrERpIlr
Bonior Frojcct 0fliccr
Dcvcloprncnt of lslanrl l)cvc[4rnrcnt and ln.dustrl.
l'{n,nru,

Telcphonc: ({t?4) 4,1'l ill tl l
trinr: ffiT.l) ,td't ;I:, !t I

New Zealand

Ms Priscilla WI!,LIAMS
Ditector'. linv'rronnrcnr .l)ir'ision
Mrn rst ! ! of l"i+lrr:rg n rlllh i rs rr nd'ltnr.ilc
\Uollingtrrn

Tuloyhoiro: (ft.litl, .{7? l{f{??
l.'rrx. (0l.l) -t?:l 8i"r7 |

r it{,
I ;i!,

Fax: (0fi8s) 28 r39
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New Zealand (cont'd)

DrWren GREEN
Director, Planning and External Agency Division
Department of Conservation
PO Box 10-420
Wellington
New Zealand

Telephone (644) 47IO 726
Fax: (641) 47LL 082

Mr Bill DOBBIE
Second Secretary
New Zealand High Commission
PO Box 18?6
Apia
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 21 7ll
Fax: (685) 20 086

Mr JeffI"ANGLEY
South Paci6c Division
Ministry of Foreign A-ffairs and Trade
Wellington
Nerv Zealand

Telephone (644) 472 8877
Fax (644) 4729546

Mr Matthew BARRETT
Environment Division
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade
Wellington
New Zealand

Telephone: (644) 472 8877
Fax: (644) 412857L

Niue

Mr Wayne TAGEI"AGI
Environment Officer
Com munity All'airs Department
Government of Niue
PO Box 77, AIofi
Niue

Telephone: (683) 4019
Fax: (683) 4010

Palau

Mr Victor UHERBELAU
Presidential Legal Assistant for International Matters
P.O. Ilox 100
Ministry of State
Koror
Republic of Palau 96940

Telephone: (680) 488 2509
Fax: (680) 488 1512

Tokelau

Mr Kirifi KIRTFI
Director of Natural Resources and Environment
Offrce for Tokelau Affairs
PO Box 865
Apia
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 20 822
Fax: (685) 2l 761

Tonga

Mr Uilou Fatai SAMANI
Senior Ecologist and Environmentalist
Ministry oflands, Survey, and Natural Resources
Nuku'alofa
Tonga

Telephone: (0676) 23 61 f
Fax (0676) 23 216

Tuvalu

Mr Simeti LOPATI
Secretary for Natural Resources
Government ofTuvalu
Funafuti
Tuvalu

Telephne: (688) 20 82?
Fax: (688) 20 826

United States of America

MrThomal LAUGHLIN
Deputy Director, Office of Internationa-l Affairs
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
US Deparbment of Commerce
Room 5230 Herbert C. Hoover Building
Washington, DC 20230
United States of America

Telephone: (202) 37? 8196
Fax: (2OZ) 377 4507

Ms Constance ARVIS
Bureau ofOceans and Environmental Science
Ocean Affairs, Rm 58054
U.S. Department or State
Washington, D.C. 20520
United States of America

Telephone: (202) 647 9532
Fax: (202) 647 1106

Wallis et Futuna

M. Samino TAPUTAI
Conseiller territorial
Assembelee Territoriale
Mata-utu
Wallis et Futuna

Telephone: (0681) 72 25 05

M, Atoloto MAI"AU
Ingenieur agronome
Service de L'Economice r28
urale et de la peche
BP 19. Mata-utu
Wallis et Futuna

Telephone: (068f) 72 2823 I 722276
Fax: (068L)7223 44

Western Samoa

Mr Mose POtiVI SUA
Secretary for Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Foreigrr Affairs
PO Box L1861
Apia
Western Samoa

Telephone: (0685) 2l 500
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Soutlt Pacific Organisations
Coordinati ng Com m ittee (SPOCC)
Organisations

Forum Secretariat

Mr David ESROM
Environment Officer
Forum Secretariat
GPO Box 856, Suva
Fiji

Telephone: (679) 312 600
Fax: (679) 302 204

South Pacific Applied Geoscience
Gommission (SOPAC)

Mr Philipp MIJLLER
Director
SOPAC Technical Secretariat
Private Mail Bag GPO
Suva
Fiji

Telephone: (679) 23 670
Fax: (6?9) 23 655

Observers

Asian Wetland Bureau

Mr Roger P. JAENSCH
Coordinator, Oceania Program
Asian Wetland Bureau
PO Box 496
Palmerston NT 0831
Australia

Telephone: (61) 89 221 ?59
Fax (61) 89 22r 739

The llUorld Conservation Union (IUCN)

MTPHCLUCAS
l/268 Main Road
Tawa
Wellington
New Zealand

Telephone: (64 4) 232 5581
Fax: (64 4) 232 Sr2S

TRAFFIC Oceania

Mr Glenn SANT
Research Ofhcer
TRAFFIC Oceania
PO Box R594, Royal Exchange
Sydney, N.S.W.2000
Australia

Telephone: (02) 247 8133
Fax: (02) 247 4579

United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)

Mr Anthony R. PATTEN
Resident Representative
United Nations Development Programme
Private Mail Bag
Apia
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 23 670
Fax: (685) 23 555
Email: fo.wsm@undp.org

Mr Fiu Mata'ese Elisara LAULU
National Professional Offrcer
United Nations Development Programme
Private Mail Bag
Apia
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 23 670
Fax (686) 23 555
Email: fo.wsm@undp.org

Mr Suresh RAJ
Sustainable Development Adviser
United Nations Development Programme
3rd Floor. ANZ House
Private Mail Bag
Suva
Fiji

Telepbone: (0679) 312 500
Fax: (0679) 301 718
Email: fo.wsm@undp.org

University of Oregon

Dr Maradel K. GALE
Director, The Micronesia and South Pacific Program
5244 University of Oregon
Eugene Oregon 97403 6244
Uniied State of America

Telephone: (503) 346 3815
Fax: (503) 346 2o4o
Email: mkgale@oregon.uoregon.edu

University of the South Pacific (Kiribati)

Mr Temqkei TEBANO
Manager, Atoll Research Programme
PO Box l0l, Bairiki
Tarawa, Kiribati

Telepherne: (0686) 2l 493
Fax: (0686) 21 348
Email: Teban@Kiibati.USP.ac.Fj

Ms Temawa TANIERA
Research Officer
Atoll Research Programme
PO Box 101, Bairiki
Tarawa
Kiribati

Telephone: (0686) 2l 493
Fax: (0685) 2l 348
Ilmail: Tebano@/lftribati.USP.ac.Fj
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The Foundation for the Peoples of the South
Pacific (FSP)

Ms MaTyMcMURTRY
Country Represenative, Kiribati
The Foundation for the Peopl,es of the South Pacific (FSP)
PO Box 43, Bairiki
Tarawa
Kiribati

Telephone: (0686) 28 l0r
Fax: (0686) 28 082

Language Seryices

Language Professionals Ltd
i!8 Ireland Street
Ponsonby
PO Box 346l
Auckland
New Zealand

Telephone: (64) I 3?6 f2l6
Fax: (64) I 360 164l

M. Patrick DELHAYE
Interpreter (Language Co-ordinator)

M. Philippe TANGUY
Interpreter

Mme. EmyWATT
Interpreter

Ms Francoise MARTINEAU
Translator

Jean-CIaude ORTSCHEID
Translator

Dr John JAMIESON
Translator

Mr Allan DOYLE
Technician

Mr Craig HARRISON
Technician

SPREP Secrehriat

PO Box 240
Apia
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 21 929
Fax: (685) 20 23f
Email: sprep@pactok.peg.apc.org

DrViliA" FUAVAO
Dirctor

Mr Donald STDwART
Deputy Director

MrNuku JONES
Finance Manager

Ms NevaWENDT
Project Manager/Capacity 2 I
Mr Gerald MILES
Sustainable Development OfFcer

Mr Komeri ONORIO
Environmental Impact Assessment Officer

Mr Bernard MOUTOU
Legal Officer

MrWesleyWARD
I nformationlPublications Officer

Ms Dorothy KAMU
Personal Assistant io the Director

Ms Saunoa MATA'U
Office Assistant

Ms Lupe SILULU
Registry Clerk
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Annex 2: Revised Provisional Agenda

1. Offrcial Opening

2. Appointment of Chairperson

3. Adoption of Agenda and Worlring Procedures

4. Matters Arising from Sixth SPREP Meeting

5. Director's Overview

6. Institutional and Policy

6.1 AgreernentEstabli^shing SPREP

6,1.1 Status Report on Signatures and Ratifications

6.1.2 Adoption of Plenipotentiary Meeting Report

6.1.3 Membership of Guam

6.2 Frequency of Future SPREP Meetings

6.3 Core StaffPositions

6.4 Corporate Plan

6.5 SPREP Meeting Rules of Procedure

6.6 Rules of Procedure for Appointment of Director

6.7 CorporateSponsorship

6.8 Review of Terms and Cond.itions of Employment of SPOCC Organisations

6.9 Criteria to Categorise Small Island Members

6.10 Guidelines for Reports of SPREP Meetings

6.11 Action Strategy for Nature Conservation in the South Pacific

6.L2 New Headquarters Proposals - Shortlisting of Architects

6.13 Regional Mechanism to Implement Barbados Conference Outcomes

6.14 Proposed South Pacific Input to the Global Programme of Action for the Protection of the
Marine Environment from Land Based Activitr:s

7. Reports

7.1 Director's Annual Report for 1993/94

7.2 Barbados Conference : Implications for Managing Resources in the Pacific Region

7.3 World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction

7.4 Coastal Management and, Planning

7.4.1 Overview

7.4.2 Coastal Protection Meetings

7.5 Hazardous Wastes (Proposed Regional Convention)

7.6 Global Environment Facility : A Regional Strategy

7.7 Regional Marine Turtle Conservation Programme
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8. Items Proposed by Member Countriee

8.1 Coral Reefs, Seagrass Beds and MangEoves

8.2 South Pacific Biodiversity Intereste: Progrese on Implementing the Convention on
Biological Diversity

9. Finance andAdministration

9.1 Status of Member Contributione

9.2 Report on 1993 Cash Flow

9.3 Audited Annual Accounts for 1998

lo.Work Programme and Budget

r Work Programme Reports for 1993

. R€vised Budget for 1994

r Proposed Work Programne and Bud.gbt for 1995

r Indicative Work Programme and Builgets for 1996'97

r Report ofthe Review Team and Secretariat's Response

1 l.Statements by Observers

l2.Other Bueiness

l3.Date and Venue of Next Meeting

l4.Adoption of Report

lS.Cloee
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Annex 3: Palau's Opening Statement

by Victor Uherbelau

Ms Chairperson, distinguished offrcials from
the host country, fellow delegates, Iadies and
gentlemen. I bring warm greetings from a
proud people of a little over one week-old,
sovereign and independent Republic of Palau.

2. My statement will be brief as it addresses
agenda item 6.1 on the "Agreernent Establishing
SPREP' exclusively.

3. Last year, Palau raised a concern over its
eligibility to sign or accede to the agreement
establishing SPREP in view of provision
categorising it as a non-self-governing territory
instead of a potential party to the agreement.
In his 22 September 1993 response, the 6th
SPREP Meeting Chairman replied as follows:

e "With respect to the possibility of Palau's
future accession to the Agreement, should it
approve the compact of free association,
article 10(5) of the agreement provides for
accession by any State. Therefore, no
amendment to the agreement is required to
permit Palau to become a party, should it
enter into the compact with the United
States".

. I am indeed h"ppy to report that on g

November 1993 Palau's compact was
overwhelmingly approved rn a nation-wide
plebiscite. I am even happier to report as
well that, as of a week ago last Saturday,
that compact entered into force and effective
as of 1 p.m. @alau time) on lst October
1994, an independent and sovereign
Republic of Palau entered into a political
relationship of free association with its
former mentor, the United States of
America.

o Conditions precedent to Palau's eligibility
for full-fledged membership in SPREP have
now been fulfrlled. Last month, Palau
requested the depositary government
(pursuant to article 10(5) to notifr the
parties to SPREP Agreement of the Republic
of Palau's intention to commence ite internal
accession process.

. And while we accept the 6th SPREP
Meeting's conclusion that "... no amendment
to the agreement is required to 'permit
Palau to become a party'...", we must insist
on deletion of "Palau" from the definition of
"Members" in rule 2 of the Rules of
Procedure.

4. I said, Ms Chairperson, I would be brief and
I will. But before closing, allow me this
opportunity to extend my country's unqualified
support for full SPREP membership to Guam
and, for that matter, to the other half a dozen
non-self-governing territories, which, all the
same, are our next-door neighbours in our vast
Paci{ic Region (north or south) and populated
by our fellow Pacific islandere.

Thank you, Ms Choirperson, Thank you!
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Annex 4: Record of the Plenipotentiary Meeting on the SPREP Treaty,

held in Apia, Western Samoa, on 14-16 June 1993

Item I : OfficialOpening

1. A Plenipotentiary Meeting on the SPREP
Treaty was held at Apia, Western Samoa, from
14 to 16 June 1993. Representatives of the
following SPREP member countries and
territories attended: American Samoa,
Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji, France, Guam,
Kiribati, Republic of the Marshall Islands,
Nauru, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Niue,
Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga,
Tuvalu, United States of America, Vanuatu and
Western Samoa. Apologies were received from
Federated States of Micronesia, Wallis and
Futuna and United Kingdom on behalf of
Pitcairn. A list of participants is at Attachment
1.

2- The meeting was opened by the
Honourable Misa Telefoni, the Minister for
Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries in Western
Samoa, who welcomed delegates and
commented on the high level of representation.
In his address, the Hon. Minister referred to
decisions of the Fourth SPREP
Intergovernmental Meeting (IGM) to establish
SPREP as a separate, independent, regional
organisation by Treaty and the general
agreement of the Fifth IGM that a solution
should be found to allow SPREP to continue the
full participation of all its current members. As
for the di{ficulties being experienced by France
and the United States, the region looked to
these two foremost world leaders to provide
leadership and direction and in so doing to
show innovation, enlightenment and flexibility.
The principle of decision making by consensus
accorded with practice in the region and might
be a way forward. Conclusion of the Treaty
would formalise SPREP's new beginning and
enable it to take its place as a significant
intergovernmental organisation assisting the
development of the Paci-frc's small island states
as they entered the 21st century. Conclueion of
the Treaty would also allow the Government of
Western Samoa to formalise the transfer of
Iand at Vailina for the new SPREP
headquarters as well as SPREP's privileges and
immunities in Western Samoa. The text of the
Minist€r's address is at Attachment 2.

3. Responding, the Premier of Niue, the
Honourable Frank Lui, thanked the Prime
Minister for his remarks and for the gesture
and hospitality of Western Samoa in convening
the meeting. The Premier hoped the Meeting
would provide a foundation for clear directions
on common rssues unique to the region. SPREP
needed status and recognition both regionally
and internationally. The Premier also thanked
Australia for its assistance towards funding the
Meeting's travel costs. The text of the Premier's
statement is at Attachment 3.

Item 2 : Appointment of Chairperson

4. The meeting unanimously supported the
nomination of the Minister of Agriculture of
Western Samoa, Honourable Misa Telefoni, as
Chairperson.

Item 3 : Adoption of Agenda and Working
Procedures

5. The Provisional Agenda was adopted
subject to Item 6 being amended to read:
"Signature of Final Act and Treaty." The
Agenda, as amended and adopted, is at
Attachment 4.

6- Nauru stated that it was necessary to
establish a drafting committee and suggested
that the committee have the same membership
aa the Legal Sub-committee which waa
originally eetablished dwing the Fourth IGM in
1991 and which met again during the Fifth
IGM in 1992. This comprised Australia,
Federated States of Micronesia, France, New
Zealan.d, Papua New Guinea and Solomon
Islands, with Western Samoa in the Chab. The
Sub-conmittee would be open to any other
delegations wishrng to participate.

7. It was also agreed that the Drafting
Committee would be responsible for drafting
the Final Act and the Report of the meeting.

8. The Chairpereon was appointed to act ae
spokesperson to the Prese, with assistance from
the Director of SPREP. Any delegate could
request to see press releases before these were
issued.
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Item 4 : Deliberations on the Draft Agreement
Establishing the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme as an
lntergovernmental Organisation

9. The Chairperson outlined two procedural
options facing the Meeting: to go through the
draft Agreement clause-by-clause or to adopt
the draft Agreement except for the areas of
contention in square brackets. His preference
would be the first option.

10. Cook Islands felt that further
consideration ofthe draft should be preceded by
general discussion- This was supported by
Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Papua New Guinea, and
Tonga, all of which felt that general discussion
should be followed by consideration of the areas
of contention.

11. The Chair noted that differences had
arigen between France and the United States
last year and suggested that general
statements from delegates be followed by
consideration of the procedures to be adopted.

12. Cook Islands, in its general statement,
focused on the outstanding issues. Cook Islands
supported the SPREP Treaty and participation
of and voting by territories. These procedures,
adopted by the 23rd South Pacific Conference in
Saipan in relation to the SPC, had been applied
effectively to SPREP since its beginning. Cook
Islands was against sacrificing the basic
principle of participation by all which had been
practiced by SPREP for 10 years. However,
Cook Islands accepted that only certain entities
had the ability to accept the internatronal
responsibility of a treaty. Cook Islands was
ready to sign the Treaty subject to satisfactory
resolution of outstanding issues.

13. Fiji fully supported the Treaty and was
also ready to sign.

14. Papua New Guinea noted that it had first
sponsored the establishment of SPREP during
the South Pacific Forum in Nauru in 1976.
Papua New Guinea was fully behind
establishment of SPREP as an autonomous
body and hoped the issue of the territories could
be resolved by this Meeting. He assured the
Meeting that Papua New Guinea would sign
and ratify the Treaty by the time of the Sixth
IGM in Guam in September 1993.

15. Kiribati remarked that sustainable
development was onl-v possible by regional
cooperation through SPREP. The Treaty had
the approval of the Government of Ifiribati
which supported the membership formula now
used in the South Pacific Conference and was
ready to sign. Kiribati also agreed to inclusion
of a clause on privileges and immunities similar
to the Agreement Establishrng the Forum
Secretariat, with the proviso that it would need
to consider the taxation situation of Kiribati
nationals working in Kiribati for SPREP.

16. New Zealand was grateful for the efforts
of France and the United States to date, but
shared the concern of the others that the
unresolved Treaty issue was overwhelming
SPREP and diverting attention from its work.
New Zealand looked to France and the Llnited
States to show flexibility by allowing the Treaty
to be signed by the end of this meeting.

17. Tuvalu recalled that the Fifth IGM
Report had set out the unlesolved issues, to
which was added the appointment of the
Deputy Director of SPREP. Tuvalu supported
the Fifth IGM's call for urgency in finalising the
Treaty which was critical to the successful
implementation of SPREP's mandate.

18. Tonga supported the draft Treaty which
would lead SPREP into the 21st century.

19. Vanuatu supported SPREP's programmes
which had been of great benefit to it. Vanuatu
was ready to sign the Treaty as soon as it was
formalised.

20. The Republic of the Marshall Islands,
noting that the central issues were
particrpation and voting rights, supported
current practice. Protection of the environment
should not be restricted by legal issues and the
lack of an agreement was detracting from
SPREP's work. Territories should be allowed to
work together with other members and only the
legal framework was lacking. There should not
be undue emphasis on strict counting of votes.

21. New Caledonia noted that SPREP was
still part of the South Pacific Commission and
that for the past ten years the SPC system of
participation had caused no objections-
International law recognised regional law and
this should be the case in the Pacific.

22. Australia supported finalisation of the
Treaty at this Meeting and full participation of
territories consistent with current regional
practice. It was important that the Treaty issue
not be allowed to drag on and effect SPREP's
substantive work for sustainable development.
Australia hoped that France and the United
States could resolve their differences in a
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practice. Australia had come with a flexible
approach prepared to assist in the search for a
solution. Australia supported the principle of
the Director appointing his Deputy and was
now studying the Secretariat's further
proposals concerning privileges and
immunities. Australia hoped to sign the Final
Act and had authority to sign the Treaty ad
referendun.

23. The Chairman thanked Australia for its
generosity in providing airfares and per diems
for participants to lhe Meeting.

24- Anrerican Sarnoa appreciated its political
relationship with the Llnited States, although,
beirrg Samoiln, it aspired to be part of the
Ieglon.

25. Nauru rvas ready to sign both the Final
Act trnd the Treaty. Thrs would formalise the
status of an organisation which had been in
existence siuce 1982. Nauru supported
participation by territories in SPREP's
pr0granr nres and decisrons.

26. The Conrmonwealth of the Northern
I\lariana lslands reiterated the call by the
Prinre Minister of Western Samoa for
innovation, enlightenment and flexibility.

27. Referring to Article I, concerning
Privileges and Immnnities, the Chair suggested
that a small group of members meet to discuss
these is.ques and also the rquestion of the
appointme nt ol'the Deputy Director.

28. In response to a query from France, the
Director clarified that the Article XI attached to
the Secretariat's Information Paper 4 referred
to the Agreement Establishing the Forum
Secretariat.

29. France stated that it was a
misapprehension that there were specific
French and United States positrons. All
members agreed that SPREP needed to be
established on an internationally recognised
basis. The problem was how to achieve this?
How would decisions be taken in the SPREP
Meeting? The SPC situation, where all
members were on an equal footing regardless of
political status, was exceptional. There was a
need to preserve what had been acquired
without detrimental effect to the wishes of
members. The problem was that of a legal
barrier to the political will. Two points needed
to be made; first, that law establishes practice,
and second, that all members should make
proposals to help break the deadlock.
Suggestions were required for wording that
would preserve what had been acquired and yet
overcome difficulties experienced by any one
country.

30. Guam recounted the history leading to its
present association with the United States,
which it valued highly, and pleaded that
progress be made in allowing it to have a
regional vnice through SPREP.

31. Niue supported the SPREP Treaty which
was necessary to achieve SPREP's aims. Niue
also supported the wishes of Guam.

32. The Chair reminded the meeting that the
Fifth IGM had requested a meeting in February
and that this had been postponed to June. He
asked France and the United States to report
formally to the meeting on whether or not they
had been successful in concluding the issues
outstanding from the Fifth tGM.

33. The United States advised that no
agreement had been reached, but discussions
were continuing and hoped they would bear
fruit. He reminded the meeting that the
Director of SPREP had provrded a report on
discussions held during his visits to Paris and
Washington, D.C.

34. France was concerned to try to maintain
the existing situation for territories whereby all
members participated in decisions which were
made by consensus. But it had been unable to
reach agreement with the United States
because of constitutional problems. France
wanted to go forward, and hoped to find an
acceptable form of wording. France understood
the concerns of the United States and felt that
progress should be possible on what was an
editorial problem, rather than one ofsubstance.

35. The Chair recalled that all countries had
tried to contribute towards a solution, including
Western Samoa whose Ambassadors to the EC
and the USA had been involved. The Chair
itself had some alternatives to offer, but wished
fust to allow an opportunity to other
delegations to come up with alternative
wording, since both France and the United
States had reported that they were unable to
resolve the issue.

36. At the request of the Chair, France and
the United States agreed to circulate written
proposals which could be considered by
delegates. The proposals subsequently tabled
were:
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Frence

The Parties shall adopt by consensus, at
their first sldinary meeting, rules of
procedure for their meeting. These rules of
procedure shall provide, among other things,
that the Parties will ensure the full
involvement of all members in the work of
the SPREP Meeting, and that the work of
the SPREP Meeting shall be conducted on
the baeis of consensus of all members, taking
into account the practices and procedures of
the South Pacific Commission-

United Statee of America

The work of the SPREP Meeting shall be
conducted to the extent possible without
resort to decieion- making procedures. In the
event that decisions are required in the
SPREP Meeting, the Parties shall ensure
that any such decisions are taken by them
by consensus, taking into account the role of
the practices and procedures of the South
Pacifi.c region.

37. Debate on these proposals revealed
continuing lack of coneensus.

38. Fiji then tabled the following proposal in
the hope that it form an acceptable compromise
as a temporary meaeure; there being feeling
that the Treaty should be signed that day:

The Parties shall ensure the full
involvement of all membere in the work of
the SPREP Meeting. The work of the SPREP
Meeting shall be conducted on the basis of
the consensus of all members, taking into
account the practices and procedures of the
South Pacific region.

39. It was agreed that the Fiji proposal
offered a basis for going forward and the
Chairman suggested that a draft,ing committee
comprising Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji,
France, Guam, Kiribati, Nauru, New
Caledonia, New Zealand, Niue, Tonga, Tuvalu,
United States and Western Samoa be
responsible for drafting an agreed text of the
proposal and also the Final Act. The Director of
SPREP clarified that any other interested
parties could be involved. The Chair suggested
that this committee also look at the issue of
privileges and immunities and the procedure
for appointment of the Deputy Director.

40. Following discussions of these issues by
the Drafting Committee, it recommended that
the Director retain his power to appoint the
Deputy Director. In addition, it recommended
that a further Article 2(d be included:
"promoting integrated legal, planning and
management mechaniems." This was approved
by the Meeting.

4L. With respect to the primary issue [Article
4(3)1, the Drafting Committee reported a
formulation (PM/Draft. 4/Rev. 1) that repre-
sented the views of the majority of members.
This read:

Article 4(3)

(a) The parties shall ensure the full
involvement of all members in the work of
the SPREP Meeting. The work of the SPREP
Meeting shall be conducted on the basis of
consensus of all members, taking into
account the practices and procedures of the
South Pacific region. Where consensus is not
possible, decisions shall be taken by a vote of
the Parties.

U.S. Fortnulo

(b) In the event that decisions are required
in the SPREP Meeting, the Parties shall
ensure that any such decisions are taken by
consensus.

French Formula

(c) When consensus is not possible the
members may agree, by consensus, that the
decision shall be taken by a vote of the
Parties.

42. In light of continuing difficulties, the
Chair stated that the meeting must still find a
way forward despite some feelings about
consensus. The Chair then directed the meeting
to the following proposal from Western Samoa:

The Parties shall ensure the full
involvement of all members in the work of
the SPREP Meeting. The work of the SPREP
Meeting shall be conducted on the basis of
consensus of all members, taking into
account the practices and procedures of the
South Pacfic region. If a matter arises from
the Treaty which requires a decision, it shall
be taken by consensus ofthe Parties.

43. Nauru offered a new proposal for Article
4(3):

"3. The Parties shall ensure the full
involvement of all members in the work of
the SPREP Meeting. The work of the SPREP
Meeting shall be conducted on the basis of
consensus of all members, taking into
account the practices and procedures of the
South Pacific region.

"4. Decisions in the SPREP Meeting shall be
taken by consensus of the Members. Any
decisions in the SPREP Meeting affecting
matters arising from the Treaty shall be
taken by consensus by the Parties."
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44. The Chair suggested that the Plenary
adjourn to allow the drafting committee time to
consider these proposals.

45. The Chairman of the drafting committee
subsequently reported to Plenary that, despite
full consideration of all the proposals before it,
members of the drafting committee had still not
been able to reach agreement on the text of
Article 4 paragraph 3.

46. Lengthy discussions ensued, culminating
in the following text being proposed by Tuvalu:

"(a) The Parties shall ensure the full
involvement of all members in the work of
the SPREP Meeting. The work of the SPREP
meeting shall be conducted on the basis of
consensus of all members, taking into
account the practices and procedures of the
South Pacific region.

"O) In the event that a decision is
required in the SPREP Meeting, that
decision shall be taken by a consensus of the
Parties. The consensus of the Parties shall
ensrre the views of all members of the
SPREP Meeting have been properly
considered and taken into account in
reaching that consensus. "

47. The Tuvalu proposal was accepted by
acclamation.

Item 5 . Adoption of an Agreed Text

48. Agreement to the Tuvalu proposal
removed the remaining area of disagreement.
The Plenary then adopted the Agreement
Establishhr,g the South Pacific Regional
Enuirorunent Progromme (SPREP). It was
agreed that the Agreement would be open for
signature for one year, until June 16, 1994.
Western Samoa would be the depository.

49. The Chairman thanked all delegates for
their untiring efforts to reach consensus on this
difficult issue during the past two and half
days. He also paid tribute to the Prime Minister
and Government of Western Samoa, thg
Director of SPREP and his staff and all others
who had contributed to the successful outcome
of the meeting.

50. In response, the Premier of Niue
recognised with appreciation the outstanding
efforts of the Chairman and delegates also the
dedication of the Secretariat.

51. The meeting then adjourned following a
prayer by the Director.

Item 6 : Signature of Final Act and Treaty

52. The Agreetnent Establishing the South
Pacific Regiorwl Erwironment Programme
(SPREP) was signed at Apia on 16 June 1993
by duly authorised representatives of the
Governments of Fiji, France, Kiribati, Republic
of the Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Solomon
Islands, Tuvalu, the United States of America,
Vanuatu and Western Samoa.

53. The Agreetnent Esta.blishing the South
Pacific Regional En uiron nent Programme
(SPREP) was initialled at Apia on 16 June 1993
by the duly authorised representative of the
Government of Papua New Guinea.

54. The FilnI Act of the Meeting of
Plerdpoteriliarie s o n the Agree men t E stablishing
the Sou,th Pacific Regiotwl Enuironment
Programme os atl Intergouernmental
Organisatiorl was signed at Apia on 16 June
1993 by duly authorised representatives of the
Governments of Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji,
France, Kiribati, Republic of the Marshall
Islands, Nauru, New Zealand, Niue, Papua
New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu,
United States of America, Vanuatu and
Western Samoa. The text of the Final Act is at
Attachment 4.

Item 7 : Adoption of Record of Meeting

55. Because the Drafting Committee had
been unable, in the time available, to draft a
report of the Meeting's proceedings, it was
decided that the notes drafted by the
Secretariat would be circulated to all SPREP
members as a basis for consideration and
formal adoption of an Agreed Record during thi
Sixth SPREP IGM in Guam in September 1993.
Any SPREP member having comments or
suggestions on the contents of the Secretariat's
notes would provide tbese in writing to the
Secretariat as quickly as possible.

Item I : Close

56. Following the signing ceremony, the
Chairman brought the Meeting to a close with a
vote of thanks to all those who had contributed
to its success.
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Attachment l: List of Participants

GOWRNMENTS

GOUVERNEMENTS

AMENICAN SAMOA

SAMOAS AMERICAINES

Mr Ena S. ATUATASI
Assistant to the Governor for International Affairs
Governor's Office
American Samoa Government
PAGOPAGO
American Samoa 96799

Telephone: (684) 633 1,146

Fax: (684) 633 2269

Mr Togipa TAUSAGA
Director
American Sarnoa Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
American Samoa Government
PAGO PAGO
American Samoa 96799

Telephone: (684) 633 2304
Fax: (684) 633 5801

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIE

H.E. Mr David RITCHIE
High Commissioner
Australian High Commission
APIA
Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 23 4ll
Fax: (685) 23 159

Ms Anastasia CARAYANIDES
Environmental Law and Aid Unit, Legal Office
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
CANBERRA
Australia

Telephone: (616) 261 2335
Fax: (616) 26t 2144

COOKISLANDS

ILES COOK

Dr. James COSSALIN
International Le gal Advisor
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Government ofthe Cook Islands
P.O. Box 105
RAROTONGA
Cook Islands

Telephone: (682) 29 347
Fax:

FIJI

(682) 21 247

FIDJI
Hon. M V LEWENIQILA
Minister for Housing, Urban Development and
Environrnent
Government Buildings
P.O. Box 2l3l
swA, Fiji

Telephone: (679) 2ll 310

Hon. J KALOU
Minister of State for Housing, Urban Dcvclopmcnt ancl
Environrnent
P.O. Box Box 2l3l
Covernment Buildings
suvA, Fiji

Telephone: (679) 2lr 789
Fax: (C79) 303 515

MT J T TEAIWA
Permanent Secretary for Hou,qing Urban Developrnent and
Environment
P- O. Box 2131
Covernment Buildings
SUVA, Fui

Telephone: (679) 2ll 798
Fax: (6?9) 303 515

Ms Ishbel KENNEDY
[.egal Olficer
Government Buildings
swA, Fiji

Telephone: (679) 2ll 584
Fax: (679) 302 404

FRANCE

H.E. M- Jacques I,e BI,ANC
Ambassador, Permanent Secrotary for South Pacific
Affairs
27 rue Oudinot
PA_RIS 75007
France

Telephone: (33-l) 47 83 09 29
Fax: (33-i) 45 66 93 4l

Mr A.lain GOUHIER
Deputy Permanent Representative
French Delegation to SPC
7 rue de Sebastopol
NOUMEA
New Caledonia

Telephone: (687) 26 l6 03
Far: (687) 26 12 66

GUAT,T

Hon. Governor Joseph F. ADA
Office of the Governor
Post Office Box 2950
AGANA
Guam 96910
u.s.A.

Telephone: (671) 4?2 8931-9
Fax: $72) 4?7 482G

Ms Joanne BROWN
Deputy Administrator
Guam Environmental Protectron Age nc^y

D-107 Harmon Plaza, 130 Ro;as St
HARMON
Guam 96911

Telephone: (671) 646 8863-5
Fax: (671) 646 9402

Mr Barry lSRAEL
Legal Adviser
Guam Commission on Self Determination
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan
lr50 l?rh st Nw
WASHINGTON. D.C.

Telephone: (2O2) 452 92|t8
Fax: (2OZ) 293 22$il

Fax: (679) 303 515
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KINIBATI

Hon. Tiwau AWIR.,\
IVlinrster of Envrronrnent and Natural Resources
I)eveloprnent
Kiribati

Telephonc: (686) ?1

Fax: ((;8c) 2l

Mr Natan BRECHTEF'ELD
Assistant Seclctary
I\{inistry of Forcign Affairs & International l'rade
Itiribati

'l'elephone: (cgG) 2l 3.12
Fax: (68G) 2l 466

Ms Tererci ABETE

Environrnent Coordinalor
I\4inistry of Bnvironrnant and Natural Resources
Devalopmcnt
I{iribati

Telephona: (686) 2l
Fax: (68C) 2l

REPUBLIC OF THE MARSHALL.TSLANDS

Hon. Evelyn KONOU
It'linister of Health and Environment
P O Box 1322
NIA.ruRO
Republic ofthe lr{arshall Islands 969G0

Telephone: (692) 625 520i3/3035
Firx: (C92) G25 6202

Ms Elizaboth HARDINC
lxgal Counsel
Environmental Protection Authoritv
PO tsox 1322
IUAJURO
Republic of the \ilarshall Islands

Telcphoner (692) 625 5203/3035
Fax: $9DG255202

REPUBLIC OF NAURU

Mr l*o KEKE
Presidential Counsel
Office of tha President
State House
Republic of Nauru

Telephone: (C74) 3101
Fax: (G7.1) 3340/3422

NEW CALEDONIA

NAWELLE.CALEDONIE

Dr. Cuy ACNIDL
Senior l,ecturer in Public Law.
French University of the Pacific
BP 8189 NOUMEA
New Caledonia

Telephone: (687) 25 49 55
Fax: (687) 28 68 48

NEW ZEAI,AND

NOWELLE-ZELANDE

H.E- Mr. Adrian SIMCOCK
High Commissioner
New Zealand High Commrssion
Beach Road
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 2l ?11

Ms Linda TE PUNI
Second SecretarylDevelopment Assistance
New Zealand High Commission
Beach Road
APIA, Wegtern Samoa

Telephone: (685) 21 7ll
Fax: (685) 20 086

NIUE

Hon. Frank Fakaotimanava LUI
Premier
Minister of Transport, Civil .A.viation & Shipping, Police &
Immigration, Justice & Lands, and External Relations
Department of the Premier
POBox40
ALOFI, Niue

Telephone: (683) 4200
Fax: (683) 4206

Mr Bradley PUNU
Environment Officer
Comm unity Affairs Of{ice
P.O. Box 77
ALOFI. Niue

Telephone: (683) 4019
Fax: (683) 4010

N O RT H E R N MAhIAN A /SI-Ai'IDS

ILES MARIANNES DU NORD

Mr Richard WEIL
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney General Office
SAJPAN MP 9G950
Northern Marianas

Telephone: (670) 322 431 I
Fax: rc701 322 4320

PAIA,U

Hon. Marcelino II{EL\I REI
N{inister of Resources and Development
PO Box 100
KOROR, Palau 96940

Telephone:(680-g) 488 270 f

PAPUANEW GUINEA

PAPO U AS I E- N O W EL L E - GU I N E E

Hon. Parry M. ZEIPI
Minister for Environment and Conservation
P.O. Box 6601
BOROKO, Papua New Guinea

Telephone: (675) 2?1 768
Fax: (675) 271 900

Hon. Sir Tom KORAEA
National Parliament
WAIGANI, Papua New Guinea

Telephone:(67 5) 27 3 7 7 7

H.E. Mr. Barney RONGAP
High Commissioner of Papua New Guinea to W. Samoa
Papua New Guinea High Commission
279 Willis St
WELUNGTON. New Zealand

Telephone: (64 4) 385 247416
Fax: (64 4)3852477

Mr lamo Il,A
Secretary, Department of Environment and Conservation
P.O. Box 6601
BOROKO, Papua New Guinea

Telephone: (675) 2?1 ?88
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Far: (685) 20 086
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PAPUA NEW GUIN EA (cont' d)

PAPOUAS I E. N OWEL LE- G U I N E E

Ms Mahuta GENO
Ministry of Environment & Conservation
P.O. Box 6601
BOROKO
Papua New Guinea

Telephone: (675) 271 788
Fax: (675) 271 044

SOLOMON ISI.ANDS

ILES SALOMON

Mr Transform AQORAU
Principal l,egal Adviser
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Relations
PO Box G10
HONIARA, Solomon Islands

Telephone: (677) 21250
Fax: (677) 20 351

Mr Moses BILIKI
Chief Environment and Conservation Offrcer
Ministry of Natural Resources
PO Box G24
HONIARA, Solomon Islands

Telephone: (677)21521
Fax: (677)21246

TOKELAU

Mr Bryan TAWRENCE
Acting Official Secretary
Office for Tokelau Affairs
P.O. Box 865
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 20 822
Fax: (685) 21 761

TONGA

Mr Sione Latu'ila TONCILAVA
Secretary for Lande, Survey and Natural Resources
Ministry ofLands, Survey and Natural Resources
POBoxS
NUKU'ALOFA, Tonga

Telephone: (676) 22f 0/236 1 I
Fax: (676\232LG

TWALU
Hon. Kamuta LATASI
Member of Parliament
Office of the Prime Minister
POBoxST
FUIIAFUTI, Tuvalu

Telephone: (688) 839
Fax: (688) 843

Mr Feleti TEO
Attorney-General
P O Box 63, Vaiaku
FUNAFUTI, Tuvalu

Telephone: (688) 823
Fax: (688) 8le

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ETATS.UNIS D'AMERIQUE

Mr Tucker SCULLY
Director, Oceans A{fairs Office
United States Department of State
Bureau ofOceans and International Environmental and
Scientifrc A-ffairs
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20520, United States of Amerrca

Telephone: (1202) 647 497 0
Fax: (1202) 64? 1106

Mr George TAFT
I-egal Advisor, Treaty Affarrs Office
US Department of State
220I C Street NW
WASHINCTON, D.C. 20520. United States sf Amerrca

Telephone: (202) G47 2107
Fax: (202) 647 1037

Ms Lydia FALIIAFINE-NOUI\.1UA
Field Representative
U.S. Department of the Interior
PO Box 1725
PAGO PAGO, .American Samoa

Telephona: (684) G33 2800
Fax: (68.{) 633 24l5

UANUATU

Hon. Paul B TELUKL{.IK
Minister of Natural Resources
Private Mail Bag 007
PORT VILA, Vanuatu

Telephone: (678) 23 105
Fax: (C78) 23 586

Mr Morris TANGARAST
First Secretrary
Ministry of Natural Resources
Private Mail Itag 00?
PORT VILA, Vanuatu

Telephone: (678) 23 l0l-r
Fax: (6?8) 23 586

WESTERN SAMOA

SAMOA OCCIDENTALE

Hon- Misa TELEITONI
Minister of Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries
Government of Western Samoa
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 2256I
Fax: (68s) 22565

Hon. Faasootauloa PATI
Minister of Lands, Surveys and Environment
Government of Western Samoa
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 22481
Fax: (685) 23176

L,eiataua Dr Kilifoti Eteuati
Secretary to Government
Government of Western Samoa
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 21500
Fax (685) 21504

Mr Mose Pouvi Sua
Secretary for Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 21500
Fax: (685) 21504

Mrs Faamausili L. Tuimalealiifano
Director ofLands, Surveys & Environment
Department of Lands, Surveys & Environmcnt
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 22481
Fax: (685) 23176

Mr Samuelu Sesega
Principal Environment Offi cer
Department of Lands, Surveys & Environment
APIA, Western Samoa

Telephone: (685) 22481
Fax: (685) 23176
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WESTERN SAMOA (cont'd)

SAMOA OCCIDENTALE

I\{s Hclen Aitkman
l,egal Counsel, Attorney General's Office
APIA, Western Samoa

Tclephonc: (685) 20295
l.'ax (681-r) 221l8

I\{r l(osimiki Latu
State Solicitor', .\ttorney Ceneral's Office
r\PI.{, Western Samoa

1'clephonc: (685) 20295
l.'ar: (G85) 21504

I\ts Sharon Potor
l.'olci gn Affails Offi cer
IUinlstry of [.'orcign Affairs
Al)lA, Western Samoa

Telephonc: G85) 21500
Fax: (c85) 21504

SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

Mrs Fusi CACINAVANUA
Direc[or of Serviccs
South Pacifi c Cornrnission
BP D5
NOUMEA CBDEX, New Caledonia

Telephonc: (087) 26 20 00
Fax: (687) 2C 38 18

SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL ENVIBONMENT
PROGRAMME (SPREP)

P.O. Box 240
APIA
Western Samoa

Telephone: (085) 2l 929
Fax: (685) 20 231

Dr. Vili FUAVAO
Director

Mr Don STEWART
Deputy Director

Mr Beroard MOUTOU
Legal Officer

Mr Wes WARD
Information and Publications Officer

Mr Alex WILLIAMS
Computer Specialist

Mr Ueligitone SASAGI
Senior Administrative Officer

Ms Malama HADLEY
Personal Assistant to Director

Ms Dorothy KAMU
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Attachment 2: Opening Address by the Minister of Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries in
Western Samoa, the Hon. Misa Telefoni.

Rev Ieremia Leau,

Premier the Hon. Franh Lui and Governor
Joseph Ada,

Mr Chairman,

Cabinet Ministers,

Excellencies,

Delegates,

The Director of SPREP,

Lad,ies and Gentlemen.

I welcome you all to this important occasion -

the opening of the meeting that will set the
course for the Pacific's newest
intergovernmental organisation - the South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme. I
wish to extend a special welcome to those
delegates who are visiting Western Samoa for
the first time.

I would also like to express my sincere
appreciation to all the delegates and to your
respective Governments for accepting our
invitation to attend this Plenipotentiary
meeting which the Fifth SPREP IGM had
asked Western Samoa to convene. You have
honoured us with your presence.

The very high level of representation and the
composition of the delegations to this meeting
have clearly demonstrated the importance of
the environment to the people of the South
Pacific, and constitute also a forceful testimony
to the desire, particularly of the island
countries, to conclude this Treaty and allow
SPREP to concentrate fully on fulfrlling its
mandate of addressing the environment
concerns of the South Pacific.

You will recall that in 1991, at the Fourth
Intergovernmental Meeting, representatives of
SPREP's twenty-six member governments and
administrations unanimously agreed that
SPREP should be established as a separate,
independent, regional organisation by Treaty.
They also accepted an offer by the Government
of Western Samoa to host the organisation and
SPREP subsequently moved to Apia last year.

1992 was a diffrcult year for us rn the
aftermath of Cyclone VaI - one of Samoa's worst
natural disasters in living memory. Even in
those trying times, however, SPREP and my
Government worked closely to establish the
organisation in its temporary home at Vaitele
on schedule, only eight months after the
historic decision to locate the organisation in
Western Samoa.

The fact that SPREP quickly filied its Vaitele
premises reflects the urgent need for its
services by its island members. My
Government recognises SPREP's presslng
requirements for adequate and permanent
accommodation and has set aside a site at
Vailima, close to here, on which SPREP will
build a new regional headquarters. The
successful conclusion of the Treaty this week
will allow my Government to complete legal
formalities relating to the transfer of the land
and other matters such as a formal agreement
with SPREP on its privileges and immunities in
Western Samoa.

The Fifth SPREP IGM, held in this very room,
9 months ago, accepted a draft - which is before
you - of an Agreement Establishing the South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme as a
basis for discussion and decision at this
meeting. In doing so, it noted that full
membership and participation by Territories
was a particular concern. The key issues
identified were, first, the urgent need to agree
on a treaty which would enable SPREP to
funetion as a separate legal entity and, second.
the strong wish expressed by the Territories
that they continue to have full participation in
the activities of SPREP, including voting rights.
There was general agreement that a solution
should be found to allow SPREP to continue the
full participation of all its current members.

As you know, the United States has
constitutional difficulties concerning decision-
making by its territories under a SPREP
Treaty. France, on the other hand, maintains
that its territories should retain their existing
position under the new Treaty.

France and the United States in a clear
demonstration of their desire and willingness to
find mutually acceptable solutions, have
already met more than once on the issues that
separate their respective positions. I
understand that they have managed to find
common ground on certain matters. However,
it would seem that decision making still
remains unresolved, although the possibility
was discussed - as I again am given to
understand - of evolving a principle of decision-
making by consensus. This, it appears to me,
would in any event accord with actual practice
in the region and may be a way forward. Other
possible mechanisms likely exrst, and I am sure
that your meeting shall exhaustively explore
them all.
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It should be mentioned here that other Pacific
island states also have legal and other
difficulties with a treaty which gives full
participation rights to all the twenty-six
SPREP members. However, these island
states, including Western Samoa, have
exercised flexibility and they have been
prepared to accept a treaty which actively
involves all the people in the SPREP region, in
what they believe to be in the best interests of
all the people of the region in environmental
matters.

The Pacific is fortunate that the United States
and France, two foremost world leaders, are
part of the region. These two countries are
looked upon to provide leadership and direction
which in part means showing innovation,
enlightenment and flexibility when the Pacifrc
is seeking to resolve problems which are in the
way of developments to promote and improve
the welfare of the people of the region. I am
unreserved in my conviction that the United
States and France fully appreciate the
importance of their role in the Pacific and will
take a strong lead in seeing that the SPREP
Treaty will be successfully concluded in this
meeting.

For SPREP, this meeting is the culmination of
two years of organising, moving and re-
establishing itself in another country, with a

new set of circumstances to deal with. The
Treaty is the final act needed to complete this
complex business of moving such a large, and
growing, regional programme and establishing
new administrative, financial and, very
importantly, legal systeme to support it.

My government is committed to supporting
SPREP and to finalising the Treaty at this
meeting. The Treaty is inportant to us all in
that it formally establishes the legal
relationship between SPREP and its member
governments, not least the host country.
SPREP is mandated to assist its members to
achieve environmentally-sound development
and the resolution of the legal issues will allow
SPREP to concentrate on that task and to
address the growing environmental problems in
the region. For these most important reasons, I
hope that your deliberations this week will
conclude satisfactorily and that the Treaty is
ready for signature within the next three days,
and that any outstanding diffrculties can be

dealt with in the spirit of cooperation and
accommodation, and with imagination and
flexibility.

Conclusion of the Treaty will formalise
SPREP's new beginning and enables it to take
its place as a significant inter-governmental
organisation in the Pacifi.c; one that can play a
major role in assisting the appropriate
development of our small island states as we
enter the 2lst century.

I wish you a successful meeting.

I a manuio lo outou fonotaga na ia fontasi
Ie Atuo ia outou fai filifiliea.
Soifua.
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Attachment 3: Opening Reply from the Premier of Niue, Hon. Frank Lui.

The honourable Prime Minister, Ministers,
Excellencies, Heads of delegation, the Director
of the South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme, Distinguished representatives,
ladies and gentlemen. It is indeed an honour
and privilege for me this morning to speak on
behalf of all of us who are present at the
opening of the meeting on the SPREP Treaty. I
would like to thank the Prime Minister
(through you) for your kind and warm words of
welcome, talofa laua.

What you have expressed this morning is very
important and crueial to us all. It is important
because I believe that the outcome of this
meeting will determine the future and the
strength of our collective voice in the region
and more so to the future of the agency. It will
provide the foundation where all of us member
countries will have a clear direction in ow
pursuit to deal with issues and concerns that
are common and unique to the region. We have
come a long way since the establishment of this
programme, under the South Pacific
Commission since 1980. The South Pacific
Regional Environment Programme is the
newest of the regional agencies. The new home
is now in your country and we are proud to
have supported this move which actually took
place since early last year. Your honour, our
presence at this meeting is our demonstration
of our continued support to the establishment
of this agency. Further, I hope that what you
have expressed and provided for us in your
speech this morning will form the basis of our
discussion and deliberation during the three
days for the meeting. It is my sincere hope that
we will find a common understanding so that
we will all return home with a happy feeling of
suceess and achievement. There is no doubt
that SPREP needs a status and the recognition
it deserves in the region and the international
scene.

Honourable Minister, may I take this
opportunity to acknowledge the assistance
provided by the Government of Australia that
enabled some of us to come to this meeting.

Again I would like to thank you for your words
of welcome and the hospitality that you have
extended to us since our arrival. Lastly, you
may or may not be aware that your people and
culture is well known in the Pacific. We have
enjoyed our stay in your country and we look
forward to share our time and to participate in
the many activities that you have organized for
us.

We are happy and proud to be part of the
Pacific Family. God Bless us all.

Faafetai laua, Monuirta and Thank you.
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Attachment 4: Final Act of the Meeting of Plenipotentiaries on the Agreement Establishing the
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme aa an Intergovemmental Organisation.

l. The Meeting of Plenipotentiaries on the 7. The Meeting unanimouely appointed the
Agreement Establishing the South Pacific Honourable Misa Telefoni (Weetern Samoa) as
Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) as its Chairman.
an intergovernmental organisation was 6 m
convened by the Government of westeJi ?:^-,T" Meeting adopted the following

Samoa pursuant to the decisron of the Fifth agenda:

SPREP Intergovernmental Meeting (IGM) in (1) Official opening
Apia in September 1992. (2)Appointment of Chairman
2- The Meeting was held at Apia (Papauta ,6\ ^ rGirls school), western samoa, from r;':l; !?"13;*:"r' 

of Agenda and \{ellring

June 1993.

B. rhe rouowing states and territories $?rHil3fiTl"H""t"lH i'#h"^?AH:lparticipated at the Meeting: Environment programme as an
American Samoa, Australia, Cook Islands, intergovernmental organisation
Fiji, France, Guam, Kiribati, l\dp-oholl
Isrands, Nauru, New caledonia, 

..ffi (5)Adoption of an agreed text

Zealand, Northern Mariana Islands, Niue, (6)Signature of the FinalAcUAgteement
Palau, Papua New Guinea, Solomon lplo-.lo
Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu, united st"i".? (7)Adoptionof Recordof Meeting

America, Vanuatu, Western Samoa. (8) Close.

4. The South Pacific Commission (SPC) also 9. The Meeting appointed the following
attended the Meeting. Drafting Committee:

5. SPREP was originally established by a Chairm.on: Leiataua Dr. Kilifoti
resolution of a Ministerial-level Meeting of the Eteuati
SPC in Rarotonga, Cook Islands, in 1982 as a rr^--L
separate entity hosted by the SPC. It was twetnoers"

coordinated by a group consisting of the South Australia Anastasia Carayanides

lf""tF:iHTlj:#,:",il"T"":"JXT_TtA$"J cook rsrands Dr James Gosserin

Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Fiji Hon. M.V. Leweniqila
Economic and Social Commiseion for Asia and
rhe pacific (ESCAP). In septemb"r ld;;il France Alain Gouhier

Third SPREP IGM established three Working Guam Barry Israel
Groups to discuss general matters pertainrng to Kiribati Tererei Abete
finance, Action Plans, legal issues, the mandate
of SPREP and its legal status, and to report to New Zealand H.E. Mr Adrian Simcock
the Fourth IGM in JuIy 1991. The Fourth IGM rri.. -
Ministerial-level Meeting, in July 1991, d;.;; Niue Bradlev Punu

to establish SPREP as an independent regional PNG H.E. Mr Barney Rongap
organisation by treaty, with its headquarters in m^--^
Apia. western samoa. The Fifth SPREP iail Tonga sione Tongilava

met in Apia in September 1992 and accepted a Tuvalu P. Feleti Teo
draft produced by the Legal Subcommittee of USA George Taftan Agreement Establishing SPREP as an
intergovernmental organisation as a basis for Western Samoa Helen Aikman
further discussion at a Plenipotentiary Meeting Western Samoa Kosimiti Latu
to be convened in 1993 by the Government of
Western Samoa. This Meeting was held at Western Samoa Mose Sua
Apia, Western Samoa, from 14 - 16 June 1993. Western Samoa Faamausili L.
6. The Meeting was opened by the Tuimalealiifano
Honourable Tofilau Eti Alesana, Prime
Minister of Western Samoa.
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10. The main document which served as the 13. The Meeting recornmended that certain
basis for the deliberation of the Meeting was: privileges and immunities be addressed in a

rhe Draft Agreenent Estabtishins the south ll"J'S:i::ffi.1?':"r-i;j,i:l}"il jil"t,ffi,tPacific Region al Enuiron men t Programme
(pM/W.pz). recommendation is appended to this Final Act.

11. In addition, rhe Meeting had before ir a ]!ry 
wllNEss WHEREOF the Plenipotentiartes

have siened this Final Act.numDer oI of,ner cocumenf,s tna[ were made
available by the SPREP Secretariat. Opened for signature at Apia this sixteenth day

lz. on the basis of its deliberations, the of June lgg3'

Meeting adopted the Agreement Establishing
SPREP as an intergovernmental organisation
on 16 June 1993. The Agreement is appended
to this Final Act. It will be open for signature
from 16 June 1993 until 16 June 1994 and shall
thereafter remain open for accession.

For the Government of

Australia:

For the Government of the

Cook Islands:

For the Government of the

Republic of Fiji:

For the Government of the

Republic of France:

For the Government of the

Republic of Kiribati:

For the Government of the

Republic of Marshall Islands:

For the Government of the

Republic of Nauru:

For the Government of

New Zealand:

For the Government of

Niue:

For the Government of

Papua New Guinea:

For the Government of

Solomon Islands:

For the Government of the

Kingdom of Tonga:

For the Government of

Tuvalu:

For the Government of

United States of America:

this ........., day of .............. 1993

this .......... dav of .............. 1993

this .......... day of .............. 1993

this .......... day of .............. 1993

this .......... day of .............. l99lt

this .......... dav of .............. 1993

this .......... day of .............. 1993

this .......... day of ..........,... 1993

this .......... dav of .............. 1993

this .......... day of .............. 1993

this .......... day of .............. 1993

this "......... day of .............. 1993
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For the GoverryEent of the

Republic of Vanuatu:

Fo the Govera.ment of

Westein Samoa:

thie ."......". day of ............-. f99S

this .....-...- day of 
"..*..,-.,... lgg3

Done in Apia this sixteenth day of J-uqe one thousand nine hundred and ninety three in
the Englteh and French langudg-es" each languag.e version being equally authentie. The
original text will be deposite.d with the Government of,Wrxterrr Sanoa.

Eecontmemd^at:iaas of tfu Maeti,nS eoncetrnf,ng

certa:in Privf:leg* ond. Inwnunities tabe Add,rexged,

in a fievrdgu.artars &grvememt beilween

SP.'REP dnd, lhe Gaacrtwnemts.fW&ern Ssmoa

x.. sFREP seerotariat's prenines, ardhives and pro-perty shall be inviolable.

2. T'tre Staff Eha-ll be entitled to innrunity fro:m suit and legal proeeds in reepeet of thiags done or
emitted to be dorre in the course of the Berf,olnance of tbeir offieial dates.

8. .l\ll Steff who dle oot uafiorralE of \feetern Sauoa shail be accolded exemption from taxes in
Weetern Samoa in respeet of salaries received fron tho Seeretariat. T,hey shalX alilo be aceorded
exernptisn ffoq taxes in 'llVe-stern Sauioa ou ftuniture and effeete importerl at the tige of ffret
'taking uB post,

4. T,'h:c Director 'ehrrlt be accordjed 'the e'a@e exemptl'oo from'taxes, ,ilutiee and other lesies ds arG
accoriled a dip,lomatic agent.
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Annex 5: Rules of Procedure for the SPREP Meeting
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Deffnitions

Rule 2

For the purposes ofthese Rules:

o "Action Plan" meane the Actiott, Plan for
Manoging the Natural Resources and,
Enuironment of the South Pacific Region
adopted from time to time by the SPREP
Meeting, setting the strategies and
objectives of SPREP;

r "Agreement" means the Agreemen't
Establishing the South Pocific Regional
Enuironment hogramme done at Apia on 16
June 1993;

r "Meeting" means any Ordinary or Special
Meeting of the Members, including meetings
of committees, sub-committees and other
subsid.iary bodies when the latter take place
during sessions of Ordinary or Special
Meetings.

r "Members" means the Parties to the
Agreement and, with the appropriate
authorisation of the Party having
responsibility for its international affaire,
each of the following:

American Samoa Northern Mariana
Islands

French Polynesia Tokelau

Guam Wallis and Futuna

New Caledonia

"Parties" means goverrunents which have
signed, acceded, ratified, accepted or
approved the Agreement;

"Secretariat" means the Secretariat of the
South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme established under Article L2 of
the Agreement;

"Sesgions" means plenary sessions of the
Meeting, including meetings of committees,
sub-committees and other subsidiary bodies;

e "SPREP" means the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme established
pursuant to Article 1.1 of the Agreement as
an intergovernmental organisation;

. "SPREP Meeting" means the organ of
SPREP established pursuant to Article 1.2
of the Agreement.

Scope

Rule I
These Rules shall apply to aU SPREP

Meetings, including committees, sub-
committees and other subsidiary bodies
established by the SPREP Meeting under
Article 3.4 of the Agreement, where such
meetings of committees, sub-committees and
other subsidiary bodies are held during
eessions of the Meetings.

2. The Secretariat may suspend the
application of these Rules to intersessional
meetings of committees, sub-committees and
other subsidiary bodies as it deems approriate.
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Venues

Rule 3

1. Each Meeting shall decide the venue and
timing of the next Meeting.

p. In unforeseen circumstances, the Secretariat
inay, in consultation with the Chairperson and
the Mernbers, change the venue and timing of
the next Meeting.

3. The Secretariat shall make all necessary
arrangements for the convening of Meetings.

Dates

Rule 4

J. As provided under Article 3.2 of the
Agreement, each Ordinary Meeting shall be
held at such times as the Meeting may
determine and shall be hosted by one of the
Members or by the Secretariat.

2. A Special Meeting may be convened in
accordance with Article 3.2 of the Agreement
no later than six weeks after receipt by the
Secretariat of a request to this effect from a
majority of Members, or on a date decided upon
by the Meeting.

Invitations

Rule 5

l. The Secretariat shall invite all Members to
nominate representatives to each Meeting.

2. The Secretariat shall also invite the Forum
Secretariat, the South Pacific Commission, the
United Nations Environment Programme and
the Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific to nominate advisers to each
Meeting.

3. The Secretariat may invite any State
Member of the United Nations, any United
Nations Specialised Agency, any
intergovernmental organisation or non-
governmental organisation which has a direct
concern in the protection of the natural
resources and environment of the South Pacfic
region to nominate observers to each Meeting.

4. Invitations to representatives, advisers and
observers shall be sent by the Secretariat no
later than six weeks before the date of each
Meeting.

5. Names of all representatives, advisers and
observers shall be advised to the Secretariat
before the commencement of each Meeting. Any
subsequent changes shall also be notified to the
Secretariat.

Participation

Rule 6

1. Plenary Sessions shall be open to those
invited to attend, unless the Meeting decides
otherwise.

2. Sessions of committees, sub-committees and
other subsidiary bodies shall be held in closed
session, unless the Meeting decides otherwise.

3. Advisers and observers E&y, with the
consent of the Chairperson, address the
Meeting and participate in its discussions.

Agenda

Rule 7

l. The Secretariat, in consultation with the
Chairperson, . shall prepare a Provisional
Agenda for each Meeting. The Provisional
Agenda shall be circulated to Members no laber
than six months prior to the date of the
Meeting.

2. The Provisional Agenda shall include,
without limitation:

. any items which the previous Meeting has
requested be included;

. any items in respect of which the previous
Meeting has not completed consideration;

. a report by the Director on the activities of
SPREP;

. a review by the Secretariat of progress with
the implementation of the SPREP work
programme and an integrated work
programme and budget for the next,
Iinancial period;

. a report by the Secretariat on any
administrative and financial implications of
new proposals; and

. any matter proposed by a Member or the
Secretariat.

3. Agenda items proposed by Membere
following circulation of the Provisional Agenda
shall be communicated to the Secretariat no
later than three iiionths before the Meeting and
shall be incorporated in a Revised Provisional
Agenda. Working or background papers for
such items shall also reach the Secretariat..no
later than three months before the Meeting.

4. The Revised Provisional Agenda shall be
circulated by the Secretariat to Members with
the Working Papers for the Meeting no later
than six weeks before the Meeting.

5. When adopting.the Agenda for a Meeting,
Members may add, delete, defer or amend
items.
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6. The Provisional Agenda for a Special
Meeting shall include only those items
proposed by a Member or Member for that
Meeting and shall be circulated to Members at
the same time as the invitation to the Special
Meeting. A Special Meeting shall deal only with
items on its Provisional Agenda.

Chairperson

Rule 8

1. The Chairperson will normally be appointed
from the host country'e delegation to each
Meeting. When a Meeting is hosted by the
Secretariat, the Meeting shall appoint by
consensus a Chairperson to hold office until the
next Meeting.

2. The Chairperson shall remain in office until
a successor is appointed at the next Meeting. At
the first session of each Meeting, the current
Chairperson shall preside until a successor is
appointed by the Meeting.

3. The Chairperson may exercise the speaking
rights of his/her Delegation in the absenee of
another representative of the same Delegation
at the Meeting.

4. In addition to any other functions conferred
by these Rules, the Chairperson shall declare
the Meeting open and close!., direct discussions,
ensure observance of these Rules, accord the
right to speak and announce consensus and
decisions.

5. In the temporary absence of the
Chairperson from the Meeting,. the host
country, or country which provided the
Chairperson, as the case may be, will nominate
an acting Chairperson to assume the duties of
the Chairperson in the meantime.

6. Should the Chairperson resign or otherwise
become unable to complete a term of office, the
host country, or country which provided the
Chairperson, as the case nay be, shall name a
sllcces8()r.

Responsibilities

Rule 9

1. The Secretariat shall be responsible for
arrangements for and adminietration of
Meetings, including secretarial and
interpretation and translation services and
printing and circulation of documents. [t shall
have custody of the archives of Meetings and
shall generally perform all other work which
the Meeting may require.

2. The host country shall be responsible for
providing the venue for the Meeting,
accommodation and transport arrangements,
communications facilities, secretarial facilities
and assistance and stationerv and office
supplies.

3. The host country shall also be responsible
for meeting the direct additional costs to the
Secretariat of hosting the Meeting in the host
country over and above the cost of holding the
Meeting at the Secretariat's Headquarters.
Such additional costs would normally include
airfares and per diems for the Secretariat team,
and for the interpreters and translators, and
airfreight costs for necessary conference
equipment such as computers and
simultaneous interpretation equipment.

Conduct of Business

Rule l0

1. Two-thirds of Members shall constitute a
quorum.

2. In raising a point of order concerning the
Meeting's procedure, a representative may not
speak on the substance of the matter under
discussion. Any point of order shall be decided
immediately by the Chairperson. A
representative may appeal against the ruling of
the Chairperson which appeal shall
immediately be put to the Meeting for decision.
The Chairperson's ruling shall stand unless
overruled by a consensus decision of the
Meeting.

3. Substantive motions and amendments shall
normally be circulated to Members with the
Working Papers for the Meeting at which they
are to be considered. However, unless any
representative calls for a postponement, the
Chairperson may permit discussion and
consideration of amendments without previous
circulation.

4. Subject to Rule 10.2, the following motions
shall have precedence, in order, over all other
proposals or motions before the Meeting:

. to Buspend a sitting;

r to adjourn a sitting;

o tn adjourn debate on the question under
discussion; and

r to close debate on the question under
discussion.

5. Permission to speak on a motion under Rule
10.4 shall be granted only to the proposer and
to one speaker in favour and two againsc. The
motion shall then be put to the Meetiilg for
decision.
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6. If two or rnore proposals relate to the same
question, the Meeting, unless it decides
otherwise, shall decide on the proposals in the
order in which they have been tabled.

7, Any representative may request that parts
of a proposal or of an amendment be decided
separately. If an objection is made to the
request for a drvisron, the Charrperson shall
permit two members to speak, one in favour
and the other against. The request shall then
be put to the Meeting for decision-

8. If a request under Rule 10.7 is adopted,
those parts of the proposal shall then be
decided as a whole. If all the operative parts of
a proposal or amendment have been rejected,
the proposal or amendment shall be considered
to be rejected as a whole.

9. A rnotion is considered to be an amendment
to a proposal if it adds to, deletes from, or
revises part of, that proposal. An amendment
shall be decided before the proposal to which it
relates is decided. If the amendment is adopted,
the amended proposal shall then be decided.

l0.If two or more amendments are moved to a
proposal, the Meeting shall first decide on the
amendmenc furthest removed in substance
from the origrnal proposal, then on the
amendment next furthest removed, and so on,
until all amendments have been decided. The
Chairperson shall determine the order of
decision on amendments under this Rule.

1l.A proposal or motion may be withdrawn by
its proposer at any time before a decision has
been reached, provided the motion has not been
amended. A withdrawn proposal or motion may
be reintroduced by any other representative.

l2.When a proposal has been either adopted or
rejected, it may not be reconsidered at the same
Session, unless the Meeting decides otherwise.
Permission to speak on a motion to reconsider
shall be accorded only to the mover and such
other person as the Charrman may decide.

Decisions

Rule 11

1. In accordance with Article 4 of the
Agreement, the work of the Meeting shall be
conducted on the basis of consensus of all
Members, taking into account the practices and
procedures of the South Pacific region.

2. In the event that a decision is required, that
decision shall be taken by consensus of the
Parties which consensus shall ensure that the
views of all Members have been properly
considered and taken into account in reaching
that consensus.

Reports

Rule l2
The Report adopted by each Meeting shall be
printed and circulated by the Secretariat to
Members as soon as possible after each
Meeting.

Commiftees, Sub-Committees and Subsidiary
Bodies

Rule 13

1. The Meeting may convene such committees,
sub-committees and subsidiary bodies as may
be required for the effective transaction of its
business, during or between Meetings, either of
representatives or of experts to consider issues
ofa specialised nature and to report back to the
Meeting.

2. Unless otherwise decided, the Meeting shall
determine the terms of reference for each such
committee, sub-committee or subsidiary body
and shall also appoint a convenor for, each such
group.

Languages

Rule 14

The working languagee for Meetings ehall be
English and French.

Amendmenta

Rule 15

T'hese Rules may be amended by conseneus
decrsion of the Meeting.

AdnpteS at Tdrawa, Republic of Kiriboti,
this thintteenth d.ay of October 1994.
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Rule Subject
No.

Page
No.

Annex 6: Rules of Procedure for Appointment of Director

Gontents

Scope

Rule I
These Rules shall apply to any appointment of
a Director of SPREP under Article 3 (g) of the
Agreement Establishing the South Pacific
Re gional Environment Pro gramme.

Definitions

Rule 2

For the purposes of these Rules:

o "Director" means the position established by
virtue of Article 6 of the Agreement
Establishing the South Pacdic Regional
Enuironnent Prograrntne; i

r "SPREP" means the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme established by
virtue of Article 1 of the Agreement
Establishing the South Pacific. Regional
En viron men t Programme;

r "SPREP Meeting" means the organ of
SPREP established by virtue of Article 1 of
the Agreement Establishing the South'
Pacific Region al Enuiron rnen t Progranme.

Selection Advisory Committee

Rule 3

The SPREP Meeting shall as required from
time to time appoint a Selection Advisory
Committee comprising:

. the current chairperson, who shall also chair
the Selection Advisory Committee; and

o at least two other members of the SPREP
Meeting.

Chairperson

Rule 4

The functions of the chairperson are to:

. inform Governments and Administrations of
a pending vacancy;

r advertise the position;

o invite nominations;

. receive applications;

. convene the Selection Advisory Committee;
and

r chair the Selection Advisory Committee.

Notices

Rule 5

1. The Chairperson shall transmit notice of a
pending vacancy to all SPREP Member
Governments and Administrations no later
than six months prior to the expiry of the term
of office of the incumbent.

2. Advertising of the position in major regional
newspapers and periodicals shall be effected by
the Secretariat in consultation with the
chairperson no later than six months prior to
the expiry of the term of office of the incumbent
Director and in any case in sufficient time to
enable the Selection Advisory Committee to
complete its work prior to the next SPREP
Meeting.

3. Applications should close no sooner than two
months following such notification or
advertising
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Selection Advisory Committee Functions

Rule 6

In considering applications received by the
Chairperson, the Selection Advisory Committee
shall:

. consider each application against the
selection criteria;

. make such enquiries as it sees fit;

. draw up a shortlist;

. notify Governments and Administrations of
the shortlist;

r interview shortlisted candidates; and

. make recommendations concerning the
appointment to the next SPREP Meeting
preceeding the expiry ofthe term ofoffice of
the incumbent Director.

Selection Criteria

Rula 7

The following criteria shall be taken into
account by the Selection Advisory when
considering applications:

applicants must be nominated bY a

Government or Administration;

applicants must be nationals of the
nominating Government or Administration;

applicants must possess sound personal
qualities;

shortlisted applicants shall be selected on
the basis of merit, with regard to:

1. relevant qualifications and experience;

2. proven management abilities; and,

3. superior representational skills.

members of the Selection AdvisorY
Committee are not eligible for consideration-

Term of Appointment

Rule 8

The euccessful applicant shall be appointed for
a period of tbree years in the first inetance.
Subject to the agteement of the SPREP
Meeting, a Director may be reappointed for a

further three years. The maximum length of
appointment for any individual is six years.

Expenses

Rule 9

All costs aesociated with convening meetings of
the Selection Advisory Committee and with
advertising and interviewing shortlisted
candidates shall be met by the Secretariat'

Amendments

Rule l0

Theee Rules may be amended by consensus
decision of the SPREP Meeting.

Adapted at Tarawa, Republic of Kiribati'
this thirteenth day of October 1994.
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Annex 7: Draft Sponsorship Guidelines for the Departments of Environment and
Gonservation (DEGs) of SPREP Member Countries

by New Zealand Depaftment of Conseruation
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t. Preamble

Traditionally the Departments of Environment
and Conservation (DEC) or similar agencies,
have relied principally upon Governmenr
funding, with additional assistance provided
through international aid agencies and the
South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme. However, sponsorship is seen as
an opportunrty to assist in the development of
projects and programmes, for which funding
may not otherwise be available.

In the past, sponsorship of conservation
projects has been undertaken through the
agency of non-governmental organrsations
(NGOs), rather than government departments.
However, there has been an increase rn the
sponsorship of conservation activities as
corporations and businesses seek positive
environmental profiles. DEC's may, therefore,
find themselves in the position where they have
to at least consider sponsorship, but this should
be approached with a great deal ofcare.

Presuming there is acceptance at political level,
the following guidelines aim to convey some of
the issues that have been considered in other
countries where government agencies have
been involved with sponsorship proposals.

2. Introduction

There is a growing concern for the environment
within the community and the
private/corporate sector is increasingly willing
to be associated with the 'clean, green' image
which can be offered by DEC.

Sponsorship is a relationship between one
party (DEC) and another party (the sponsoring
agency) in which there is an exchange of
benefits. It is support, requiring a return.
Sponsorship may be in the form of a cash grant
or "in kind" (e.g. provision of building
materials) or a combination of both.

However, sponsorship is more than just
securing money or goods. It is an opportunity
to build a rapport with the private sector to
assist DEC in achieving its objectives and to
give the sponsor and the broader community a
greater rnsight into DEC's activities.
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In particular, it achieves three conservation
benefits:

a) It allows DEC to extend its work programme
rvith the contribution of additional monies or
materials;

b) [t raises the public profile of conservation
through the sponsors' promotion of their
efforts;

c) It encourages a positrve relationship
between DEC and the busrness community.

All members of the community should be
encotrraged to contribute in appropriate ways
to conservation - to whatever extent they can.
In the case of the commercial sector, the
sponsorship should provide the company with
benefits, as well as achieving real conservation
gains.

Sponsorship of conservation projects by the
cornmercial sector should be used for work that
would not normally be funded by DEC. Such
sponsorship shotrld meet the following criteria:

r to comply with DECs statutory
responsibilities and meet objectives of the
National Environmental Management
Strateg,v;

r to ensure natural values and cultural
heritage are not compromised in
implementation of the sponsored project;
and

r to achieve specific envrronmental
conservation goals.

3. Considerations for a Cautious Approach

Requests, either to sponsor specific projects or
for projects to sponsor, may be received by DEC
from private, commercial and community
organisations. There will also be projects for
which DllC itself is seeking external
sponsorship. Uncoordinated approaches for
sponsorship can cause problems such as:

. Sponsorship may be secured for short-term
projects which have on-going costs which
DEC may find difficult to support in the
long-term;

. Large national sponsors can become
involved in small local projects, which give a
high profile for the company, but achieve
little for conservation either financiallv or
practically;

. Some sponsorships, because of their
association, could seriously damage DEC's
credibility as a natural resource manager,
e.g. sponsorship by companies rnvolved in
clear felling natural forests.

r Sometimes sponsorships cost DEC more
than it receives from the sponsor, in terms
of servicing.

It is essential that the sponsorship project or
programme is one that DEC can maintain in
the long-term, once the sponsors involvement is
completed.

Co-ordination of sponsorship of conservation
projects means setting priorities for the types of
sponsors who should be involved. Sometimes it
means saying "no" to a sponsorship. It is
important that all sponsorship requests and
proposals are carefully assessed to ensure thatl

. the highest conservation benefits are
achieved:

e there is local community support for the
proposed sponsorship project;

r it does not impact negatively on women or
minority groups.

[See Sectiort 7: Assessntent Procedrtres.J

These Guidelines are intended to help SPREP
member countries achieve the best results for
conservation through sponsorship which is
well-directed and co-ordinated.

4. The Scope for Sponsorship

Sponsorship is a business relationship which
offers benefits to both parties and is desrgned to
achieve mutual oblectrves.

Companies are interested in sponsoring
conservation projects for a number of reasons.
The most common of these are;

a) To be seen as a company that is concerned
about the environment:

b) To identifu as an international company
with a particular relationship within the
South Pacific;

c) To identify as a national company with
national interests;

d) To encourage more people to buy their
products or visit their outlets;

e) To add value, interest and good associations
to an otherwise ordinary product;

f) To provide access to politicians.

Sponsorships are often offered with several of
the above objectives in mind.
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Sponsorship may assist DEC through special
conservation projects related to:

r threatened species;

. biological divereity;

r p:rotecting and restoring natural areas and
cultural sites

o environmental education

. sudtainable tourism

. ecologically sustainable development.

Conservation sponsorships do not have such a
high profile as some other types of sponsorship
e.g. major sporting events. With conservation
projects, sponsors usually have to spend their
own money to publicise their involvement.
They offer fewer opportunities for sscial
functions (compared to sport or arts
sponsorship, for example). As a result,
conservation sponsorships tend to attract
smaller amounts of money and fewer
companies. Those companies that are
intereeted in sponsorship may have a
particular need to improve their image, eo
caution is necessary to ensure the functions of
DEC are not compromised.

Ae a government department, DEC acts in the
public interest doing conservation work to
protect the natural heritage, and encourage
eustainable development and environmental
protection. This is DEC's greatest strength in
attracting sponsorships.

To support DEC's advantages in attracting
sponsors there is a need to:

a) Maintain conservation integrity (i.e. not just
take money from anybody);

Ensure that sponsorships are for real
conservation work or advocacy that supports
conservation;

Ensure co-ordination of, and support for
regional sponsorships.

International companies may be interested in a
regional approach to sponsorship i.e.
sponsoring eimilar projects in two or more
Pacific Island countries, e.g. environmental
issues with a regional dimeneion (sea turtles).
This would require a co-ordinated approach to
achieve the best benefits for all parties (see

Section 7, Regional Sponsorships).

5. Guidelines

To ensure that the conservation and
environmental objectives of DEC are not
compromised, the foUowing guidelines have
been developed for all sponsorship projects:

. Sponsorship should be targeted at projects
other than those that would normally be
undertaken by DEC through Government
funding (i.e. not'core' work).

. Sponsorship projects should be of high
priority.

. Projects should have clearly defined
objectives and implementation procedures to
allow for monitoring and evaluation.

. All sponsorship contracts are unconditional,
i.e. DEC will not compromise its
conservation/environmental role ;

. Sponsors whose operations have major
negative impacts on the environment must
provide evidence that they are
implementing procedures to significantly
reduce those impacts as a co-requisite of the
sponsorship contract;

. Companies that contravene government
policy will not be considered suitable
sponsors.

. No tobacco or alcohol company will be

accepted as a sponsor for projects or
programmes targeted for children;

There shall be no direct conflict between the
activities of a sponsor and the
conservation/environment mandate of DEC;

Negotiations will be treated as commercially
sensitive information and wilI be regarded
as confidential. Final sponsorship
agreements, however, will be publicly
available documents;

. All publicity related to a sponsorship must
be approved by DEC prior to its release;

. Funds for publicity should be additional to
the amounts available for the sponsorship
project.

The following questions should be considered
for any sponsorship proposal.

o Is the proposal compatible with the mission
and objectives of DEC?

. Does it have ministerial approval if this is
required.

. Is there any conflict of interest or
appearance of conflict of interest?

. Is DEC over-commercialising its image by
undertaking too many sponsored projects?

b)

c)
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. Will the sponsorship enhance public
perception of conservation issues and DECs
image through education, international
and/or safety related information?

. Is it clear that the sponsorship does
suggest endorsement by DEC of
corporation's product or service?

o Is the sponsor willing to subject
advertising, press releases etc to DEC
approval.

6. Sponsorship Prioriities

Two factors establish the framework for
sponsorship:

a) The sponsorship should be to fund
additional, rather than core conservation
tasks already being undertaken by DEC,
except where it is additional funding for
these activities.

b) Sponsorship funds should be sought for the
highest priority projects.

While sponsorsh-ip should not be sought for core
conservation tasks, it is still important that it is
used for work of the highest possible priority.
This is to avoid a situation where non-essential
work is funded, leaving more important work
undone. Sponsors prefer to assist in important
work. Combining the two factors will usually
lead to a DEC/sponsor partnership on high
priority work.

A New Zealand example is sponsorship of the
kakapo programme. The kakapo is one of New
Zealand's threatened species and the project is
so important that the Department of
Conservation would carry it out anyway.
Sponsorship, in this case, is "linked" to the
largest priority core tasks, not to replace
funding of those tasks but to supplement it.
The sponsor's contribution increases the
funding available and allows much more work
to be done, increasing the chances ofsuccess.

The following is an outline of a framework for
establishing sponsorship pnorities, criteria for
selecting projects, and flexibility to reepond to
sponsors' needs, as well as meeting DEC
priorities.

6.1 Priority-eettingCriterio

The criteria for prioritising potential
sponsorship projects include:

a) Conservation significance: importance of
projects, conservation values protected,
amount of conservation work achieved;

It is better to concentrate on a few large
sponsorships than many small ones. This is
because it takes a lot of staff time to liaise
with sponsors and service contracts. It also
makes DEC sponsorship projects seem more
exclusive and desirable.

b) Attractiveness of a project to a sponsor:
there are a wide range of reasons a sponsor
might frnd a project attractive - marketing,
advertising opportunities, positioning of
company,. staff involvement, corporate
responsibility and/or image, community
relations;

Ability to identify a project or parts of the
project as semi-autonomous, i.e. not core
government funding.

Increasing the understanding of, and
commitment to conservation through ways
outside DECg normal role. Sometimes
increased public awareneas will be the
greatest conservation benefit from a
sponsorship.

Opportunities to involve outside commercial,
NGO and community groups in taking
responsibility for conservation.

These criteria should be used as a guide to
ranking sponsorship proposals. Proposed
sponsorship projects should be ranked
according to their priority - high, medium or
low.

Using these criteria assists in two ways.
Sponsors are usually more interested in a

specific coneervation project and the task is to
find one option that best meets their needs.
Setting priorities gives a 'shopping list' to work
from. It gives a flexible approach. Sponsors
seeking support for one type of project may be

refused, but their support gained for a different
type of project. One of DEC's strengths in
approaching sponsors is the range of projects
that can be offered.

Setting prioritiee also helps to decide which
projects are worth the most effort for attracting
sponsorship. There will be occasions when a

sponsor wants to support a particular project.
If this is not a top priority, other high priority
projects can be set before them instead. Ifthey
remain intereeted, their support will be

beneficial.

not
the

all
for

c)

d)

e)
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7. AssessmentProcedures

Assessment procedures will be required to
ensure proposed projects are carefully
considered and these will probably be specific
to each country. Issues have been highlighted
in this paper. (Section 3: Considerations for a
Cautious Approach; Section 6: Sponsorship
Priorities.)

The aseessment should include:

. compliance with . DEC's statutory
responsibilities and NEMS objectives;

o priority level ofthe conservation task;

o envionmental record of the company/
organisation, both nationally and inter-
nationally;

r publicity and promotion should be
educational and appropriate to the level of
sponsorship.

lt must be emphasised that the promotion
should be appropriate to the level of the
sponsorship. In a recent case, an international
corporation provided a minor sponsorship, but
took qut full page advertisements in major
daily newspapers to promote their activity.
This was inappropriate and should be avoided.

Government agencies and NGOs are sometimes
competing for the same sponsorship dollar. It
is important, therefore, that agencies I
organisations seeking sponsorship not undercut
each other. One way of achieving this is
through the establishment of a joint trust
between the government agencies and NGOs.

In New Zealand there is a trust fund set up just
for conservation sponsors. The Threatened
Species Trust is a partnership between the
Department of Conservation, Royal Forest and
Bfud Protection Society, and New Zealand
Conservation Authority, which seeks links with
the corporate sector for sponsorship.

All potential major sponsorships are assegsed
and accepted or declined through this trust.
Thus the decision on suitability of sponsor and
other issues is made by the trust. A trust
account has been established to handle all
sponsorship funds, thus keeping them separate
from the department's financial allocation.

8. Promotion and Publicity

To maintain the integrity of both DEC and the
sponsor, the associated promotion and publicity
should be kept in proportion to the value of the
sponsorship. It is inappropriate for large
amounts of money to be spent on promoting a
very small sponsorship that makes a relatively
small contnbution to conservation.

The preliminary discussions leading up to a
sponsorship are very important. A clear
understanding of what the sponsor wants to do
to publicise its involvement is essential and the
sponsor needs a clear understanding of what
DEC considers appropriate and acceptable for
each project. Sometimes very large
organisations will claim a great deal of
environmental credit for very small
conservation projects.

In all cases, expectations about and procedures
for the handling of promotion and publicity
about the sponsorship should be agreed at the
time of negotiating the deal. It is important
that DEC approve all publicity relating to
a sponsorship. The publicity implications of
high profrle or potentially controversial
sponsorships should be considered, even if only
small amounts of money are rnvolved.

9. RegionalSponsorchips

Sponsorship projects in Pacfic Island countries
may be inter-related (e.g. conservation of
threatened species) and an international
sponsor could be interested in sponsoring
similar projects in two or more countries. This
approach has greater potential benefits for the
sponsor, providing a high profile marketing
opportunity and improving the corporate
image. However, negotiation and co-ordination
mechanisms need to be established, with the
same priorities being set on a regional rather
than a national basis i.e. the particular
countries involved would need to agree to
common conservation priorities, and
sponsorship objectives. Negotiation of the
contract would have to be undertaken jointly,
as would agreement to the level of promotion
related to the sponsorship.
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Where an international agency has approached,
or is being approached by a SPREP member
country, the Director of SPREP should be

advised. The Director should assess whether
the proposed project has benefits for other
member countries. These countries should
then be approached to gauge interest in a co-

ordinated sponsorship. There are then two
approaches that maY be taken:

a) An individual agreement negotiated within
each country between a representative of
the sponsoring agency and a designated
official of DEC.

b) An agreement negotiated with the Head
Office of the sponsoring agency and by a

formally appointed agent representing the
interests of the SPREP member countries
concerned.

In both cases, agreed objectives must be

established by participating countries together
with clear channels of consultation and
communication. Where a representative is to
be appointed as in @) above, this should be a
designated official from a Government agency

of a SPREP member countrY'

10. Administration

It is important that there is not an ad hoc

approach to sponsorship. For this reason, one

DEC officer should be designated responsible
for co-ordinating sponsorship proposals. This
offrcer would be responsible for ensuring the
conservation priorities set by DEC are met'
that the sponsor is an appropriate funding
source and the level of publicity is appropriate
to the level of sponsorshiP.

Sponsorship proposals should be approved by
the Director of DEC and all sponsorships
recorded on a register. Draft forms for
approval and registration are attached
(Appendix I and 2).

11. SponsorshipAgreement

A sponsorship agreement is essential so that
both parties understand their commitments
and obligations.

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is a

useful way of detailing the commitment being
made both by DEC and the sponsoring agency.

In particular, it wilI outline the promotional
activity to be undertaken and require that all
printed and audio-visual materials be approved
by the Director of DEC.

An MOA will also be essential if a regional
sponsorship is being considered, and a model
MOA is attached (Appendix 3).

12. "How to" SPonsorshiP Guide

A euccessful proposal for sponsorship requires
effort and attention. Appendix 4 provides some

tips and guidance on how to prepare a

sponsorship proposal, the content ofa proposal,
presenting the proposal, and securing the
sponsorship. These are intended to be a

resource to new sponsorship'seekers. They will
not guarantee results but should assist in
minimising unproductive effort.
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Appendi.r 7: Sponeorehip Apprcual Fortn
(To be completed for all sponsorships.)
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Append.ix 3; Sponsorefr iit Regieter
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Appendk 3: Model Sponsorship Agreement

ARTICLE I: BACKGROUND

AGREEMEN? made this _ day of _ 19_.

BETWEEN the ([title of authorised signatory]) for and on
Environment and Conservation ("the Department") of the one part

behalf of
AND

the Departments of

("the Company") of

of the other part, covering sponsorship which is intended to achieve
pist objectiues of sponsorshipl.

The Department will receive fcite benefitsl through this programme and these benefits are
consistent with the policies and objectives of the Departm.ent.

Nothing in this Agreement shall affect or interfere with the fulfilment of the statutory obligations or
exercise of the statutory authority of the Department. The'Department recognises this sponsorship
effort and wishes to ensure the appropriate and accurate portrayal of the Department's policies and
objectives in this effort.

ARTICLE II: RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES

The parties agree, therefore, as follows:

1' The sponsorship shall commence on fday, month, year) and be completed on fd.ay, month., yearl
unless otherwise negotiated.

2. The Department recognises the Corporation as an organisation suited to sponsor ftmme the
projectl which properly reflects the policies of the Department, conveys an educational message,
promotes appropriate and responsible behaviour in park areas, and/or encourages continued
public support and conservation of natural resources.

The Department will make available such information and data as may reasonably be required
and is generally available to support the development of promotional materials, and to inform
corporate personnel and others about the status ofplans for the projects and on-going activities.

3' The Corporation intends to fdescribe primary features of the spotvsorship). The sponsorship will
occur under the following terms and conditions:

a) the promotion of the sponsorship will be compatible with the mission of the Department. The
campaign, in consultation with the Department, will disseminate information about the
Department that is accurate and supportive of its policies and objectives;

b) any materials prepared for the promotion, or any other form of advertising or publicity will be
submitted to the Director of the Department for approval prior to its release.

4- The Department will present (fsix monthly or ant. appropriate timeframel) reports to the
Corporation on the status of the sponsorship project together with a final report on its
completion.

5. The promotion.of the sponsorship will not in any way suggest endorsement by the Department of
a product or service. No advertising or promotional materials will carry the Department's logo or
other official text or emblems that might suggest product endorsement.

All costs of the promotion of the sponsorship campaign shall be borne by the Corporation.

While the Corporation is recognised as a sponsor of ftranr.e project) in accordance with the terms and
purposes enumerated in this Understanding, the Department may choose to enter into similar
arrangements with other agencies.

ARTICLE III: TERM OF AGREEMENT AND TERMINATION
This Memorandum of Agreement shall be effective when signed by both parties and shall remain in
effect for fperiod of tine]. subject to renewal by mutual agreement for any such further period as
may be agreed upon by all the parties.
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ARTICLE IV: KEY OFFICIALS

Key Official,e

Department: Direc{or
Departnent of Environment and C=onservation

la.ddressJ

Corlroratiq4 lrepresattati;ueand:oddressl

ARTICLE V: GENERAL

Fu,nds donated ae a tesult of this sponsorehip shall be used solely on behalf of and to benefrt the
projei;ts and aetivities set futth abeve.

Dated the [doyJ day of furlmutth,.yarl.

This agxeement has been sig,ned on the d,ay and VeaE afsrem*ntioned.

Director, Department of Environment aad Oonservation

lr eBresent ative, Go r par a,tio nl
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Appendix 4: Sponsorship - A "How to" Guide

This document aims to provide a resource of
tips and guidelines for sponsorship-seeking.

There are many conservation projects which
are suitable for sponsorship at all levels. Below
€rre some guidelines to assist in raising funds
through sponsorship.

Sponsorship - Fwtd Raisittg

Sponsorship is one of several ways to attract
funds for specific projects or activities. Other
ways include seeking donations and applying
for grants.

Fundraising requires skills to determine how
funde will be generated for the various projects
or activities. These skills include the abilitv to:

. promote the conservation ethic;

. identify projects or activities suitable for
sponsorship;

. identify potential sponsors or donors;

. plan and work to reach potential sponsors or
donors;

. make a professional presentation to get a
positive response.

Sponsorship - A Busiruess Deal

Sponsorship is a business deal between two
parties where both parties benefit. It is an
agreement or contract with speci-fic terms.
Value must be given by both sides. It is not
acceptable to approach a company and ask for
something without providing a return.

Preparing a Sponsorship Proposal

Before you prepare a proposal, you must know:

. What is DEC's image amongst the
community and business organisations? [f it
is poor, it may be difficult to secure a
sponsor.

. What companies meet DEC's requirements?
@efer to Section 4 : Guidelines)

. What companies best match the image of
DEC and its projects? For example, The
Body Shop has a reputation for being a
"green" company internationally, while
Cadbury's target their products to young
people and like to be involved in large
events.

. What is the 'best' project for seeking
sponsorship and is it attractive to
prospective sponsors?

. What opportunities can be offered a
sponsor? e.g. recognition, community
involvement, good positive public profile,
contact with a target market, etc.

r What is the project's timing? e.g. seasonal
peaks, or conflicts with similar
events/projects.

A proposal can be:

r written;

. verbally presented;

o produced on video!

Getrcral hoposal Fortnat

A sponsorship proposal should always contain
the following information:

' The proposal request - the purpose of the
sponsorship and what you want from the
sponsor; e.g. $10,000 over 4 years for .... .

' The benefits for that company to be linked
with DEC e.g. the image of 'green and clean',
outdoors, health, fun, action, natural beauty,
etc.

' What DEC will be offering e.g. advertising
and promotional opportunities, direct access
to participants, television/press coverage,
etc.

. Clearly stated objectives of the proposed
sponsorship.

. Level of community support.

. Details about the programme e.g. the
conservation project and methods of
implementation, venue/ location, public/
sponsor participation etc. Implementation
schedules and timelines should be
appended.

. The programme budget, which should detail
DEC's contribution as well as the areas for
which sponsorship is required.

. Background to the project - history, image,
participation.

. Future goals for the project.

Attach other information such as promotional
booklets, plans, demographic figures on your
existing and/or prospective audience, press
coverage, etc.

The order of presentation is rmportant. Some
companies want to see the full proposal first,
and examine the detail. Others lil<e to build up
to what is being proposed. Find out which will
be required.
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An executive'summary should be included at
the front of the proposal which:

. Identifies DEC as the sponsorship applicant.

. Outlines the need/problem to be addressed.

. Identifies the major objective of the
sponsorship.

. Outlines the method of implementation and
the timeframe.

. Includes the amount being requested.

The executive summary should summarise in
one or two concise sentences each section ofthe
proposal.

heserr,tirt g o Spon sors hip Proposal

. Companies often allocate sponsorship
monies on an annual basis. It is important
to find out the timeframe for sponsorship
allocations and send the proposal well in
advance.

. Find out who to send the proposal to, spell
the name and address correctly. Make an
appointment to "sell" the proposal in person.

. Always type the proposal and take care with
the layout.

Be accurate and precise with information;
companies do not want to spend hours
readrng your proposal to try to find out what
is being sought and offered.

Obtain an insight, if possible, into the value
ofa sponsorship to a potential sponsor. This
provides a stronger negotiating position.

Be well prepared when making the present-
ation. Have supplementary information to
support the proposal.

Securin g the Sponsorship

You may have done your 'homework' and ell
the preparation. However, the propobal may
still be turned down. Be realistic. There is a
lot of competition for the sponsorship dollar
and another organisation may be a better
match with that particular company's image.
Be sure to write to each sponsor who refuses,
thanking them for their time. They may be
worth a try on another occasion.

At last, you secure the sponsor. Keep them!
Inok after your sponsor. Keep them informed
of progress. Keep a frIe of all newspaper
references and notes on radio/television
coverage [what tinte, day, prograrnmef to show
them. They may decide to stay with you and
continue sponsoring DEC in other areas.
Remember sponsorship is a business deal and
the company wants to get value for its
investment. Continually look for further
avenues to promote your sponsor. Always
rgmember the thank youts and personal
invitations to special events, the memorabilia,
photographs, certificates and media coverage.

Remember to present progress reports (if
required) on time. On conclusion of the project
a final report should be presented which
documents:

o the auccesses (and failures) ofthe project;

. all media coverage; and

. any shortfalls in providing sponsorship
benefits.

Use quotes fureferably from unbiased
observers) commenting on the sponsorship
project to highlight public perception of benefits
accruing from the sponsored project. This
reflects favourably on the sponsor and may
i nfl uence future involvement.

Maintain an on-going communication with the
sponsor after the project is completed - they
may be willing to sponsor another project at a
later date.
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Annex 8: Ammended Action Strategy for Nature Conseruation in the South
Pacific: 1994 - 1998

by South Pacific Regional Environment Programne (SPREP) and World Conseruation tJnion
(tucN)

Foreword

Nature conservation is of fundamental
importance to the sustainable development of
the Pacific Island countries, This is because
the interlinkages between the social, cultural
and economic well-being of people and
biologrcal diversity are most pronounced and
intimate on inhabited small islands and theu
associated marine ecosystems. Consequently
the conservation of biological diversity is,
anthropocentric as it may seem, an inherent
aspect of sustaining people's livelihood and
culture. It must therefore be pursued with the
highest priority and urgency, using new
approaches that are more effective and
appropriate in the context of the South Pacific.

The importance of having a workable strategy
in this context cannot be overstated. Previous
strategies were well endowed with rich ideas
appropriately sensitised to fit the peculiarities
of the region. Yet after a decade of increasing
development pressure on natural resources and
the environment in all South Pacific countries,
we are again faced with the challenge of
devrsing an action strategy tailored to new
circumstances.

This Action, Strategy for Nature Conseruatiott in
the Sou.th Pacific offers a clear focus and
priorities with measurable outputs during its
1994-1998 timeframe. It is also designed to
conserve biological diversity using a "people
first" approach. To implement this strategy
more vigilance and consultation will be
required than ever before.

The Strategy is based on the wide array of
views and comments received during the Fifth
South Pacific Co,rference on Nature
Conservation and Proti r:ted Areas in the South
Pacific held in Tonga in 1993, reviews of
previous strategies and planning documents,
and consultations with many of the region's
experts in nature conservation.

While the views and ideas cannot be attributed
to a single or few individuals, the actual task of
formulation and putting them into readable
form fell on a few people. The contribution of
Audrey Newman and Sam Sesega in this
regard is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks also
goes to The Nature Conservancy for supporting
Ms Newman's involvement.

SPREP & IUCN look forward to working
closely with South Pacific countries, key non-
governmental and government agencies, and
especially local communities, to implement this
Action Strategy. We anticipate greater
progress in nature conservation in the South
Pacific as a result of it.

Dr. Vili A. Fuvao

Director

IUCN signatory
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Acronyms

EC European Community

Envi ronmental I mpact r\ssessment

Brrropean Unron

1. Introduction

The South Pacific is a vast region occupying 30
million square kilometres of the Pacific Ocean,
an area more than three times larger than the
United States of America or China. Of this,
only 2% is land, scattered over a myriad of
large and small islands with a total land area of
only 500,000 square kilometers. The region is
also home to an incredibly diverse range of
peoples and their cultures, with three
commonly recognised subregional consfituents -

- Micronesia, Polynesia and Melanesia.

On land, geographic and ecological isolation
has led to the evolution of unique species and
communities of plants and animsls, many of
which are adapted to only one island or island
group and found nowhere else in the world. On
some islandb more than 80% of species are
endemic. The region's marine environment
comprises an even greater array of fiversity,
including the most extensive and diverse reef
systems in the world and the deepest oceanic
trenches.

Unfortunately, the extraordinarily high and
unique biological diversity of South Pacific
islands is among the most critically threatened
in the world. Rapid population growth, habitat
destruction from increasing demands on
limited land and coastal marine reeources, and
competition and predation by introduced
species have combrned to put pressure on
natural environments and native species. In
their report to UNCED in 1992, the Pacilic
island developing countries highlight
deforestation, land degradation for subsistence
and commercial agriculture, mining, introduced
pests and uncontrolled disposal of wastes as
key threats to the region's biological resources.
Overharvesting of fish and wildlife resources,
for both comnercial and subsistence use, is also
a major problem in some areas.

In the nine years since the fitst Actiort Strategy
for Nature Conseruation. in the South Pacific,
there has been significant eonservation activity
by many island countries, regional institutions
and the international community. Yet the
overall situation in the South Pacilic is largely
unchanged. Since 1985, the number of areas
with some level of "offisialn protection has
grown from approxi:nately 95 to more than 200
(see Annex A). However, most of these areas
are still without active management or
protection from encroachment.

EIA

EU

CtIRI\,IP."\ Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

IUCN Wrrrld Conservation Union

NEIVIS National Environmental N{anagernentStrategy

NCO Non-Covernmental Organrsation

NSW Nerv South Wales

SIDS Small lsland Developing States

SPBCP South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme

SPC South Pacific Commission

SPREP South Pacific Regional Environment
Progranrme

UNDP United Nations De'velopment Programme

USP tlniversity ofthe South Pacific
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Community ownership of land means that the
creation of national systems of local protected
areae is almost entirely dependent on
landowners in some countries. In general,
their resources are also poorly known, making
it impossible to assess what percentage of the
region's diversity is currently represented.

However for the first time, there are regional
and international programmes in place to
eupport and evaluate a community-based
"conservation area" approach to biodiversity
protection that will empower local people to
control and wisely manage their own resources.
(See the Approach section for more discussion
of "conservation areas".) A number of projects
are underway throughout the region.

In other ways, effective action is more possible
now than ever before:

0 most Pacific island countries have clear,
comprehensive and practical National
Environmental Management Strategies
(NEMS),

O there are regional conservation programmes
for endangered marine turtles, marine
mammals and avifauna in the region,

tr the concept of "eustainable development" is
receiving broad international acceptance;
with an internationally agreed framework
for island in the Barbados Programme of
Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island States,

O regional, national and local organizations
have recruited specialists in population
dynamics, microenterprise, and other social
disciplines to help conservation managers
understand and address the critical human
and economic factors,

E numerous surveys have been initiated or
completed; databases are underway in many
countries; and conservation information and
sldllg 31g being spread more widely, more
consistently and in more effective
"grassroots" ways,

E organisations, particularly NGOs, are
launching community-centred conservation
area projects in several Pacific island
countries, and

O countries of the region are developing an
interest in ecotouriem, its relationship with
conservation protection and management,
and ite potential to generate local income
and employment.

While many of the efforts of the past four years
have not yet resulted in measurable
conservation on the ground, they have added
significantly to the infrastructure and capacity
for conservation in the region. While still very
Iimited, hopefully this foundation will be
adequate to support more direct, on-the-ground
conservation action in the next four vears.

1.1 A New Action Strategy

The Action Strategy fcrr Nature Conservation in
the South Pacific Regio:r has been recast based
on recommendations and discussions during
the Fifth South Pacific Conference on Nature
Conservation & Protected Areas conducted in
Nuku'alofa, Tonga, 4-8 October 1993. While
recognizing the value of the comprehensive
approach taken by past strategies, the
conference participants agreed that a simpler
and more focused approach was needed. After
adopting a clear mission statement and six
major objectives, the Plenary directed the
drafters to:

E set measurable objectives for next 4-5 years

fl prioritise key actions to accomplish these
objectives

tr identify how (or by whom) these actions will
be implemented

El develop a way to regularly measure progress
toward these objectives

Hence, the Action Strategy for 1994-1998 aims
to provide an ambitious, achievable work
programme for nature conservation in the
South Pacific region. In substance, it draws
from key elements of the previous strategy and
many other relevant and current planning
documents, including the NEMS, the South
Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programme
(SPBCP), the IUCN/EC proposal to strengthen
institution capacity for biodiversity protection,
the SPREP Action Plan, the Programme of
Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States (SIDS), and the
Biological Diversity Convention.

The resulting, 1994 Strategy places a stronger
emphasis on:

E the role of communities and traditional
knowledge in conservation;

O coneervation of marine systems;

O long-term funding mechanisms to support
implementation;

0 prevention ofbiodiversity loss;

O monitoring as an integral part of all
obj ectives/activitie s ;
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The 1994 Strategy departs from the previous
two strategies in some significant ways. Most
notable is absence of any reference to
establishing "a representative system of
conservation areas to ensure the effective
conservation of island ecosystems and species".
While this continues to be the ultimate goal for
SPREP and others in the region, experience
has shown that only incremental progress will
be possible in the next four yezrrs. Therefore,
the Strategy focuses action in three areas to
build toward a representative system 1)
establishing some new conservation areas; 2)
planning and implementing protection plans
for the most endangered and threatened
ecosystems and species in the regron; and 3)
developing ways to address the region's most
serious and widespread environmental threats.

Two other departures are worth noting:

I. Research. resource inventories and other
information gathering are presented as
fundamental components of all conservation
activities, rather than appearing as a
separate objective. In this Strategy, they
are linked with the conservation actions
that they support (e.9. decision-making and
implementation of conservation or
development projects) in order to focus
research efforts on urgent applied
information needs.

Community-based conservation areas that
include some form of sustainable
development are pursued aggressively in
this Strategy as the most promising
approach for broad-based conservation in
the Pacific. (These conservation areas
equate to IUCN's Protected Area Categories
IV. V and VI described in Annex A.) This is
not intended to discourage the creation of
new parks and stricter reserves (as
represented by IUCN Categories I, II and
III), where feasible. Rather it recognizes
that these approaches are probably most
appropriate in special circumstances in the
South Pacific, such as large unpopulated
areas or extremely vulnerable habitats for
endangered and threatened species.
However, the community-based
conservation area approach appears to best
accommodate the unique land and resource
ownership patterns found throughout the
region.

1.2 Who Uses the Strategy

The Strategy is intended to be used by any
organization or iniliviilual interested in helping
to protect the rich biological diversity of the
South Pacific. Key players include the
environmental and development agencies in
each country and territory; individual and
community resource owners; SPREP and its
partners; public and private donors; non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), including
churches, women and youth groups; and formal
or informal community leaders and groups.
Together, these are the people responsible for
achieving conservation on the land and in the
sea.

2. Mission Statement

The mission of this Action Strategy is:

To protect the rich natural heritage of the
South Pacific foreuer through the
conseruotion and sustailtable rnanagem,ent
of its natural resources a,nd biodiuersity for
the benefit of the peoples of the South Pacific
and the world.

This mission and its six major objectives were
defined and adopted by the Plenary of the Fifth
South Pacific Conference on Nature
Conservation and Protected Areas in the South
Pacific Region on 4 - 8 October 1993.

Major Objectives for 199&1998:

1. To develop National Environnental
Management Strategies (NEMS) or
equivalents for all countries and territories
within the region and to begin implementing
priority conservation and sustainable
resource management actions from the
NEMS in at least half the countries and
territories.

2. To develop and advocate appropnate
funding mechanisms for the sustained
support of coneervation and sustainable
resource management activities at the local,
national and regional levels.

3. To identi$ and address the most urgent
threats to the region's biodiversity and
protect the region's plants, animals and
ecosystems for future generations.

2
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5.

To involve communities and landowners in
cooperative natural resource management
and conservation that recognises and
strengthens local resource owners' rights
and uses environmentally sound customs,
and develops mechanisms for distributing
resource benefits as equitably as possible
throughout communities.

To strengthen local expertise and technical
ability in planning and implementing
sustainable natural resource management
and conservation programmes for marine
and terrestrial environments through
programmes of training and extension that
utilize local expertise wherever possible.

To improve environmental awareness and
information sharing and to build working
partnerships at the local, national, regional
and international levels in support of
conservation activities.

3. Approach

The Stratery builds on previous ones and on
the accumulated experience of Pacific Islanders
over the past several decades in natural
resource management and biodiversity
conservation. It recognizes the fundamental
and historical reliance of Pacific Island peoples
on natural resources, the intricate linkages
between customary resource ownership and
biodiversity, and the traditional practices in
resource management and conservation that
have served them well over the decades.

The Strategy also responds to the emerging
consensus that dedicating land and the sea to
national parks and strict reserves is generally
inappropriate for Pacific islands. Thus it
reflects the continuing shift toward community-
based conservation areas that integrate the
protection and use of natural resources and
biodiversity in a sustainable manner as 

^means of achieving the dual objectives of
conservation and development. The more
conventional protected area approach is
emphasized less, though it still plays an
important role in some areas and in the
protection of endangered, threatened and
vulnerable species and ecosystems.

3.1 Community-based Gonservation Areas

The community-based conservation area
approach seeks to achieve a balance between
the conservation and use ofbiological resources
to provide for the cash and subsistence needs of
the resident communities while conserving the
special ecological or biological features of the
area. For purposes of the Stratery,
"conservation area" is the same ag "integrated
conservation and development" ([CAD) area
used in other parts of the world. This
approach is being embraced by communities
and organisations throughout the region, and is
receiving significant support from the South
Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programme
(SPBCP), and the Integrated Conservation and
Development Project based in Papua New
Gurnea.

The Strategy recognizes the difhculties of
reconciling the objectives of coneervation and
development. Local resource owners are often
faced with the dilemma of choosing between
immediate incomes from uaes that are
unsustainable, or delayed and less tangible
benefits in the future through conservation
activities. Overcoming this problem is the great
challenge to conservation in the South Pacific,
and the primary aim of this Strategy.

Past strategies addressed this problem by
emphasising environmental education and
awareness, assuming that greater
understanding and awareness of the values of
conservation will result in positive
conservation action. However, experience has
not proven this assumption correct.

In addressing this problem, the Strategy
recognises that awareness and appreciation of
the need to conserve natural resources is not
enough. On Pacific islands, most resource
owning communities exist under trying socio-
economic confitions that can drive them to
choose short term unsustainable resource use
despite a clear understanding of its adverse
environmental consequences. For Pacific
ielandere to forego immediate benefits can
mean jeopardizing their immediate existence.
Therefore conservation objectives can be
achieved only through an approach that also
meets the needs of local resource owners.

The challenge for conservationiste and resonrce
managers is to:

O find new and better methode of generating
benefits for communities while maintaining
reeource use at sustainable levels and
protecting biodiversity

0 empower communities to plan for, manage
and monitor their own reaources.

6.
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The focus of the Strategy is therefore as much
on people as on natural resources. Coneerving
biological resourcea may require changes in
people's consumption patterns. To achieve this,
it is necessary that communities see

conservation options as providing viable
economic alternatives. While these
conservation options may not always result in
the same high financial returns that could be
obtained from short-term exploitation of
natural resources, they must at least be able to
meet the resource owners' short-term economic
needs. In addition, conservation options should
not deprive communities of the control they
traditionally exercise on their property.
Communities must also be equipped with the
right skiIs and information to participate fully
in management.

At the national level, supportive institutional
arrangements are also needed to transfer
information and technology, provide training,
mobilise and direct resources, coordinate and
integrate activities, facilitate cooperative
management, generate and enforce sustainable
resource policies, develop appropriate
legislative frameworks, and to facilitate
participatory planning and implementation-

The Strategy seeks to be simple and brief to
maintain focus on the most critically needed
actions rather than being a shopping list of
possible activities. Each objective has:

O a briefdescription ofthe current situation

O key actions at the local, national, regional
(including subregional), and international
levels

E meaeures for
implementation-

gauging successful

The final outcome is a prioritised agenda for
nature conservati.on action over the next four
years. The region's success in accomplishing
this agenda will depend on many factors -- the
social, economic and geographic situation of
each island state; the support for conservation
already in place; and the political commitment
of regional, national and local leaders to
conservation and sustainable development.

Implementation of this Stratery will depend on
the efforts of organisations and individuals
throughout the region. To accurately reflect
these efforts (current and planned), SPREP will
survey the region to identify coordinating
agencies and key partners prepared to take the
lead in implementation of each key action. The
results of this implementation survey will be
sent as an addendum to the Strategy.

4. How to Use the Action Strategy

This Action Strategy is a tool for planning and
evaluating nature conservation work in the
South Pacific. It summarizes the actions that
conservation and community experts
throughout the South Pacific consider most
wgent for conservation of biodiversity in the
region over the next four years. However, this
Action Stratery will only be effective if it is
used.

The 1993 Conference participants stressed the
need to monitor progress on the elements of the
Strategy regularly. Since the Conference only
meets every four years, the Plenary felt that
another mechanism needs to be developed to
accomplish this. Corporate planners say that
the "shelf-life" of a plan is 3-4 months. By this
they nean that managers must review their
plans and progress at least every 3-4 months.
If not, the plan will usually be forgotten, while
the manager reacts to numerous daily
demands. Typically, a long-term plan or
strategy is kept "alive" by developing an annual
work programme from it. Then the annual
work programme is detailed further in specific
tasks to be accomplished and reported on each
quarter or 3-month period.

Building on this approach, people in the region
should refer to the Strategy when developing
priorities for annual work programmes and
reviewing annual progress. It can also be used
for project plans and funding proposals. It can
be used within one organisation and with
partners to identify the activities that each will
implement in the coming year. This is meant
to help not hinder. Difficulties in completing
certain key actions should trigger more
regional discussion. Similarly, successes and
new ideas should lead to welcome new actions
and approaches.

To share information on the overall progress in
the region during the four-year term of this
Strategy, SPREP will provide a summary of
key national and regional accomplishments on
the Action Strategy in its quarterly newsletter.
The National Environmental Updates called for
in Objective I ehould serve the same purpose
for the NEMS priorities.
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4.1 Measuring Progress

To monitor progress more objectively, the
Measures of Success sections include a table for
recording the current status and future
progress on each measure. This format can be
used by regional, national and local
organizations to provide a quick overview of
progress on their selected priorities each year,
with text to clarify or highlight certain
activities.

If this reporting format proves useful, SPREP
will compile the individual progress reports
each year to provide everyone with a regional
overview of progress (and difficulties
encountered) in implementing the Action
Strategy. Hopefully, this approach will also
help us all evaluate the effectiveness of this
Strategy and guide our revision during the
Sixth Conference on Nature Conservation and
Protected Areas in the South Pacific Region in
1998.

5. Action Strategy Objectives and
Key Actions

5.1 National Environmental Management
Strategies (NEMS)

Objective 1:

To develop National Environmental
Management Strategies, or equivalents, for
all countries and territories within the
region and to begin implementing priority
conservation and sustainable resource
management actions in at least half the
countries and territories.

Current Situation:

There is an increasing awareness in the
region that environmental management and
development are linked and that adverse
impacts from development projects can often
be mitigated or avoided with advance
environmental planning. As of June 1994,
fifteen Pacific Island countries had
completed or initiated National
Environmental Management Strategies
(NEMS) or an equivalent planning process
(referred to generally as NEMS in this
Strategy).

For each country, the NEMS includes
practical recommendations to:

O integrate environmental considerations
in economic development- including
legislation, policies, and environmental
impact assessment (EIA);

Q strengthen institutional capabilities

E improve environmental awareness and
education

B manage and protect natural resources
and biodiversity

E improve waste management and
minimisation measures and pollution
control

Most of these NEMS were developed with
broad participation by government agencies,
education institutions, non-governmental
organizations, the private sector and the
community, and they are endorsed by the
national government. Often, they were led
by a task force comprising the senior
government officials and other national
leaders. This process laid the foundation for
coordinating conservation and development
activities and planning to achieve
sustainable development (See Annex B for
more details). This approach is endorsed in
Agenda 21 and will be supported by UNDP's
Capa,city 21 Programne of Capacity
Build,hrg for Sustainable Deuelopnent in the
South Pacific.,

Local and National Key Actions:

1. Establish & maintain an active interagency
committee (e.g. NEMS Task Team) of senior
officials and community representatives to
develop NEMS and to coordinate and
monitor implementation.

2. Fqlly integrate NEMS with the national
development plan, and combine them as one
plan for environmental protection 'and
sustainable development in future planning
cycles.

Facilitate bilateral and multilateral funding
for conservation projects, including those in
the NEMS, by working with national aid
coordination ministries to include
conservation projects in government aid
requests.

Support training and additional staff for
environmental agencies and cooperating
agencies/organizations that are needed to
implement the NEMS.

Introduce environmental considerations at
the earliest stages of development,
investment and import/export application
procedures.

Develop an appropriate environmental and
conservation le gislation framework.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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n Assess major changes and trends in the
natural resource base through periodic
assessments -- such as aerial photography,
water measurements (quality and quantity),
and marine stock assessments -- and
through monitoring harvest and export
rates.

Prepare a biannual National Environmental
Update to the highest policy-making body
and the public which:

a. updates the State of the Environment
report

b. summarizes and evaluates progress on
the NEMS implementation

c. highlights priorities for the coming two
years.

9. Become parties to international and regional
conservation conventions of greatest
importance to the South Pacific, which are
the Convention on Biodiversity and the Apia
Convention. Where appropriate, support,
CITES, the World Heritage Convention, the
SPREP Convention and other conservation-
related conventions including the
Convention on Migratory Species of Wild
Flora and Fauna and the International
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling.

Note: In December 1992, the World
Heritage Committee adopted revised
Operational Guidelines for both Natural and
Cultural sites under the World Heritage
Convention. Reference to human I
community interaction was deieted from the
Natural site criteria while the Cultural site
criteria, were amended to accommodate the
concept of cultural landscapes, partly to
recognise South Pacific concerns that the
previous Operational Guidelines did not
adequately accommodate living cultures
such as those of the South Pacific.

Regional and International Key Actions:

lO.Secure and coordinate regional and
international fund.ing and expertise for the
development and implementation of the
NEMS.

ll.Provide technical assistance and training to
countries to undertake environmental
programs, especially environmental impact
assessment and monitoring.

lO.Encourage multilateral and bilateral donors
to recognize and support NEMS priorities,
including the use of EIAs and sustainable
resource practices in their project design
and execution.

ll.Assist remaining seven territories in
preparing NEMS.

lVleasures of Success - NEMS

By the end of 1998, the following would have
been produced or achieved:

D Each country and territory has a NEMS
developed with broad participation by
government, non-government, community
and business organizations.

tr NEMS priorities are placed among the
annual national budget priorities in order to
attract bilateral and multilateral aid in each
country.

tr Substantial progress has been made on the
environmental priorities identified in the
NEMS, with continued participation by
public and private agencies & organizations
involved in reaource management,
conservation and development.

Each country and territory has an effective
highJevel interagency committee (NEMS
Task Team or equivalent) that meets
regularly and works cooperatively to update
and accomplish the nation's environnental
and development goals. This committee also
presents a National Environmental Status
Update to the public and government every
two yeare.

Environmental impact assessment is used
prior to all development projects that are
likely to significantly affect the
environment, and potential impacts are
identified and avoided or minimised in the
planning phase.

tr Each country and territory has assessed its
forest, water and marine resources at least
twice in order to detect major changes and
to measure the effectiveness of
environmental programs irr maintaining the
natural resource base.

tl At least half of the Pacific island countries
have signed the Biodiversity Convention
and the Apia Convention and some have
ratified and begun implementing the terms.

8.

tr

tr
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By he end of 1998, 0re folkving would have been produced orachieved:
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Commenb

3 Ead county and tenitory has a NEMS developed with broad participation by
govemment, nonjovemment communfi and business organizations.

3 NEMS priorities are placod among the annual national budget priorities in
oderto attrad bilateral and mululateralaid in eadr county.

3 subslanthl progress has been made on he environmenhl priorities identilied
in the NEMS, witr mntinued participation by public and private agencies &
organizalions involved in resource managenrent, conservatbn and development.

?_ l_rq mqfy and tenitory has an efleclive highlevet inleragency committee
(N-EMS Task Team or equivalent) hat rneb regularly and worts moperatively to
updab and accomplish he nalion's environmenbl and development goab. itris
commifiee also presenb a Nalional Environmenhl Status Update to he public and
govemnEnt every two y8ars.

3 Envipnmenlal impacl assessment is used prior to all development projects
that are likely b significanty or ormulatively afiect tre environmenl, and potential
impacG are irientified and avoided or minimised in fre planning phase.

3 Eadt counEy and tenitory has assessed ib forest, water and marine resources
at least twice in order to detect major dranges and to measure he effecliveness ol
environrnnbl prograns in maintaining he naturalmource base.

3 At least halt of fie Pacific bland counlries have signed fre Biodiversity
Convenlion and he Apia Convention and some have ntified and begun
implemenling he terms.

Key: 0 = No Progre$r; 1 = Adion(s) Underway: 2 = Completed.

5.2 Funding Mechanisms

Objective 2:

To develop and advocate appropriate
funding mechanisms for the sustained
support of conservation and sustainable
resource management activities at the local,
national and regional levels.

Current Situation:

There is general recognition that achieving
conservation and sustainable development
goals will require substantial investments
initially and in the long-term. Most
conservation activities in the region are
supported, at least in part, 'by donor
countries and organizations. . However,
donore are usually enthusiaStic about
funding new projects and hesitant to commit
to the ongoing support needed to build and
eustain effective conservation programmes
on the ground. Funding agencies need to be
encouraged to provide reliable support for
long-term conservation goals. At the same
time, there is great interest in developing
site-specific and national funding
mechenieme that can eventually provide

financial independence for at least some
conservation and sustainable resource
management projects and programmes.

There is general consensus that the costs of
conservation should be shared by all the
communities that benefit from it: local,
national and international. Each of these
sources should contribute to the long-term
support of conservation agencies and
programmes in the Pacific. To accomplish
this, new funding initiatives and other forms
of support must be developed

Local and National Key Actions:

I. Establish appropriate in-country and site-
specifrc sources of new revenue dedicated to
support conservation and sustainable
resource management:

Possibilities include:

a. Nature-based enterprises -- e.g. handi-
crafts, food products, etc.;

b. Resource Rentals and/or Royalties -- e.g.
commercial fishing, Iogging, mining;
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2.

3.

c. Llser fees for recreationa-l activities -- e.g.
sportfishing, diving, nature-based tonr-
ism:

d. Environmental bonds to ensure
responsible resoulce use by development
and resource extraction projects; and,

e. Special taxes for visitors/tourists -- e.g.
addition to airport tax, hotel room tax,
aviation fuel tax.

Assist individuals and communitl' groups
rvrth planning and starting small scale,
sustarnable nature-based businesses.
possibly including cl'eation of conservation
loan programmes.

Develop in-country capacity (government
and non-government) to identify financial
r:eeds, secure ftrnding and manage budgets
effectively' to ensute accountability required
by donors and the public.

Develop trust funds that can help ensure the
Iong-tenn viability of local and national
consefvatlon programutes.

Develop prrvate support and donations from
indivicluals, businesses and industry groups
lbr inrplementing national conservation
prioritics. rncluding local co-matragement,
i n- ki nd sc Lvices, con.scrvation me nrberships.
cause-rclated malketing.

6. Prepare a funding plan for the country's top
conselvation prroritres and plan for seU-
funding core costs lrom locally and
nationall_v controlled sources within 5-10
]'eilt's whclever possible. Identify long-term
intelnational cost-sharing agreements
needed.

Regional and International Key Actions:

7. Work with countries to secure support from
multilaferal and bilateral donors for:

ar. implenrenting national conservation
priorities

b. establishing trust funds to ensure long-
term secunty for conservatron and
sustainable resource nanagenent
pr-ograrulnes, and

c. grvrng first prrority for conservatron and
sustarnable resource management
busrness ventures in econonuc
development aid programlnes.

n. Provrde technrcal and financial assistance to
Iocal communities and resource owners to
latrnch sustarnable, nature-based
busrnesses. inclucling help with rdentifying
and desrgning desirable products, market
tnformation, *qmall busrness training,

pursuing new markets, developing effective
cooperatives, and securing financing.

9. Provicle technical assistance and materials
to assist countries and territories in
establishing
mechanisms
programmes.

appropriate funding
to support conservation

l0.Investigate the potential for regional
contracts with pharmaceutical, industrial
and other biotechnology firms, incorporating
appropriate criteria for protection of
intellectual property rights.

ll.Provide a critical review of sustainable
income generation projects developed
around the world suitable for conservation
areas in the Pacific.

l2.Compile sample statistics on the
contributions of nature-based businesses to
local and national economies and their
contributions to achieving hature
conservation/environmental goals for
presentation at the Sixth South Pacific
Conference on Nature Conservation and
Protected Areas, (NGOs).

Measures of Success - Funding
Mechanisms

By the end of 1998, the following rvould have
been produced or achieved:

Both governrnent and non-governmental
organisations are able to develop, secure and
rnanage substantial ftrnds from existing and
new sources.

lndividuals and groups seeking to start a
natrlre-based business have access to
adeqnate information, training, finances,
technical assistance, and regionwide
marketing programs.

Each country and territory has one or more
dedicated sources of support for
conservation and sustainable resource
management from nature-based enterprises,
resource rentals, royalties, user fees, special
taxes or other funding mechanisms levied
rn-country.

At least one conservation area in the region
is self-funded, rneaning it is generating
sufficient revenues to sustain local
management and community development
activitres from dedicated local or national
lncome sources without additional
governulent or donor support. "Dedicated"
sources could include income from tourism,
sale of products in-country and export, user
fees, specral taxes, etc.

5.

o

o

tr

tr
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tr At least one local, national or regional trust
fund has been established and funded to
support ongoirrg conservation programmes.

tr Each country and territory has a
conservation frnancial plan, including self-
funding strategies for appropriate projects.

tduurc: ol Succer - Fundlng l{ochanismr

By he end of 1998, he following would have been producod or adrieved: 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Comments

3 Boh govemment and non{ovemmentsl oqanisations are able to develop,
seotrc and manage subsbntial funds from existing and new sources.

3 indivkJuab and groups seeking to sbrt a natur+based business have access
b adequate infomntion, baining, finances, tedniel assbbnce, and regionwirCe

marteting pogrurn.

3 Eadt coun$ and tenitory has one or mon dedicated source of support for

mnservaton and sustainable rBsource management from nature-based
enterprises, Gsource renbls, royalties, user fees, spechl hxes or oher funding
medranisms bvied in+ounfy.

3 At least one conservalion area in tre region b self-funded, meaning it is

genenating sufficient Gvenues b sustain local management and community
development activities from dedicated local or national income sources witrout
addilional govemment or donor support 'Dedicated' sourcss could include
inmrp lrom tourism, sale ol producb inounty and expolt, user fees, special
taxes, efr.

3 At least one local, natonal or regional fust fund has been esbblished and
funded to support ongoing conservafon Fogmmrnss.

3 Each ounfy and tenitory has a conservation linancial plan, including self-

funding sfategies for appropriate projecls.

Key: 0 = NoProgress:1 =Action(s) Undenray;2=Completed.

5.3 BiodiversityProtection

Objective 3:

To identify and address the most urgent
threats to the reg:ion's biodiversity and
protect the region's plants, animals and
ecosystems for future generations.

Current Situation:

Island biological diversity, with its high
degree of endemism, is among the most
critically threatened in the world. It is
estimated that about 75% of the mammals
and birds that have become extinct in recent
history were island-dwelling species, with
more extinctions likely in the future. The
greatest threats to the region's biodiversity
are deforestation, land degradation for
agriculture, habitat loss from poorly planned
development, introduced pests, and
overharvesting of terrestrial and marine
re80urce8.

Mining poses serious threats where it occurs
and could significantly damage marine and
terrestrial resources if it expands without
proper safeguards. Despite great
conservation efforts by some island
countries, only a small fraction of the
region's resources are in officially protected
areas (including conservation areas), and
many of these are not actively managed or
safe from encroachment and degradation.

The expanding needs of growing populations
drive many of these destructive activities.
The 1989 and 1993 Conferences clearly
recognized that the successful protection
and management of natural areas will
depend on the involvement and active
support of local communities. This has led
to a new focus on integrating conservation
and development to promote biodiversity
protection.

However all forms of protected areas have a
role in the region, and all would benefit frorn
local commuruty involvement in the design,
management and monitoring. In addition,
regional conservation programmes for
marine turtles, mari.ne mammals and birds
have started to focus conservation work at
the national and local levels on the
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endangered and threatened species of the
region.

For many reasons, protected area
establishment will continue to be slow, and
the vast majority of each country's natural
resources will remain outside of established
protected areas. This gives a special
urgency to ensuring that all natural
resources are managed sustainably and to
focussing research on the crucial question '-
when is resource use truly sustainable? As
the parameters of sustainable development
are better understood, environmental
agencies and agencies responsible for
resource use must work together to
incorporate the principles of environmental
sustainability into policy, law and practice
for all resource use.

Substantial work in support of this objective
is being undertaken through the South
Pacific Biodiveristy Conservation
Programme.

Local and National Key Actions:

1. Establish at least one model conservation
area under community management to

- demonstrate biodiversity protection,
sustainable use of natural resources and
community economic develoPment,
preferably including terrestrial and marine
resources. Jointly begin management and
periodic monitoring.

2. Identify immediate, major threats to the
endangered, threatened or vulnerable
ecosystems and species in the country and
implement management, protection and
education projects to address or avoid them,
including the possible use of sanctuaries,
strict reserves, ex-situ conservation and
advocating sound laws, regulations, and
policies with the relevant government
agencies.

3. Integrate population and conservation
programmes to promote:

a. better understanding of population
trends and resource needs

b. land use planning at the local level for
projected population growth

c. eventual reduced population growth and
sustainable resource use.

4. Review and modify current laws, regulations
and policies that currentlY allow
unsustainable resource use to:

a. identify, require and enforce sustainable
harvest rates;

b. set standards for minimizing indirec,t
impacts;and

c. provide support for on-site monitoring,
on-site resource management and off-site
conservation areas.

Include commuruty representatives in
developing this legislation and strive for
local enforcement, wherever possible.
(NOTE: Legal reviews completed for ten
countries.)

5. Develop a prioritized list of introduced plant
and animal pests that threaten the country's
biodiversity, and work with regional and
international agencies to develop and
implement effective control and prevention
programmes.

6. Identify good inficator species or other
measures for monitoring the condition of
marine and terrestrial resources in at least
one conservation area or Errea of high
ecological value and regularly assess the
status of these indicators.

Regional and International Key Actions:

7. Building on the South Pacific Biodiversity
Conservation Programme, wotk closely with
countries to develop a series of conservation
areas that demonstrate protection of
biodiversity, ecologically sustainable use of
natural resources, and community econpmic
development. Include projects that address
key threats to the region's biodiversity and
offer sustainable alternatives.

8. Develop specific regional strategies and
national management plans for endangered
threatened or vulnerable ecosystems and
species. Use the existing regional and
national information base and ecosystem
classifrcation to develop criteria, set
priorities, and conduct additional surveys to
provide information essential to decieion-
making or implementation.

9. Work closely with resource development
agencies and the private eector to design
and test sustainable approaches to major
resource extraction activitiee outside of
conservation areas, including forestry,
fisheries, agriculture, infrastructure
development, mining and Petroleum
extraction, and waste management.

l0.Identify potential and established
introduced plant and animal pests in the
region and work with the countriee to
develop and implement effective prevention
and control programmes, including port'of-
entry/exit inspection, quarantine, and public
awarenesS.
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ll.Provide technical assistance in developing
laws, regulations and policies that protect
biodiversity, and provide technical and
infrastructure support for enforcement, as
appropriate.

l2.Develop standard, repeatable survey
methods for monitoring terrestrial and
marine resources of high ecological value;
use or adapt existing standards wherever
possible. Prepare a manual and in-country
training course for local communities and
resource managerB.

lS.Develop methods to strengthen the social,
cultural and demographic analyses in
environmental impact assessment to detect
and address potential impacts on affected
populations and their natural resources.
Incorporate population considerations into
policy discussions and formal and informal
training programmes.

Measures of Success - Biodiversitv
Protection

By the end of 1998, the following would have
been proCuced or achieved:

tr Model community-based conservation areas
are underway in most countries and
territories, and early results indicate that
some of the economic development projects
are sustainable.

SPREP and the member countries have
developed and started implementation of a
specific plan (with prioritized target areas
and./or management activities) to protect the
endangered, threatened and vulnerable
ecosystems and species in the region.

Sustainable resource extraction techniques
are being tested in at least one site in the
region for each major commercial resource.

O At least one project has successfully
integrated population planning into a
conservation programme, with promise of
reducing population pressure on a priority
area.

tr A regionwide program to prevent and
control the spread of at least the five highest
priority plant and animal pest species is
underway.

D A legal and regulatory framework is in place
in most countries to identify and protect
priority ecosystems and species from
overharvesting, pollution, conversion to
other uses and other destructive activities.

tr Standard monitoring techruques are used
regularly for marine and terrestrial
resources tttat are intensively used and in
countries with high marine or terrestrial
biodiversity.

tr

D

lleasures of Succeer - Biodivenity Protecllon

By he end of 1998, he following would have been produced or achieved;

19S4 1995 1S96 'r997 1998 Comments

C Model communig-based conservadon areas are undeuay in most countries
and teritories, and early results indicate that gome of he emnomic development
projecb are sustainable.

3 SPREP and the member counfies have developed and started

implem€nlalion of a specific plan (witr prioritized brget areas and/or management
activities) to protecl he endangered, hreatened and vulnerable eoosystems and

species in fie region.

3 Susbinable resource exlraclion techniques are being tested in at leasl one
site in he region for each major commercial resource.

3 At leasl one projecl has successfully integnted population planning into a
conserya$on programme, wifi promise ol reducing population pressure on a
priority area.

3 A regionwide progmm to prevent and control the spread of al least the live
highest priofu phnt and animal pest species is undenray.

3 A legal and regulalory frameworl( is in place in most couniries to identify and
poEci priority ecosystems and species fiom ovefiarvesting, pollution, convension
to oher uses and oher desbuclive ac{ivities.

3 Standard monitoring techniques are used regularly for marine and tenesbial
tesources $at are intensively used and in countries wih high marine or terestial
biodiversity.

Key: 0 = No Progress; 1 = Ac{ion(s) Underway; 2 = Completed.
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5.4 Local Communities and Gustoms

Objective 4:

To involve communities in cooperative
natural resource management that
recognizes and strengthens local resource
owners' rights and uses environmentally
sound customs.

Current Situation:

Most of the protected areas in the South
Pacific are not effectively managed. These
are often protected as national parks and
reserves that prohibit sustainable resource
use by local populations, and the exclusion
of traditional resource owners is generally
pointed to as the underlying cause for the
lack of management.

More flexible and appropriate concepts
embodying landowner involvement and
allowing sustainable use of resources are
required. Local communities and resource
owners should be given priority in
establishing sustainable resource-based
business enterprises, including ecotourism.
The conservation area approach
incorporates these principles, and several
initiatives in this direction are currently
underway in the Federated States of
Micronesia (Pohnpei), Solomon Islands and
Western Samoa.

'lhe extent of actual community involvement
in planning and management is generally
inadequate. A constraint to improving this
situation is the lack of project planning,
business, and management skills among
communities and a general failure to adapt
the planning process to use customary
decision-making methods.

The need for greater involvement of
communities and resource owners is vital to
the success of conservation areas in the
immediate and long term. To make this
process meaningful, all participants will
need to acquire appropriate skills.

Local and National Key Actions:

1. Involve local communities in all phasea of
natural resource and development planning
and management by:

a. including community representatives in
all relevant committess & consultations;

b. ensuring, by legislation, their
consultation in environmental and social
impact assessments of major resource
development projects;

c. fostering closer relations and regular
dialogue with government agencies and
NGOs; and,

d. providing training to community
representatives, resource owners and
NGOs.

2. Recognize community resource ownership
and encourage communities to manage their
own resources by:

a: assisting them to develop and implement
their own plans through a community
consultation processes;

b. empowering local communities to control
their resources through legislative and
policy measures, where needed; and,

c. providing economic incentives for
conservation, where appropriate.

3. Support local communities in negotiations
with donors and developers through:

a. access to sound and up-to-date technical
and scientific advice and information;

b. independent legal advice, resource
valuation and financial expertise; and,

c. assistance with identifying and
addressing the social and cultural
impacts of proposed projects.

4. Continue to recognize and strengthen the
special role of women, youth and church
groups in all aspects of resource
management and conservation and ensure
their representation on the NEMS Taek
Team and other relevant committees.

5. Adopt or strengthen appropriate policies
and or legal instruments that protect
indigenous intellectual and cultural
property rights.

6. Ensure that all conservation activities
(research, resource inventories, manage-
ment, monitoring, etc) undertaken by
expatriate experts include:

a. active participation of local counterparts
and a requirement for hands-on training;

b. integration of local knowledge into the
results;

c. direct presentation of findings and
reports to the communities directly
involved or affected; and,

d- documentation of all findings
(preliminary and frnal), with copies
provided. to all appropriate agencies and
information databases in the countrv and
the region.
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7. Identify, document and promote the wider
use of customary knowledge and
environmentally sound customary practices,
including the medicinal uses of fauna and
flora. Adapt customary practices or develop
new appropriate technologies, where
needed.

8. Integrate trairung programmes and
conservation area management planning
with local knowledge and practices.

Regional and International Key Actions:

9. Require the involvement of local
communities and resource owners in
biodiversity conservation programmes as a
prerequisite for funding by multilateral and
bilateral donors.

lO.Support the development of adequate and
effective legal mechanisms for protecting
intellectual property rights of local and
indigenous people, including traditional
resource owners.

ll.Develop and support regional programmes
for the collection and recording of traditional
knowledge and the development of a
regional information base on customary
resource management.

Measures of Success - Local Corrrmunities
and Customs

By the end of 1998, the following would have
been achieved:

E Community representatives participate in
the NEMS Task Team and a number of
other similar committees.

D At least one conservation area project in
each country is managed under a
cooperative arrangement involving resource
owners.

O Sustainable resource management practices
are integrated in the management of at least
one conservation area in the region.

E Women, youth and church groups, are
involved in some aspects of natural resource
management at the national level, including
their representation in the NEMS Task
Teams and other groups.

O Legislation and policies are in place
requiring cooperative management of
natural resources and conservation projects,
involving local resource owners.

El Policies or legal instruments are in place for
protecting intellectual and cultural property
rights.

tr The public has greater access to information
and data on natural resources arrd
biodiversity. Appropriately packaged
information is also readilv available.

illeaturer of Succqss - Local Gommunities & Customc

By lhe end of '1998, the following would have been achieved:

1994 1995 1 996 1997 1998 Commenls

3 Community representatives participate in the NEMS Task Team and a number

of other similar committees.

3 At least one conseryation area projecl in each country is managed under a

cooperative anangement involving rssource owners.

3 Sustainable resource managernenl practices are integrated in lhe
management of at least one conservation area in the region.

3 Women, you$ and churdr goups, are involved in some aspects of natural

tesource management at he national level, including their representation in the
NEMS Task Teams and other groups.

3 Legislation and policies are in place requiring coopenWe management of
nafunal lsources and conservalion projecb, involving local resource orvnen.

3 Polkles or legal instumenb arc in place for potec{ing inlellectual and cultural
pmpedy fi9h6.

3 The public has greater aoooss b lnformation and data on nafural rosouroes

and biodlverity. Appopdately pactaged inbrmation b also rcadily available.

Key: 0 = No Progrcss; 1 = Aclion(s) Undaway; | = gomplebd.
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5.5 Training and Extension

Objective 5:

To strengthen local expertise and technical
ability in planning and implementing
sustainable natural resource management
progtammes for marine and terrestrial
environments through programmes of
training and extension that use local
expertise wherever possible-

Current Situation:

Pacific Islands do not have suffrcient
capacity to implement sustainable
development. In the area of resource
management and biodiversity conservation,
most Pacific countries now have small
environment and conservation agencies but
they generally have few staff, often with
very little training and experience. For
example, a 1992 estimate piaced the number
of trained park rangers at 20-25 for the
entire region, with onlY 2 marine
conservation officers. NGOs and
communities are now exPected and
encouraged to play an important role in
conservation area management, but both
lack planning and management skills-
Virtually no effort has been made to harness
the comnrunity's traditional skills and

capacity for conservation and sustainable
development.

Local and National Key Actions:

Assess specific training needs of government
agencies, NGOs and local communities
responsible for managing and monitoring
terrestrial and marine environments as a
basis for formulating a prioritized training
program.

Conduct in-country training courses for
government agencies, NGOs, community
representatives, and resource owners, using
local experts as trainers and resource people

wherever possible, to strengthen their skills
in:

a. community-based resource planning,
mana gement and monitoring;

b. terrestrial and marine conservation
operations and techniques;

c. proposal and report writing, using
formats from major funding agencies;

and,

d. otl,er skills identified by each country's
training needs assessment.

3. Develop special training conrses on
conservation for extension and social
workers who deal directly with human
welfare, particularly for communities
adjacent to conservation areas and other
important ecological areas.

4. Encourage and facilitate the participation of
community representatives, NGOs and
resource owners in training progranmes il'
country and abroad, including programmeg
currently managed by or for government
agencies.

5. Strengthen extension services of appropriate
government agencies (forestry, fisheries,
agriculture and environment) through
recruitment of additional staff, training and
logistics assistance to ensure effective and
reliable technical support for communities.

Regional and International Key Actions:

6. Assist with the assessment of country
training needs.

7. Provide financial and technical support for
priority in-country training identified in the
training needs assessment and identified in
national actions.

8. Conduct regional training courses on

identified priority skills required for the
effective implementation of terrestrial and
marine conservation Programmes.

9. Assess the feasibility of establishing a

training centre and./or mobile training uruts
within the region to build natural resources
management and biodiversity conservation
skills. If feasible, support establishment'

Measures of Success - Training and
Extension

By the end of 1998, the following would have

been achieved:

E Representatives from relevant government
agencies, NGOs, and resource owning
communities have been trained in the
different aspects of natural resource

management and biodiversity conservation
in at least half of the countries and
territories.

fl At least t0 training courses have been

conducted on identified priority topics.

D A prioritised assessment of national training
needs in sustainable development in general

and biodiversity conservation in particular
is completed for all countries and territories'

1.

.)
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teturat of Succo$ - Training and Extonrion

By he end of 1998, fie following wouH have been adrieved:

t994 1995 1996 1997 r998 Commenb

C Represenblives from retevant govemment agencies, NGOS, and resourcs
wnlrg communilies have been trained in fie difielenl aspe(b of natural resourco
management and biodiversity conseryation in at least hall of tre counfi€s and
terdhries.

3 At least 10 faining courses have been conduc,led on identified pfority topl;s.

3 A priodfsed assessment of national training needs in sustainate
development in genenal and biodiversity conservalion in partioilar is omplebd for
all counfies and tenitories.

Key: 0=NoPmgress; 1=Ac{ion(s) Underway; 2 = Completed.

5.6 EnvironmentalAwareness, Information
Sharing and Partnerships

Objective 6:

To improve environmental awarenese and
information sharing and to build working
partnerships at the local, national, regional
and international levels in support of
conservation activities.

Current Situation:

Throughout the South Pacific, congervation
programmes and activities typically involve
partnerships between the national
environmental agency, SPREP and often an
international donor. More and more, non-
governmental organisations are joining
these efforts, bringing new skills, networks
and resources. The 1993 Tonga Conference
emphasized the need to invest in and
commit to making these partnerships work
and to reach out to include resource owners,
local communities, businesses and others
who can help. Despite impressive progress
in rnany countries, environmental education
and awareness continue to be a high priority
in every NEMS, and some countries are
described as havrng a dearth of relevant
res()urce infonnirt.ron. People are
succcssfully trying new "grassroots" ways to G.
share environmental information. and the
new challenge is to include traditronal
Itnowledge and practices in the conservatron
nlessage.

Local and National Key Actions:

l. lmplement NEMS priorities to improve
environmental awareness and education in
a compelling and more effective way, using
the arts, theatre, music, media and
attractive visual and print materials.
Materials should incorporate local customs
in resource management and should use
local language(s) as much as possible.

2. Involve government, NGOs, businesses,
local communities, and technical resource
people in planning, implementing and
evaluating conservation activities and
programmes.

Require that resource people and
researchers provide results and information
to affected local communities and
environmental management staff in a useful
way. Require copies of all publications,
reports, and original data for in-country use.

Ensure easy public access to resource data
and information necessary to design,
implement, monitor and evaluate
conservation programmes.

Assess national environmental awareness
and involvement through periodic surveys
or polls.

Develop local interpretive skills and
establish facilities (i,f appropriate) in at least
one accessible conservation area or area of
high ecological value to improve public
awareness of the need for conservation and
the role of traditional knowledge and
customs in resource management.

3.

4.

c.
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7. Work with other countries to share
experiences and expertise in all aspects of
conservation and sustainable development
work, including both successes and failures.

Regional and International Key Actions:

8. Support information and experience
exchange to communicate successes and
failures (and develop guidelines) for key
aspects of conservation and sustainable
resource mansgement (e.g. nature-based
enterprises, community awareness
community-based resource management and
morutoring).

9. Develop and maintain a regional
information base with current information
on island ecosystems and species for
conservation, major threats, and sustainable
development opportunities. Establish
linkages with existing networks and among
island countries to encourage information
exchange.

l0.Assist with the development of appropriate
in-country resource databases to help guide
conservation and sustainable development,
decision-making and implementation.

ll.Conduct a study on the effectiveness of
specific educational tools (e.g. written
material, posters, T-shirts, slides, videos,
etc) for the two key audiences in the Pacific
(local villagers and national decision-
makers), and develop guidelines for
targeting educational efforts for maximum
effect.

12.Develop and use a set of consensug
principles to build public and private
partnerships that provide optimal support
and technical assistance to countries and
local communities for achieving their
conservation priorities.

l3.Provide support and technical aseistance to
the region's:

a. network of environmental journalists

b. teachers, schools and education
departments for curriculum development

c. national and community groups in media
& publications

l4.Periodically poll the region to gather data on
access to information and services, progress
on this Action Strategy, and the
effectiveness of other regional activities.

1 5. Disseminate scientifi c/technical information
and traditionaUcustomary knowledge on
conservation and resource management
through the publication of meeting reports,
topic studies, bibliographies and a register
of Pacific resource people.

16.Continue to produce and dietribute
educational materials on regional
environmental issues in an interesting and
informative way, where possible in local
languages.

Measures of Success - Environmental
Awareness & Partnerships

By the end of 1998, the following would have
been produced or achieved:

0 Each country holds at least one popular
environmental awareness event each year
and has regular features on environmental
issues in the media, with a resulting
substantial increase in environmental
awareness and involvement by the public as
measured by surveys.

B Most conservation projects and programmes
have a broad-based group of public and
private advisors to assist with planning,
implementation and monitoring. A1l
proposals for new conservation efforts
include evidence that a broad-based
advisory group assieted with the project
design.

People with local cultural knowledge are an
integral part of all environmental
awareness, education, research, resource
management and monitoring activities.

There are good examples of new, more
effective ways to provide scienti.fie and
technical information for local and national
use.

Essential information for conservation and
sustainable resource management is
available through appropriate databases,
publicatione or resource people, and this
information ie used by the governments,
non-governmental organisations, businesses
and communities in conservation and
development planning and implementation.
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Measures of Success - Environmenlal Awareness & Parherships

By he end of 1998, the following would have been produced or achieved:

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Commenb

3 Each counlry holds at least one popular environmental awareness event each
year and has regular features on environmental issues in the media, with a

resulting subshntial increase in envircnmenhl awareness and invofuement by the
public as measured by surveys.

3 Most conservation projecb and prognmmes have a broadSased group of
public and private advisors to assist wih planning, implemenlation and monitoring,

All proposals for new conservation efioG include evidence that a broad$ased
advisory group assisted with the projecl design.

3 People wifr local cultural knowledge are an intqral part of all environmenlal
awareness, education, researc-h, resource management and monitoring activilies.

3 There are good examples of new, more effeclive ways to provide scienlific and

tecinical information for local and national use.

3 Essential information for mnservation and sustainable Esource management
is available firough appmpriate databases, publications or resour@ p6ople, and

hh informalion is used by he govemmenb, non{ovemmental organisations,
businesses and communities in conservation and development planning and

implementation.

Key: 0=NoProgress; 1=Action(s) Underway; 2 = Completed.
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Annex A: Protected Areis of the South Pacific

Notes for Annex A:

Annex A1.

Number of protected areas, total land area,
protected land area and percentage land
protected from Paine 1993; IUCN
categories I-VI included. IUCN 1991
included information on totaUprotected
land areas that differed from Paine 1993
for some areas. No comparable
information was available for marlne
protected areas.

Annex A2,

Number and list of protected areas from
IUCN 1991 with additions from Farago
1993 and Action Strategy reviewer
comments. All IUCN categories (I-VI) ar:.
included. Paine 1993 reports 98 protected
areas in IUCN categories I-V. This is
probably the basis for the figure cited in
Farago1993 and in previous strategies.

IUCN categories of protected areas

I Scientific Reserve/Strict Nature Reserve

II National Park

III Natural Monument/Natural Landmark

IV Managed Nature hcserveAilildlife
Sanctuary

V Protected Landscape or Seascape

VI Resource Reserve

Abbreviations Used:

Cons ConservationReserve

Ecol Ecological

FR Forest Reserve

Is Island(s)

MP Marine Park

MR Marine Reserve

NA Natural Area

NHP Nat'l Historic Park

NMS Nat'l Marine Sanctuary

NNL Nat'l Natural Landmark

NP National Park

NR Nature Reserve

N\{R Nat'l Wildlife Refuge

Pk Park

Prov Provincial

Rec Recreational

Res Reserve

Sanct Sanctuary

SBR Special Botanical Res

SFFR Special Fauna & Flora Reserve

SFR Special Fauna Reserve

SMR Special Marine Reserve

SNR Strict Nature Reserve

Terr Territorial

WMA Wiidlife Management Area

WR Wildlife Reserve

WS Wildlife Sanctuary

WHS World Heritage Site
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Annex A1: Summary of Terrestrial Protected Areas of the South Pacific region

South Pacific Slates !lo. ol Protectsd
Aaas (See tloto l)

Total Land
Arca (eq kml

(see lloh 2)

Prohelod L.nd
&ee (eq tm)

it lend
Pmteclsd

American Samoa

Cook ls

Easter ls

Federated States of Micronesia

Fiii

French Polynesia

Guam

Kiribati

Manhall ls

Nauru

New Caledonia

Niue

Norlh Marianas

Palau

Papua New Guinea

Pitcaim ls

Solomon ls

Tokelau

Tonga

Tuvalu

U.S. Minor ls

Vanuafu

Wallis-Futuna ls

Westem Samoa

0ther

11

4

1

1

17

7

11

11

0

0

52

0

4

23

3V

I

I
0

10

0

4

o

2

5

2

197

233

68

702

18,330

3,940

450

684

18'l

21.

'19,105

259

471

365

462,840

42

29,790

10

699

25

658

14,765

255

2,840

NA

48

2

67

n

251

135

85

587

0

0

7,038

0

tq

ig

9,866

0

26

0

35

0

542

1

n

41

NA

24.4

0.9

98.5

0.0

1.6

3.4

'18.9

85.8

0.0

0,0

36.8

0,0

3.2

4.1

2.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

82.4

0.01

0.0

1.4

NA

. TOTAL 217 556,930 l8,tg4 3.1

Hawaii 103 16,760 2,866 17.1
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Annex A2: Established protected areas in the South Pacific

American Samoa (ll) Guam (10)

American Samoa National Parks* Anao Conn. Reserves*

Rose Atoll National Wildlife Refuges* Bolanos (Chalan Palii CR) Cotal

Fagatele Bay National Marine Sanctuaries* Haputo Ecological Reserve Areas*

Anunu'u Island National Natural Landmarks Masso River Reservoir Area Natural Rescrvest

Cape Taputapu NNL Orote Peninsula Ecologrcal Reservc Areasn

Fogama'a Crater NNL Pati Point Natural Areaso

l,eala Shoreline NNL Guam Territorial Seashore Park*

Matafao Peak NNL Schroeder

Rainmaker Mountain Mt. Pioa) NNL War in the Pacifict

Vaiava Strait NNL Y-?iga

Cook lglands (4) Kiribati (Ll)

Aitutaki Trochus Sanct* Birnie Island WS

Manuae Lagoon TrochusSanct* Cook lslet Closed Area (l{iritimati WS)

Palmerston Lagoon Trochus Sanct* Kiritimati WS

Suwarrow Atoll NP Malden Island (Closed Area)

Easter Island (1) Motu Tabu Islet Closed Area (Kiritimati WS)

Rapa Nui NP lllotu Upua Closed Area (Kiritimati WS)

Federated States of Micronesia (1) McKean Island

. Trochus Sanctuaries - Pohnpei* Ngaontetaake Islet Closed Area (lfirilirnati WS)

Fiji (f D Phoenix lsland (Rawaki)

Colo-iSuva Forest Park Starbuck (Closed Area)

Draunibota & Labiko Is NR Vostok Island

JH Garrick Memorial Reserve New Caledonia (62)

Lololo Amenity Reserves (AR) Amoa/Tchamba

lomolomo AR Aoucpinies SFR

Nadarivatu NR Boulouparis-Bourail Branch Nord Dumbea et Couvelee

Namenalala Island NR Col d'Amieu FR

Naqarabuluti NB

Nukulau Island and Reef (AR)

Ravilevu NR

Saweni Beach (AR)

Sigatoka Sand Dunes NP & Res

Tavakubu (AR)

Tomaniivi NR

Vunimoli NR

Vuo leland NR

Yadua Taba Island Crested Iguana Reserve

French Polynesia (7)

Atoll de Taiaro (W.A. Robinson) Biosphere & NR

Eiao Island Nature Reserve

Hatutu Island Nature Reserve

Mohotani

Sable lsland (Motu One)

Scilly Atoll (Manuae) Reserve

Vallee de Faaiti Nature Reserve

Chutes de Madeleine SBR

Foret de Sailles SBR

Haute Doutio

Haute Yate SFR

Koumac

Kuebini FR

La Dieppoise SMR

Lagon Sud Terr Pk (Sunits)

L'entange de Koumac SFR

L'Ile Pam SFR

L'Ilot Lepredour SFR

L'llot Maitre SFFR

"Michael Corbasson"

Mont Do SFFR

Mont Humboldt SBR

Mont Mou FR

Mont Mou SBR

Mont Panie SBR
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Moatague des Somceo l-[B

N rd Oote Eai

Ora Peninsula

Ouenarou FR

Otren Toro llevr?h

Paita.Dumbea.Mt Dorc

Pic Ningua SBR

Ponerihouen

Poue,mhout

Povilla FE,

Riviere Bleue Terr Fk

Southern SB'R (? uni,ts)

Tangadiorr FE

Tango FE

?iponite FR

Tournente ile Ma"rine Faune Sl@

Thy Terr Fk

"Sou{h' of Now Oaledonia F&

Y'ves Merlet SMR

North Mqriarras (al)

Asuteion ls Preaerve

Guguan Is Freserye

Maug Ie. Praserve

Utacas,lsland Presewe (aka Farallon de Pajatps)

Palau ($)

Ngeruhewirl Is

Trochue Sanetuaries (21)

Ngerumckaol Grouper Spawning Area

Prpua New Guiinca,(87)

Bagiai O')'WIvIA

Baiyer &iver S.

Balek (III) W!!:A

E-arriara Islaild 0I) WI\44.

Cape Wom lnterr,rational Memorial Parlt

Grown lsland (,III) WMA

earu CI)* WMll

I,:Iorseshoe Reef IVIP

Iomare,(I) 1{r}YIA

Jini Valley NatiEnal Farks

KokodaTrail NP

latelavu fi)$|MA'

Iprtetrltland,(In)

McAdauNP

Mezs G)*

Mt GahavibukrPalLr

Mt Ikin li*
MtWilheilm NP

Moiaka ws

Mojirau S).

Namanatabu Historic Reserves

I{anuk trsland Park*

Ndrolowa ({)*

Neiru 6)

Nuscrang (I)*

Oia.I{adaWa'a 0)

Paga liittScR

Piluqg (I)

FoLili O)

Ranba G)r

Sawataetge 0)*

Siwi [Itame (I)

Talele Islande (Bismarck Archibelago) NR

Talele Islands Ptrrk*

Tonda 0)*

Varirata

Zo-Oimaga (I)r

Pttealrn la (D
Henderson Is WES (not incl. in Paine 1993)

Solornon If (8)

Queea Elizabeth NP

Arnawn WS or Arnavon MarinE Cons Area

'Tulagi Bird Sanot

I{olourbangara FB

Dalakalau

Dalakalonga

Mandoleana:

O-eqra Iq

Tonga (10)

Eua trrtP

Fanga'uta & Fanga Kakau l,agnons Madne fies

lla.'atafu:Beaeh Bee

I{akauqana€ Eaef nEs

Mal[noa Is Bss

Mon$afe Ie Res

Mui tlopo IloBonga Bes

Pangaimotu SeefBee

Mounu Ref Sa,lct

Ea'anoagaTrilithon Ph

U.S.l[tnor lehuds (4)

Ba&erleNWR

HswlsadXsItlWR

J,Anh Is Irl'lUB

t O**oa61I$I{IR

tt
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Vanuatu (6) Western Samoa (6)

Naomebararvu-lvlalo ll.es O [* Pupu Pu'e NP

President Coolidge & Miltion Dollar Point Re.s Tusitala Historic & NR (il units)

Whitesands Res Palolo Deep Res

Narong MRt Togitogiga Ilec Res

Aore Rec Pk Falealupo Forest

Bucaro Aore Rec Pk Other (2)

Wallis-et Futuna (2) l,ord Howe [s Oroup WHS (Australia)

Wallrs Toafa FR Kermadec Is NR (New Zealand)

Lalolalo Vao Tupu (aka Forbidden Forest)

* Prolecled area idenl.ified. by Act,iort Strategy reuieut; rtot
I.isled in IUCN 1991.
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Annex: B: NEMS Country Priorities for Action and Nature Conservation and
Protected Areas.

Extractfrom Wendf, w. 1993. "National Environmental Management Sfrategies". ln Fifth
Souflr Pacific Conference on Nature Conseruation and Protected Areas. Vol 1. Conference
Repoft. 4-8 October,7993, Nukualofa, Tonga. Apia. pp27-34.

Relationship Between NEMS and Biodiversity
Conservation

The Legislatiue / Policy / Irtstitution. Reuiews
undertaken in each ofthe countries to assist the
process of NEMS development have clearly
shown that there is a need for comprehensive
nature preservation legislation and even where
such legislation does exist, there is a need for
enforcement. As well, the Reviews highlight
the need for strengthened institutional
structure with trained staff to oversee protected
area and species conservation and for the need
for more open participatory mechanisms to
involve traditional land-owners in protected
area management.

The Educatiort. / Community Awareness Reuiews
undertaken in many countries in support of the
NEMS process have also shown a dearth of
relevant resource material to educate the
community both through the formal and non-
formal education systems.

During the process of National Environmental
Management Strategy development, each
country has identified:

(i) Strategies; and,

(ii) Programme Profiles (specific projects) which
will serve to put the strategy into action.

The Programme Profiles have been
incorporated into SPREP's Work Programme
for which funds are being actively sought. A
brief analysis of the Strategies and Programme
Profiles for each of the countries concerned,
shows a strong emphasis on biodiversity
conservation, especially involving
community participation.

Below is a country-by-country breakdown of
specific Strategies and Programme Profrles
which clearly shows a large number of specific
activities aimed at nature and species
protection.

Strategies and Programme Profiles from NEMS
Related to Nature Conservation and
Protected Areas

Cook lslands (Cabinet-endorsed NEMS)

Strategy2.2: Preservetraditional
knowledge management systems

. Upgrade documentation of traditional
environmental knowledge and practices.

Strategy 3.2: Support sustainable use
of marine resources

o Development of policies and procedures to
minimise over fishing of reefs and lagoons

Strategy 3.4: Establish and manage
protected areas

. Development of tourism-based conservation
areas.

. Application of traditional knowledge to
resource conse rvation.

Federated States of Micronesia (Cabinet-
endorsed NEMS)

Strate gy 4: Improve environmental
awareness and education

o Development of a "grass-roots" community
education programme.

. Documentation and application of
traditional knowledge and management
systems.

Strategy 6:Manage and protect natural
resources

r Resource Information System development.

. Reef and lagoon resources survey for Chuuk
State and the Outer Islands of Yap and
Pohnpei States.

. Nan Madol Master Plan.

o Endangered species and habitat action plan.

r Participation in regional and international
biodiversity programmes.

. Programme to preserve traditional forest
knowledge and raise landowner awareness
of forest values.

. Total species marine preserve pilot project.

. Conservation programme for marine turtles.
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Kiribati (Draft NEMS)

Strategy 5:Development and Protection of
the Resource Base

r Protection ofspecial habitats and species.

r Conservation and management of
mangroves.

. Review and improve conservation
arrangements for the Phoenix and Line
Islands.

r Establishment of an arboretum of traditional
cultural and medicinal plants of Kiribati.

r Training workshops on the conservation and
management of reefs and marine living
resources in Kiribati.

Marshall lslands (Cabinet-endorsed NEMS)

Strategy G:Managing Marine and Coastal
Resources for Sustainability

o Developing marine resource conservation
regulations.

Developing marine biodiversity conservation
progTamme.

Promoting giant clam and trochus
mariculture-

Strategy 8:Protecting special areas and
species

r Developing nature conservation legislation.

o Establishing network of protected areas.

r Creating interagency conservation body.

. Developingeco-tourism.

Strategy 9:Protecting Cultural Values and
Practices

o Developing cultural resource management
plans.

Developing cultural resource regulations.

Establishing historic site register.

Developing cultural resource education
progfammes.

Assessing modern applications of traditional
knowledge.

Documenting cultural resources.

Establishing network of cultural
preservation officers.

Niue (Draft NEMS)

Strategy 5:Strengthening the resource
database

. Ecological surveys of terrestrial vertebrate
fauna.

r Systematic botanical survey.

. Marine resource survey.

o Computerised resource database.

Strategy 6:Protecting areas of high
ecological, wilderness and cultural
values

Development of a conservation area system
for Niue.

Identfication of areas of conservation
significance.

. Development of a model conservation area
with full landowner participation.

r Participation in regional and international
biodiversity programmes.

o Population survey of birds and other species
of fauna.

r Study of costs and benefits of biodiversity
conservation in Niue.

o Establishment of conservation areas on
customary lands.

Strategy 8:Sustainable use and
management of land resource

o Community forestry awareness and
traditional knowledge programme.

r Development of government forest police
and awareness programme.

. Expanded reforestation programme.

r National tree planting programme.

Strategy 9:Sustainable use and
rranagement of marine resources

. Impose seasonal sanctions on endangered
reef resources.

Palau (Gomprehensive Gonservation Strategy)

r Development of a National Conservation
Law Enforcement Programme.

. Documentation of natural resource habitat
needs and eetablishment of core Preserve
Areas.

r Support for the Palau Wildland and Forest
Management Act. "

o Assistance to States to designate Preserve
sites under the Natural Heritage Reserve
Svstem Act.

I
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r Continuation of work to support the concept

of Bioreserve Planning for specific sensitive
areas with The Nature Conservancy (TNC).

r Development of a management and
enforcement framework for existing and
planned Reserves (incorporating Iocal
involvement in the planning and
management of reserve areas).

r Utilisation of
knowledge.

. Baseline studies and research on
endangered species and endemic plants.

. Marine resource stock assessment.

r Terrestrial resource status assessment.

o Enforcement support for
management systems.

traditional

Papua New Guinea (Strategic Plan)

Programrne 9: Conseruatiort

Objective l: To build effective systems for
accumulating, storing and using knowledge
of the natural, historical and cultural
resources of PNG so as to identify
conservation needs.

Objective 2: To build effective systems for
accumulating, sorting and using knowledge
of the way natural, historical and cultural
resources are used by local communities so

as to identify appropriate methods.

Objective 3: To examine existing
conservation methods and experiment with
new conservation methods so as to discover
those most suitable for Papua New Guinea
and its peoples, seeking in particular
methods which are grounded in local
tradition and/or which foster participation
by local communities and landowners in
conservation management.

Objective 4: To create an effective system
for identifuing conservation opportunities in
the field, and to deliver the follow-up actions
required to get new areas and/or resources
into the conservation system.

Objective 6: To improve management of
the existing conservation areas, strengthen
protection of the protected species and
increase the Division's capability to
undertake all the other conservation rolee
and responsibilities entrusted to it.

traditional and local

Objective 6: To build up a strong network
of co-operative working relationships with
Government agencies at all levels, with
NGOs both national and international, with
universities, with donor agencies and with
any other groups or individuals who can
help achieve the Programme objectives.

Objective 7: To put mechanisms for
conservation advocacy in place in order to
ensure that conservation options will be
considered whenever significant planning or
resource management decisions are being
made.

Other activities include:

o Establishment of a Conservation Resource
Centre (CRC) to achieve an immediate
"capacity boost "

. Conservation Needs Assessment to assese
biological resources of PNG and taking rnto
account factors including biodiversity and
threats to conservation, prepare guidelines
for identi$ing priority areas and resonrces
for inclusion in the Conservation System.

Solomon lslands (Cabinet-endorsed NEMSI

Strategy 4 : Improving environmental
awareness and education

r Documentation of traditional knowledge and
management systems.

. Application of traditional knowledge and
management systems.

Strategy 6: Strengthening the resource
base

. Ecological survey of terrestrial vertebrate
fauna.

. Systematic botanical survey.

o Dugong survey.

. Reef, estuary and lagoon resources survey.

Strategy G:Protecting areas of high
ecological wilderness and value

. Development of a conservation urreaa system.

r Participation in regional and international
biodiversity programmes.

. Identification of areas of conservation
significance.

. Development of a model conservation area
with full landowner participation
(Komarindi Conservation Area).

r Nature sites deyelopment.

. Proposed World Heritage Sites: Lake Te
Nggano and Marovo Lagoon.
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. Regulation and monitoring of wildtfe trade. Vanuatu (National Conservation Strategy)

. Population survey of parrot species currently National Conservation Goal 3.1: Change
subject to trade. the way Vanuatu values natural resources.

o Costs and benefits of conservation of National Conservation Goal 3.2: Improve
biological diversity in Solomon Islands. community understanding of environmental

Strategy 9:Sustainable use offorest processes'

resources National Conservation Goal 3.5: Ensure

. uustomarv lancrowner forestrv awareness biological resources are used sustainably'

and tradit-ional knowledgu p"og""--".
strategy L0: sustainable use of marine western samoa (cabinet'endorsed NEMS)

resources Target Environmental Component 3:

. conservation of marine turtles. Protection of the sea and marine
resource.

' crocodile population monitoring' . coral Reef / Mangrove Ecological Monitor-
r Creation of marine reserves. ing.

Strategy 11: Coastal environment Target Environmental Component 7:
management Conservation of Biological Diversity

o Mangrove case study and community . Ecological Survey of Midslope and Upland
education. Forests.

. Conservation and sustainable management
Tonga (Cabinet-endorsed Action Strategy) of mangroves and environs at Saanapu-

Strategy 7:Improve and update basic data Sataoa'

on natural resources. r Protection and sustainable use of the

. Deverop a nationar resource information fl|]|l- "^*:::^^","^t- ^*o::3^':::,1-11:
system (TONGRIS). rlanrung lor prolecrron ano susralnaple use

of the lowland forests and islands of the
. Natural resources and ecosystems survey. Aleipata District.

Strategy 8:Protect the Kingdorn's r Development of a National Biodiversity
biological diversity Garden.

. Strengthen wildlife management capability . Establishment of a Biodiversity Database.
in the Kingdom' o Birds survey and conse'vation.

. Replanting traditional, medicinal and - rt^_-.
culturally important plants. ' compilation and publication of a Flora of

Samoa.
r Management planning for protection of 'Eua

National Park.

. Preservation of kev natural and cultural
sites in Vava'u.

. Royal Memorial Botanic Gardens.

. Pilot programme for the control of rats and
feral cats on selected outer islands.
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